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Abstract 

Reports show that the number of elderly people and people with disabilities in society 

are significantly increasing. These people have a wide range and variety of functional 

impainnents. The aim of rehabilitation technology is to improve the quality of life of 

people with disabilities. In particular, smart wheelchairs have been developed to 

accommodate people with mobility impairments. The provision of independent mobility 

can produce substantial benefits, such as the development of physical, cognitive, 

communication and social skills for both children and adults in their daily lives. 

In this thesis, we present a method of constructing a 360° real-time environmental map 

for the smart wheelchair. It combines the information from a laser range finder and 

encoders mounted in the driving wheels. As the wheelchair moves, the obstacles in front 

of the wheelchair that are detected by the laser sensor are updated to this map, after a 

modification based on the encoder data. This mapping method is 13-fold more accurate 

than the common use of encoders. 

Also, a method of determining accessible free-space for the obstacle avoidance task is 

implemented. This accom1nodates the actual dimensions of the wheelchair and then 

determines the collision-free area available for the wheelchair. The data of accessible 

free-space can be used to simplify the obstacle avoidance controller and improve its 

real-time capabilities. It eliminates errors from the common approximation of the 

wheelchair boundary as a circle, which may lead to the assumption that no accessible 

space is available to move safely without incurring a collision. 



We introduce an advanced obstacle avoidance technique that utilises separate Bayesian 

neural networks for specified tasks. The obstacle avoidance task is divided into three 

sub-tasks: passing through a door, corridor and wall following, and general obstacle 

avoidance. This enables the network to respond to the particular features of each task, 

thereby improving performance. Specific data acquisitions are perfonned to collect the 

patterns used to design the neural network for each task. Bayesian framework is then 

applied to determine the optimal network structures. The training patterns are 

subsequently used in conjunction with the Bayesian training process to improve the 

generalisation and performances of each network. Our method was able to successfully 

accomplish difficult navigation tasks smoothly following a near optimum trajectory. 

Furthermore, we developed an adaptive shared control method for an intelligent 

wheelchair based on the Bayesian recursive technique to assist disabled users when 

performing obstacle avoidance tasks. Three autonomous tasks have been developed for 

different types of environments to improve the performance of the overall system. The 

system combines local environmental information gathered using a laser range finder 

sensor with the user's intentions to select the most suitable autonomous task in different 

situation . The evidences of these tasks are estimated by the Bayesian recursive 

technique during movements of the wheelchair. The most appropriate task that is 

selected automatically by the wheelchair controller is the one that has the highest value 

of evidence. 

Finally, a method of classifying the environmental 1nodel is introduced for this shared 

control strategy. The features of the environment such as do01ways, corridors and walls, 

and general obstacles have to be recognised. This method is based on the Bayesian 

neural network to recognise the environmental features from the laser images that were 

acquired from the on board sensors. This environmental feature information is one of the 

main inputs of the adaptive shared control strategy to effectively improve the accuracy 

of autonomous task selection. 

Various experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of our smart wheelchair 

system. Eight able-bodied people are recruited, including four males and four females 

whose ages range from 27 years to 60 years. They have had no experience of driving a 



wheelchair before. Three experiments are arranged with increasing difficulties. These 

users are asked to drive the wheelchair in both manual mode via a conventional joystick 

and in semi-autonomous mode with the shared control strategy and autonmnous 

obstacle avoidance controller. 

The evaluation results show the advantages of our wheelchair's control system 

compared to the manual control method. Our intelligent wheelchair, which was 

equipped with a reliable obstacle avoidance method and an effective shared control 

strategy, was able to successfully accomplish difficult navigation tasks not only by 

following a near opti1num trajectory but also by generating smooth movements 

(maintaining stable velocities) in different types of environments. It is able to 

successfully support people with various types and levels of impairment. 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1. Problem Statement 

Recent trends in society show that the number of elderly people and people with 

disabilities is significantly increasing (U.S. Census Bureau 2004). These people have a 

wide range and variety of functional impainnents. Within this group, approximately 40 

million people worldwide are suffering a spinal cord injury (SCI). With continued 

improvetnents in 1nedical care, an increase in SCI patients is expected, with 

corresponding needs for comprehensive rehabilitation services provided by specialist 

rehabilitation physicians (Lim & Tow 2007). 

In Australia, each year n1ore than 300 new cases of SCI from traumatic and non-

traumatic causes are added to an estin1ated SCI population of approxin1ately 9,000 

(Cripps 2007). Based on cost estin1ates by Walsh et al. (2005), the ongoing costs 

associated with the long-term care of this SCI population is estimated to be nearly 

A$500 million per year. These cost estimates allow for attendant care and equipment 

only and do not include medical or ancillary treatments. It should also be noted that this 

estimation may change markedly from year to year, depending on the number of 

ventilator-dependent or high-level tetraplegia (Cl- C3) cases that occur. Estimated 

attendant care and equipment costs for each ventilator-dependent and each non-

ventilator dependent tetraplegic patient are about A$284,000 and A$197,000 per year, 

respectively (Walsh et al. 2005). 

1 
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It is important to note that people with mobility impairments may experience barriers 

preventing their full participation in society. Independent mobility, including the use of 

powered wheelchairs, provides substantial benefits, such as the development of 

physical, cognitive, communicative and social skills to both children and adults. For 

young children, independent mobility enriches their lives and enhances early learning. 

For adults, the capacity for independent mobility raises self-esteem (Simpson 2005). In 

addition, the vocational and educational opportunities significantly increase for people 

with independent mobility. 

In this context, a standard powered wheelchair provides a promising opportunity for this 

population. Unfortunately however, conventionally powered wheelchairs are unsuitable 

for many individuals due to the lack of physical and perceptual abilities of people with 

poor vision, visual field reduction, spasticity, tremors, or cognitive deficits (Simpson 

2005). The use of joysticks or other standard inputs make it difficult or even impossible 

to obtain comprehensive control of a powered wheelchair. Even people capable of 

manoeuvring a wheelchair find it arduous for complex tasks such as driving tlu·ough a 

door, avoiding obstacles or navigating a corridor. A recent survey howed that nearly 

half of the people unable to control a powered wheelchair by conventional methods can 

benefit from an automated navigation system (Castillo et al. 2006). 

To accommodate this need, sn1art wheelchairs have been an important subject of 

research since the early 1980s. A smart wheelchair typically consists of a standard 

power wheelchair to which a computer and a collection of sensors are added. Smart 

wheelchairs are designed so that they can provide users with both autonomous 

navigation assistance and shared control abilities via software and a control computer 

that can make suitable decisions based on the intentions of the user and the 

environmental context. Also, safety navigation is a basic requirement for any assistive 

wheelchair system. 

The basic task of autonomous navigation assistance for a smart wheelchair is obstacle 

avoidance. It provides the wheelchair with the capability of travelling safely in 

unstructured and unknown environments. There are several maintaining challenges of 
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contemporary obstacle avoidance algorithms. Firstly, they were originally designed for 

autonomous mobile robots, therefore they are difficult to apply successfully in an 

assistive wheelchair system that has specific requirements, such as smooth navigations 

and comforts. Secondly, some of these methods require huge computations. Hence, they 

are unable to be implemented in real-time. 

To drive a smart wheelchair the user communicates to a special control unit, a shared 

control strategy, via the user interface by providing his/her navigation control 

commands. Based on other sources of information, such as onboard sensor data and 

driving control signals, the shared control strategy can decide whether to follow the 

user's instructions or whether to perform other desired tasks autonomously. An effective 

shared control strategy can naturally combine the user and the wheelchair in a control 

system. Hence, it enhances the advantages of the unique strengths of humans and those 

of robots, in aiding each other in areas of weakness. 

Contemporary wheelchair designs lack an effective shared control strategy. Researchers 

have relied on either the user's navigating capability (Simpson, Poirot & Baxter 2002; 

Yanco 1998) or the computer' s autonomous control capabilities (Seki et al. 2000: 

Simpson & Levine 2002~ Yoder, Baumgartner & Skaar 1996). The former design can 

cause extreme physical and mental stress to the user, whilst the latter design can impede 

or irritate the user during operation. Hence, these wheelchair platforms only 

accommodate a small group of people with disabilities. 

Neural networks that are based on the way the human brain processes information have 

attracted many researchers and have been applied successfully to various probletns, 

such as handwriting recognition (Fu et al. 2000), face detection (Viola & Jones 2004), 

and control systems (Andersen et al. 1990; Patino & Liu 2000). It has also been widely 

used in rehabilitation and medical sectors, such as in recovery and diagnosis techniques 

(Mitchell et al. 2004; Riess & Abbas 2000). 

However, standard neural networks with backpropagation training algorithms maintain 

many inherent shortcomings, such as slow training convergence and poor performance 
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due to under-fitting or over-fitting phenomena. These problems are not solved directly 

and the training data is sacrificed for validation procedures. A Bayesian framework 

based on Bayesian theory (MacKay 1992a) is able to solve these problems directly. It 

provides unified theoretical network training for a better network perfonnance. 

Different networks with different structures and trained weights can also be compared 

and ranked in order to determine the most suitable network for certain applications. 

1.2. Objectives of the thesis 

This thesis is based on Bayesian theory and neural networks to develop an assistive 

smart wheelchair system. Firstly, it focuses on designing an obstacle avoidance 

algorithm that meets the specific require1nents of an assistive wheelchair, as stated in 

the previous section. Bayesian neural networks are utilised to learn how to react 

appropriately in various situations, then they are able to control the wheelchair safely in 

real-time. The overall obstacle avoidance task is divided into several sub-tasks. It 

enables the neural controller to respond to the particular features of the environment, 

thus improving obstacle avoidance perfon11ance. This method is different from other 

contemporary algorithms as it is able to successfully accomplish difficult navigation 

task such as door passing or conidor following, smoothly along a near optimum 

trajectory. 

Secondly, this thesis introduces an adaptive shared control strategy that is able to 

combine the user's intentions with environmental information, in order to make 

appropriate decisions in different navigation situations. It is based on the Bayesian 

technique. The user control commands and the environmental data are treated as 

individual sources of information to the Bayesian rule, to estimate the values of the 

posterior probabilities of these autonomous sub-tasks. The most suitable task is the one 

with the highest value of evidence. By assisting the wheelchair controller to 

automatically select the appropriate task in different situations, the overall system 

performance and robustness are significantly increased. This also Improves user 

convenience by reducing physical and mental stress. 
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1.3. Thesis contributions 

This thesis presents a design of an assistive smart wheelchair in two main control parts: 

an autonomous navigating system and a shared control strategy. The autonmnous 

system does not require any prior information of the environment. It relies on the online 

information it receives from onboard sensors. The contributions of the thesis for the 

autonomous part are presented as follows: 

• Firstly, a method of constructing a 360° real-time environmental tnap is 

introduced. It combines the information from a laser range finder and encoders 

mounted on the driving wheels. As the wheelchair moves, the obstacles in front 

of the wheelchair are detected by the laser sensor and are updated to this tnap 

after a modification based on the encoder data. 

This updating procedure is implemented in real-time, thus providing a valuable 

source of environmental infonnation for the obstacle avoidance controller. It 

enables the wheelchair to navigate through a changed environment and also 

removes the need for prior knowledge of the enviromnent. A calibration 

method is applied to this mapping method to overcome the inherent 

shortcomings of using encoders, thereby improving the accuracy of this map. 

• Secondly, an effective method of detennining accessible free-space for the 

obstacle avoidance task is proposed. It accommodates the actual dimensions of 

the wheelchair and then detennines the collision free area available to the 

wheelchair. 

Our technique has several advantages. The data of accessible free-space can be 

used to simplify the obstacle avoidance controller and improve its real-time 

capabilities. It eliminates errors from the common approximation of the 

wheelchair boundary as a circle, which may lead to no accessible space to 

move safely without incurring a collision. This cmmnon approxitnation can be 
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particularly problematic in critical situations, such as passing through a narrow 

space (e.g. a doorway). 

• Thirdly, this thesis provides a unified Bayesian framework that is modified for 

a smart wheelchair application. The framework is based on a fast learning 

algorithm, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, to improve both the network 

training effectiveness and to reduce time consumption. The training capability 

of this technique is its ability to converge the network's parameters to the most 

probable values that provide the best performance to neural networks. 

Also, this method is able to select the most suitable network for certain 

applications by estimating its probability according to the Bayesian rule. This 

technique is able to overcome all inherent shortcomings of standard neural 

networks. 

• Finally, a novel advanced obstacle avoidance method for smart wheelchairs 

based on artificial intelligence is proposed. The overall obstacle avoidance task 

is divided into three sub-tasks: passing through a door, corridor and wall 

following, and general obstacle avoidance. This enables the network to respond 

accurately to the particular features of each task, thereby i1nproving the overall 

systen1 performance. The Bayesian framework involves both network training 

and optimal network determination. This method is different from other 

contemporary obstacle avoidance techniques, by being able to successfully 

accomplish difficult navigation tasks by s1noothly following a near optimum 

trajectory. 

A shared control strategy was also developed for our assistive wheelchair platform. It is 

able to take into account infonnation from the user via a user interface, and from the 

environment via onboard sensors, in order to make suitable decisions. The contributions 

ofthis part of the thesis are presented as follows: 
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• Firstly, a method of shared control based on the Bayesian recursive technique 

is introduced. In this technique, the user's intentions and the environmental 

data are treated as individual sources of information to the inputs of the 

Bayesian formula. Hence, the probabilities of the above autonomous obstacle 

avoidance sub-tasks are estimated. The most suitable task is the one that has the 

highest value of probability. This procedure is repeated recursively when the 

wheelchair is manoeuvring, and infonnation from the environment and the user 

is continuously updated. This method fills the gap of the lack of good 

connection between the user and the machine of the previously developed 

methods, thus enabling a user with disabilities to communicate to the smart 

wheelchair naturally. 

• A method of classifying the environmental model is also introduced. This is 

because of the selection of three autonomous sub-tasks. Features of the 

environment, such as doorways, corridors and walls, and general obstacles 

have to be recognised. This method is based on the Bayesian neural network to 

recognise the environmental features from the laser images that are acquired 

from the onboard sensors. This information is one of the tnost itnportant inputs 

of the adaptive shared control strategy. 

1.4. The structure of the thesis 

This thesis consists of six chapters, a bibliography and appendices. The remaining 

chapters of this thesis are organised as follows: 

• Chapter 2 is a literature review, comprised of two main parts. Firstly, the 

autonomous obstacle avoidance algorithms that have been developed for 

mobile vehicles are discussed. Secondly, various platforms of smart 

wheelchairs that are equipped with different shared control strategies are then 

categorised and reviewed. The common types of range sensors that play a 

c1ucial role in providing the environmental data to any autonomous system are 
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presented in the beginning of the former section. The user is able to 

communicate with the smart wheelchair via various interfaces. Hence, several 

common user interfaces are introduced before the main part of the smart 

wheelchair review. 

• Chapter 3 presents a tnethod of real-time mapping and free-space estimation 

for our laser based wheelchair. The data from the environmental map and the 

free-space is the input of further processes, such as the obstacle avoidance tasks 

and the shared control strategy. A five step method of building a real-time 

environment map by combining information from laser sensors and encoders 

are proposed. To eliminate the unbounded accumulation enor caused by the 

use of encoder sensors, a calibration procedure is applied. It reduces enors 

caused by imperfections of the wheelchair's mechanical design, thus improving 

the accuracy of this 1napping method. 

A method of accurate available free-space determination is also introduced. 

The accessible free-space is the area that the wheelchair can move without 

collisions. Unlike other conventional methods, it accommodates the 

wheelchair's actual dimensions as a rectangular instead of a circular 

approximation. This method is simple in tenns of computation and required 

metnory. It also enables the wheelchair to navigate effectively through critical 

nanow areas, such as a doorway or a nanow conidor. 

• Chapter 4 introduces advanced obstacle avoidance based on Bayesian neural 

networks for our laser based wheelchair system. In this chapter, the standard 

neural network with its inherent shortc01nings is presented first (section 4.2). 

The advantages of using Bayesian neural networks to overcome these 

shortcomings are then discussed. Our Bayesian framework with a fast training 

algorithm (the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) for the assistive wheelchair 

application also is presented in this section. It is followed by the methodology 

of the obstacle avoidance Bayesian neural networks (section 4.3). The last 

section (section 4.4) introduces the performance evaluation of this obstacle 
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avoidance method. This is also compared to a well known obstacle avoidance 

algorithm in the mobile robot area, the virtual field histogram (VFH). 

• Chapter 5 proposes a novel method for the shared control strategy based on the 

Bayesian theory. A Bayesian recursive technique that is applied to estimate the 

posterior probabilities of autonomous obstacle avoidance tasks is presented. 

This technique enables the shared control strategy to take into account the 

environmental information and the user's intention, thereby selecting the most 

suitable autonomous task that has the highest value of posterior. 

A specific environmental classification technique for this shared control 

strategy is also discussed. It examines the features of laser images to classify 

various types of environments. Again the Bayesian neural network is utilised. 

The results of this classification network are fed to the shared control strategy 

to control the wheelchair. 

To evaluate the performance of this shared method more accurately, various 

experiments are organi ed. Eight able-bodied persons are rectuited, including 

four males and four females, aged from 27 to 60 year . They have had no 

experience with driving a wheelchair before. Three experiments are arranged 

with increasing difficulties. These users are asked to drive the wheelchair in 

both manual mode via a conventional joystick and semi-autonomous mode 

with the shared control strategy and autonomous obstacle avoidance controller. 

The results are recorded for cmnparison and discussed at the end of chapter 5. 

• Chapter 6 is a discussion of the results of this thesis and presents the future 

work of this project. 

• The appendices and the bibliography are presented at the end of this thesis. 
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1.5. Publications related to the thesis 

There are four fully referenced international conference papers of the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) related to this thesis. They are as follows: 

• Trieu, HT, Nguyen, HT & Willey, K 2007, 'Obstacle Avoidance for Power 

Wheelchair Using Bayesian Neural Network' , 29th Annual International 

Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, pp. 

4771 -4774. 

• Trieu, HT, Nguyen, HT & Willey, K 2008, 'Shared Control Strategies for 

Obstacle Avoidance Tasks in an Intelligent Wheelchair', 30th Annual 

International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology 

Society, pp. 4254- 4257. 

• Trieu, HT, Nguyen, HT & Willey, K 2008, 'Advanced Obstacle Avoidance for 

a Laser Based Wheelchair Using Optimised Bayesian Neural Networks', 30th 

Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and 

Biology Society, pp. 3463 - 3466. 

• Trieu, HT, Willey, K & Nguyen, HT 2009, 'Adaptive Shared Control 

Strategies Based in the Bayesian Recursi e Technique in an Intelligent 

Wheelchair', 31st Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in 

Medicine and Biology Society, pp. 7118- 7121. 

• Trieu, HT, Nguyen, HT & Willey, K, 'A Laser Based Semi-Autonomous 

Wheelchair Using Bayesian Theory', IEEE Trans on Neural Systems and 

Rehabilitation Engineering, (submitted in September 2009). 



Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

Assistive intelligent wheelchairs, also known as smart wheelchairs, have been 

developed to accommodate the population of people with severe disabilities who require 

intensive mobility assistance in their daily living activities. A smart wheelchair typically 

consists of either a standard electric-powered wheelchair or a mobile robot base with a 

seat attached, which is then upgraded with a computer and sensors. The general 

architecture of a smart wheelchair is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

A smart wheelchair controller consists of two 1nain parts: an autonomous obstacle 

avoidance controller and a shared control strategy, Figure 2.1. The autonomous obstacle 

avoidance controller has been designed to assist the user in providing safe and 

comfortable manoeuvrability. There are two main approaches to the avoidance of 

obstacles: one is to rely on an offline envirorunental map that is recorded in the 

computer's memory and the other is based on online environmental information that is 

obtained from the onboard sensors. The former method has many disadvantages, such as 

poor performance and the high costs of enviromnenta1 modifications and 1naintenance. 

Also, it cannot deal with changes in the environment. The latter is able to cmnpensate 

for changes in the environment that are indicated by the onboard sensors. Hence, the 

second method of obstacle avoidance IS more reliable and is able to provide more 

11 
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effective navigation to the wheelchair. It is the most popular method in the mobile robot 

area. 

Environment information Sensors 
Wheelchair Controller 14------------t Range sensors, vision sensors , 

encoders, ... 

Autonomous Obstacle 
Avoidance 

Shared Control Strategy 

Wheelchair 
control 
signals 

User's intentions User Interfaces 
14------------t Joystick, head movement interface 

brain computer interface,, 

Figure 2.1: An overal1 structure of a smart wheelchair control system. 

The user can drive a smart wheelchair via a user interface, Figure 2.1. His/her intentions 

are combined with information from the environment and the wheelchair control signal 

to make a suitable navigation decision. Many researchers have developed methods that 

enhance connections between the user and the wheelchair. These methods are variations 

of a shared control strategy that is able to share control capabilities of the user and the 

machine to assist each other in areas of weakness. 

The shared control strategies have been developed based on three 1nain points of view 

that are related to the degree of control the user has in driving the wheelchair. The first 

approach is to rely on the user's control capability, where the user has to both plan a 

path and execute this path to a destination. Conversely, the second approach is to be 

able to operate the wheelchair in the manner of an autonmnous mobile robot so that the 

user only has to select a destination and then the wheelchair automatically navigates to 

it. The last point of view is in between the first and the second approach. In this 
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approach, the user is able to be involved in the wheelchair operation at any time but 

they only have to concentrate on the path planning task, whilst the wheelchair generates 

and executes local paths towards a destination. The advantages and disadvantages of 

these shared control methods will be discussed in the following sections. 

This chapter contains two main sections. The Section 2.2 reviews autonomous systems, 

including different kinds of sensors and contemporary obstacle avoidance algorithms 

that were originally developed for autonomous mobile vehicles. The various types of 

user interfaces are introduced in the beginning of Section 2.3. It is followed by a review 

of smart wheelchairs and shared control strategies. The discussion section is presented 

at the end of this chapter. 

2.2. Autonomous Systems 

2.2.1. Sensor Introduction 

2.2.1.1. Common Range Sensors and Limitations 

The role of sensors in an autonomous systen1 is important in providing environmental 

information to the vehicle's controllers. Based on this information, the vehicle can 

navigate in a dense and dynamic enviromnent without collisions. The most popular 

sensors that are used in autonomous systems are range sensors, such as sonar, infrared 

and laser sensors. However, each kind of range sensor has its own limitations that may 

influence the vehicle's controller operations. This section briefly reviews typical range 

sensors and their limitations. 

One of the most popular range sensors is the sonar sensor. It is used in a wide range of 

applications, such as in obstacle avoidance tasks, path planning and mapping 

(Borenstein & Koren 1990; Miller & Slack 1995; Ulrich & Borenstein 1998, 2000; 

Simpson & Levine 1999; Lankenau & Rofer 2001 ). This is because it is light weight 

and inexpensive. 
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(A) (B) 

Figure 2.2: Typical range sensors: (A) - Sonar sensor; (B) - Infrared sensor. 

Sonar sensors etnit a short burst of ultrasonic sound (often 40 kHz). The wave hits a 

target and reflects back to the sensor. The interval between transmitting and receiving is 

measured. The distance from the sensor to the target is measured and related to the 

speed of sound in the air and observed time. A typical sonar sensor is illustrated in 

Figure 2.2 (A) . 

The sonar sensor has some drawbacks. Firstly, if the object in front of the sensor is too 

far frmn the perpendicular of the sensor, then the soundwave cannot reflect back 

towards the sensor. Hence, the object is invisible to the sensor and may potentially 

cause collisions. To avoid this, most modem-day vehicles use multiple surrounding 

sonar sensors that are usually attached together in a ring. 

However, the use of tnultiple sonar sensors causes another problen1. This is known as 

cross-talk phenmnenon, where a sensor is unable to determine whether the received 

signal was sent out by it or another sensor. In another words, the signals of 

neighbourhood sensors interfere with each other. This results in the distances measured 

being incorrect (usually shorter than the actual distance to the obstacles). Thomas Roter 

introduced a firing technique for the Bremen Rolland wheelchair in order to reduce the 

cross-talk effect (Rofer & Lankenau 1999). This technique can itnprove accuracy but 
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slows down the updating rate of the sonar system that limits the maxitnum speed of the 

wheelchair. 

Another commonly used range sensor is the infrared sensor, Figure 2.2 (B). The 

working principle of this kind of sensor is similar to sonar sensors. However instead of 

sending ultrasonic sound as in a sonar sensor, an infrared sensor emits a series of high 

frequency pulses of infrared light. Distances from the sensor to the obstacle are 

measured by relying on intervals of transmitting and reflecting signals. 

Besides similar advantages to a sonar sensor (low cost and light weight) and similar 

disadvantages (noises and cross-talk), this kind of sensor maintains another drawback. 

Due to its light characteristics, the accuracy of an infrared sensor is affected 

significantly by an object's surface conditions and materials. It is difficult to detect an 

object with transparent, reflected, or absorbed surfaces. The infrared range finder sensor 

is usually used as an auxiliary sensor in autonomous systems. 

Vision sensors are also commonly used in many assistive and autonomous systems. A 

vision sensor usually comprises of multiple Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) cameras 

that can take a couple of images of the environment to detect surrounding obstacles. An 

exa1nple is the Bumblebee®2 camera system as shown in Figure 2.3 that consists of two 

single CCD cameras. The surrounding obstacles are located by analysing the left and the 

right itnages that are obtained from these slightly off-set CCD cameras. Based on the 

displacements between feature co-ordinates of each image, called disparity, the 

positions of the obstacles are identified. 

Figure 2.3: Bumblebee®2 camera system 
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The most advanced feature of this kind of sensor is that it can detennine obstacles 

surrounding the vehicle in terms of both position and shape. In other words, it can map 

out a complete environment in 3D, instead of providing a single distance to an obstacle 

as in the previously introduced sensors. The 3D information can significantly improve 

perfonnances of motion controllers in a real operating environment. 

However, the current vision systems have many shortcomings and reqmre further 

development to improve accuracy and real-time performance. They have narrow active 

vision, short range and are inaccurate detecting distances. For example, the angle and 

range of vision is narrow and short, less than 30 degrees around its perpendicular and 

less than four metres, respectively. Hence, it may require a combination with other types 

of sensors for richer environmental data. 

Most vision sensors can only operate in indoor enviromnents due to limitations of light 

intensity. The depth of image results and the distances from the sensor to surrounding 

obstacles are unstable if the sensor works in different environments with different 

illuminating conditions, and even in the same environment with different lighting 

conditions. The particular colours of obstacles can also cause errors, such as a red 

colour which brings obstacles closer to the sensor. The different white balance mode 

may provide different results of an image's depth. 

Finally, the algorithm of estitnating disparity and depth of images requires intensive 

calculation. Hence, it can only run in a systern that is equipped with a high 

computational capability controller, such as a PC based system. This huge amount of 

computations usually slows down the sensor's response, thus limiting the navigation 

capability of the vehicle. 

2.2.1.2. Laser Range Finder Sensors and Advances 

A laser range finder sensor is developed to overcome most of the shortcomings that 

were identified in the previous section, including inaccuracy, high noise levels and 

cross-talk, short detection range, narrow active vision and real-time capability. This 
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kind of sensor is able to provide accurate range data, high-resolution and high speed 

stremning data. It is becoming inexpensive, therefore being used commonly in high-end 

robotic applications in recent years, such as in localisation (Cox 1991; Jensfelt & 

Christensen 1998), dynamic building mapping (Lu & Milios 1994; Vandorpe et al. 

1996), and collision avoidance (Galindo et al. 2006; Parikh et al. 2007). 

A single laser sensor consists of a laser transmitter and receiver that is similar to an 

infrared and ultrasound sensor. A low power narrow beam of laser light is emitted for a 

defined interval and is then received via the same path from which it was sent after 

reflecting from the target object. A counter starts as the emission begins and stops when 

the reflecting signal is recorded. The value of the counter correlates with the distance 

from the object. Because of utilising laser light as the means of distance measurement, 

the response of the sensor is very fast, accurate and has an extremely narrow field of 

VleW. 

(A) Hokuyo URG 04 LX (B) SICK LMS 291 

Figure 2.4: Examples of laser range finder systerns 

Instead of using a ring of laser sensors to scan over the working envirorunent m 

different angles as in a sonar application, a single laser sensor transmits and receives 

laser lights via a spinning mirror. This mirror is rotated around 360 degrees, then 
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measurements can be taken at every fraction of a full circle. In other words, a laser 

range finder sensor can measure distances to surrounding obstacles in different angles 

according to different positions of the mirror. A full scan can provide valuable 

information of surrounding obstacles that enable vehicles to navigate safely in changed 

environments. Examples of laser range finders are depicted in Figure 2.4. 

Compared to a ring of sonar or infrared sensors that can only provide data of the 

environment at a low rate of frequency, approximately 2 Hz, (Rofer & Lankenau 1999), 

laser range finder streaming data rates can be up to 75 Hz data frequency (i.e. SICK 

LMS 291 ). Hence, the laser range finder is one of the best environmental sensor 

solutions for autonomous systems that operate in dynamic or changed environments, 

such as assisting a smart wheelchair to navigate in a crowded area. 

The range data that is generated by a laser range finder sensor is very accurate, is in 

high resolution and has low noise. The SICK LMS 291 laser range finder sensor can 

detect an obstacle at 80m distance with 1 Omm resolution. The Hokuyo URG 04 LX can 

provide a lower resolution, only 1 rrun, at shorter range. A small angle resolution can 

also be achieved with a laser range finder sensor, up to 0.3 degrees with the Hokuyo 

URG sensor. Due to mechanical constraints, the scanning field coverage is less than 360 

degrees (i.e. up to 240 degrees for the Hokuyo laser sensor). However, with these 

features a laser range finder sensor can si1nplify complicated hardware and software 

design of any mobile autonomous system and i1nprove the effectiveness of the overall 

system 's perfmmance. 

2.2.2. Obstacle Avoidance Techniques 

General obstacle avoidance is one of the most fundamental tasks of any autonmnous 

mobile system. This task assists vehicles to navigate safely in unstructured and 

unknown enviromnents. While some researchers have relied on prior environmental 

information, such as maps of buildings to guide their vehicle for safe navigation, others 

have concentrated on online data acquired from onboard sensors to provide effective 
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navigation in various situations. This section reviews most of the well-known obstacle 

avoidance techniques that have been applied to autonomous mobile systems. 

2.2.2.1. Obstacle A voidance Techniques Based on Prior 

Environmental Information 

This technique of obstacle avoidance assumes that a cmnplete model of the environment 

such as a road-map, environmental map or topology tnap is already available. The 

mobile vehicle is provided with one or some of these static maps, called a global map, 

and a set of paths that are pre-designed (Murphy 2000). Based on this information, the 

vehicle can operate like an open-loop controlled machine (Fox et al. 1997). The main 

advantage of this approach is that the navigating paths from a start point to a target can 

be pre-defined offline, thus sin1plifying the computation load in performing obstacle 

avoidance tasks for real-time operation. 

However, this approach encounters difficulties when the global world model is 

inaccurate or sitnply unavailable, as is typically the case in most populated indoor 

situations (Fox et al. 1997). Moreover, over the long distances traversed by a mobile 

vehicle, positioning errors are accumulated substantially. It makes this technique 

impractical. 

To overcome this, Hu and Brady (1994) and Moravec (1988) introduced an update 

procedure for position conections based on data from sensors using probabilistic 

representations. Beacons and landmarks are commonly used to improve accuracies or to 

correct a vehicle's locations. This technique requires further expensive environmental 

tnodifications and maintenance. 

Finally, this method limits the maximum travelling speed of a mobile vehicle due to the 

inherent complexities of robot motion planning (Schwartz et al. 1987) in a wide and 

complex operating environment. In the case of the increasing size of a global map or the 

number of travelling paths, the computational load of this obstacle avoidance method is 

significantly increased, thus preventing real-time performance of the overall system. 
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A more refined representation of this approach is the use of the Voronoi diagram that 

was introduced by Takahashi and Schilling (1989). The motion of a vehicle is planned 

and the motions along a nominal path obtained from a generalised Voronoi diagram. 

The algorithm was demonstrated as a faster algorithm and could be applied in cluttered 

environments. However, this obstacle avoidance technique usually provides poor 

performances. It is impractical in many situations as it requires environmental 

modifications and maintenance. 

2.2.2.2. Obstacle Avoidance Techniques Based on Online 

Environmental Information 

Other researchers have designed obstacle avoidance algorithms that rely on online 

environmental infonnation that is updated regularly fron1 onboard sensors, thus not 

requiring prior knowledge of the environment. This information can be used to directly 

determine a safe navigation path. The key advantage of this technique lies in its low 

computational requirement that enables real-time capability for the vehicle's controller 

when operating in a changed envirorunent. 

Many obstacle avoidance algorithms have been developed for mobile robots based on 

the well known approach of occupancy grids (Elfes 1989). This approach utilises a 

probabilistic representation of the positions of surrounding obstacles acquired from 

onboard sensors (typically from a sonar ring) to construct a lattice map of the 

environment. In this map, the state of every single cell is obtained by interpreting the 

incoming sensor range data using a probabilistic model of the sensor. It is updated 

online to provide dynamic environmental information for a vehicle's motion planner. 

One of the obstacle avoidance ideas is to combine the occupancy grids with an 

imaginary force field. The concept of a force field that is imposed on the robot area was 

suggested by Khatib (1985, 1987) and Elfes (1989). The principle of this approach is to 

fill the robot's working environment with an artificial potential field in which 

surrounding obstacles exert repulsive forces, whilst the target applies an attractive force 

on the robot. The values and orientations of the forces are calculated based on the 
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positions of the surrounding obstacles and the target. The navigating direction and speed 

of the vehicle is inferred from the value and orientation of the total force (a sum of the 

element forces). The idea is straight-forward and simple in terms of implementation, 

thus being widely applied in the robotics field . 

Borenstein and Koren ( 1990) introduced their improved method of combining 

occupancy grids and an imaginary force field, known as the virtual force field obstacle 

avoidance algorithm (VFF). The method of constructing and updating lattice maps of 

the enviromnent is far tnore simple and reliable by assigning a certainty value to each 

cell that indicates the tneasure of confidence that an obstacle exists in the cell area. This 

algorithm is robust in the event of sensor misreading. 

The most important advantage of this method is that it does not require any robot to stop 

for data acquisition or comer negotiation, as required by many other methods. Two 

processes of updatjng and using the tnap could be implemented simultaneously. This is 

because of the simple procedure of updating the environmental 1nap and calculating 

navigation speeds and directions of this algorithm. Low computational loads guarantee 

the real-time capability of this method in any autonomous applications. 

However, these algorithms only operate effectively in spacious environments. In 

situations with less clearance among obstacles, such as a doorway or a narrow corridor, 

problems are encountered. For example, a vehicle could not pass through a doorway or 

enter a narrow corridor due to the strong repulsive forces from both sides of the door or 

walls of the corridor that push it away (Borenstein & Koren 1991 ). 

Another problem is that this VFF obstacle avoidance technique usually results in 

oscillations to navigating trajectories. This is because of the discrete nature of the lattice 

environmental map constructed by a grid of active cells. Whenever a vehicle moves to a 

new position (from one cell to another) a drastic change of repulsive forces may occur, 

thereby causing considerable fluctuations in the vehicle's steering. These oscillations 

are also recorded when the vehicle travels along a narrow corridor. If the robot is 

slightly on either side of the centre-line, it will experience a strong virtual repulsive 
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force from the closer wall. This force usually "pushes" the robot across the centre-line 

and the process repeats more seriously again with the opposite wall. 

To overcome these shortcomings, Borenstein and Koren (1991) introduced another real-

time obstacle avoidance algorithm, known as vector field histogram (VFH). This 

method employs a two stage data reduction technique. First, the sensor information is 

updated to a grid map similar to the VFF algorithm. This grid is then reduced into a one-

dimensional polar histogram which presents the time of collision versus the distance to 

the obstacle based on the current robot speed. A threshold is presented to the histogram 

in the aim of determining suitable travelling orientations. Then a function of esti1nating 

navigating speeds and directions is introduced. This technique enables 1nobile robots to 

manoeuvre around obstacles safely while they process high level control motions, such 

as path planning algorithms. 

This technique still retains several shortcomings that are named as follows. Firstly, the 

different values of the threshold can result in a significant reaction to the mobile robot. 

For example, too high a value of threshold can cause a slow steering in the robot's 

motions. Conversely, too small a value of threshold can tum the robot too close to an 

obstacle. Both of these cases tnay result in potential collisions during the robot's 

operations. An appropriate value of threshold is highly reliant on the experience of the 

designers. 

Secondly, for a reasonable performance this method may requtre a huge effort of 

turning parmneters. This is because this algorithm has many parameters, such as 

coefficients of the cost function of determining appropriate navigating directions and 

others for adjusting velocity, steering. These parameters are co-dependent, thus 

increasing the turning ti1ne and efforts. Furthermore, the results of this algorithm could 

be different when controlling the vehicle in different environments. Hence, in the case 

of worst perfmmance, the process of fine turning parameters have to be implemented 

a gam. 

Finally, this technique does not take into account the vehicle's dimensions when 

calculating values of velocity and steering. This usually causes potential collisions in 
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crucial situations such as narrow openings or dynamic areas. For example, an area tnay 

be indicated as a free-space in the polar histogram but in fact it is smaller than the actual 

vehicle's dimensions. In this case, the vehicle will collide with obstacles if it is 

commanded to navigate through this area. 

In smnmary, these well known contemporary obstacle avoidance algorithms still have 

many inherent shortcomings that do not guarantee success when applied to assistive 

wheelchair applications. They were originally designed for mobile robots, thus being 

unsatisfactory for the specific requirements of a smart wheelchair navigator, such as 

smooth navigations and comfort. They need further modifications to be used in a 

wheelchair application. 

2.3. Smart Wheelchairs and Shared Control Strategies 

Smart wheelchairs have been developed for 1nany years to provide independent mobility 

to individuals with disabilities who are unable to drive a standard powered wheelchair 

properly. They combine the advantages of the unique strengths of humans (such as path 

planning and sensing environments) and of 1nobile robots (such as performing 

autonomous tasks) to assist each other in those areas of weakness. One of the most 

itnportant parts of a smart wheelchair is the shared control strategy that is able to 

combine the user and the tnachine in the same place of control. A strong 

connection/understanding between the user and the wheelchair controller can reduce or 

even eliminate user irritation and physical and metal fatigue that is caused by 

performing complicated navigation tasks or long control periods. This section reviews 

smart wheelchairs based on their capability of combining humans and machines (their 

shared control strategy point of view). 

2.3.1. User Interfaces 

The user interface is the device that connects the user to the wheelchair controller, thus 

playing an important role in supporting the user to drive the wheelchair. The user 

provides driving commands or simply his/her intentions of navigations to the 
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wheelchair controller via this device. Various types of interfaces have been developed 

to accommodate people with different levels or types of injuries. For example, a 

conventional joystick works well for individuals who are able to execute a path to a 

destination. More complicated interfaces, such as voice or brain wave control devices, 

can assist people with a higher level of injuries (spinal cord injury patients, etc.). This 

section briefly introduces several user interfaces that are commonly used in assistive 

wheelchair applications. 

The most common and simple interface is the conventional joystick. The user can 

navigate a powered wheelchair by turning the joystick to provide a straight velocity and 

steering directly to the motor's controller. This control method has many limitations and 

it is not suitable for users with serious injuries such as spinal cord injuries . Many other 

methods of interfacing have been developed to accommodate the diversity of people 

with a variety of impaired functions. 

Many researchers have been focused on hands-free technology to allow users to control 

the wheelchair with another part of their body. This technique is currently diversified, 

including vision recognition of body gestures (Bergasa et al. 2000; Min et al. 2002), 

electro-encephalogram (EEG) (Craig et al. 2006), voice control (Simpson & Levine 

2002; Parikh et al. 2005), and head-movement (Nguyen et al. 2004; Nguyen et al. 

2006). 

Figure 2.5: Head-movement interface 
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Head-movement is a natural fonn of pointing that can be used directly to replace the 

joystick whilst still allowing similar control. A typical device of head-movement 

interface is shown in Figure 2.5. This input method has been used previously for 

sufferers of high level spinal lesions and motor neurone disease who cannot drive 

wheelchairs by hand. One of the first head-movement sensing devices was developed by 

Tew ( 1988). It used a photo quadrant sensor which was made up of four photodiodes on 

one substrate. As a light from an emitting diode moved over the detector, the relative 

photocurrent of the sensor would be used to determine the position of the light source. 

Joseph and Nguyen (1998) first introduced the use of neural networks in performing 

head-movement tasks. This design was based on a tilt sensor mounted on a cap worn by 

the user. The use of artificial intelligence and neural networks could significantly 

Improve the accuracy and reliability of the head-movement method. After 

comprehensive testing, the final syste1n was able to detect head motion 90o/o correctly 

(Nguyen et al. 2004). This result made the head-1novement technique a feasible control 

method for an assistive wheelchair. 

Figure 2.6: EEG control interface 

However, this technique could not be applicable to all wheelchair users. Patients with 

serious spinal cord injuries, such as injuries above the C3 vertebrae, may have 

difficulties in using the head-movement interface or any other kind of similar control 
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method. In this case, Brain Control Interface (BCI) becomes a potential technique to 

support users . The user can wear a cap with electrodes attached to measure their brain 

signals, as in Figure 2.6. These signals are analysed to extract the user's intentions and 

then used to drive the wheelchair. 

Many projects of BCI have been developed, such as work based on EEG signal 

processing by Tanaka et al. (2005). Edlinger and Guger (2005) developed BCI 

architectures on PC and PDA. One of the most promising systems is the thought pattern 

classifier using only two electro-encephalography (EEG) channels that was introduced 

by Craig et al. (2006). The result of brain signal classification was up to 80% accuracy. 

However, BCI tnay require far tnore developtnents to improve its accuracy to make this 

method applicable in real-life applications. This is because small brain signals are easily 

interfered with by any level of noise. Also, complication of brain waves is still a 

mystery to be discovered. 

Voice control is another popular input tnethod that has been used in tnany autonomous 

wheelchair applications. Users speak into a microphone and their commands are 

determined by a voice controller. The set of coffilnands for a wheelchair application can 

be forward, reverse, left, right, slow, fast, sharp, okay, stop, and brake commands, as 

presented by Singh et al. ( 1999 ). 

Voice control interface has become a commercially viable control alternative. Voice 

recognition devices can provide a cheap solution for user interfaces. However, this 

method has some disadvantages. One of the most significant problems is that voice 

control quality is significantly reduced by noises and channel distortions, especially in 

crowded areas such as train stations or supermarkets. Another problem is that the voice 

commands are somehow impossible to make frequent small adjustments to the 

wheelchair's velocity. To deal with such problems, one possible solution is to utilise 

voice control in combination with autonomous navigation assistance provided by a 

smart wheelchair's controller (Simpson & Levine 1997, 2002; Parikh et al. 2005). 
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Other researchers have tried to use a camera that is attached to the wheelchair to look at 

the user's body. Based on the pose of the user's body or a part of his/her body captured 

by the camera, the user's intentions are predicted. The common user interfaces for this 

approach are head gestures and eye gaze, as the pose of a user ' s head or eye is related to 

an action, as introduced by Adachi et al. ( 1998); Bergasa et al. (2000); Adachi et al. 

(2003); Adachi et al. (2004). However, this kind of interface can cause fatigue and 

uncomfortableness to users. It can also produce poor accuracy of performances. These 

limitations prevent this technique from being popularly applied in assistive wheelchair 

applications. 

Choosing a suitable user interface for a specific assistive application is very important. 

This interface has to accommodate the user's special needs. Also, there are two kinds of 

interfaces that provide different kinds of signals to the control computer as discrete and 

continuous signals, such as the voice interface and joystick, respectively. A selected 

interface has to be compatible with the hardware and software design of a smart 

wheelchair system. 

A wireless head-moven1ent sensor is being developed for this assistive wheelchair 

project. It is based on artificial intelligent techniques and neural networks to recognise 

the user's control cornmands. Two accelerometers are attached to a cap worn on the 

head of the user to record head move1nents. This signal is transferred wirelessly to a 

control computer for further processing. Five basic commands are designed: fmward , 

backward, left tum, right tum and stop. The user can provide his/her navigation 

intentions to the wheelchair controller at any time. While waiting for the final version of 

the head-movement interface, a joystick is upgraded to implement those five control 

cormnands. It is compatible with our design. 
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2.3.2. Smart Wheelchair Review 

2.3.2.1. Smart Wheelchair Based on User's Control Capability 

Some smart wheelchair platforms have been designed by relying on the user's 

navigation abilities. The wheelchair's controller constrains navigation signals from the 

user based on the sensor's environmental infmmation to perform collision avoidance 

tasks. It leaves major duties of path planning and global navigation to the wheelchair ' s 

operator. These platforms can only accommodate the group of people with disabilities 

who can effectively plan and execute a path to a destination themselves . 

Figure 2.7:Hephaestus smart wheelchair 

One of the noticeable platforms of this design approach is the Hephaestus sn1art 

wheelchair, (Simpson, Poirot et al. 2002), Figure 2.7. Hephaestus is based on a 

commercial powered wheelchair, the Lancer 2000. A conventional joystick is adopted 

as the user interface. A sonar ring is attached around the wheelchair to collect 

information of the environment. A laptop is used to operate the navigation software. 

The user is able to drive the wheelchair directly via the joystick. However, the user's 
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control signals are passed to the computer, then modified based on the sonar range data 

before being fed to the 1notor drivers to perform obstacle avoidance tasks. The 

wheelchair is able to follow the user's navigation instructions and to avoid surrounding 

obstacles at the same time. 

The obstacle avoidance procedure that is equipped in the Hephaestus is the vector field 

histogram (VFH). The grid map as an environmentaltnap is filled by sonar range data. 

Instead of using the polar histogram to directly generate velocity and steering signals, 

this histogram is modified based on the user's driving signal. Then it is used to produce 

actual velocity and steering for the wheelchair controller that overrides the wheelchair at 

all times. 

However, the Hephaestus can only operate at slow speed due to firing limitations of the 

sonar ring in order to avoid the cross-talk problem. The accuracy of the constructing 

grid map is also poor due to the low resolution and short range of the sonar ring. It is 

difficult for the wheelchair to perfonn cmnplicated tasks such as door passing or narrow 

corridor following. Furthermore, this platform was equipped with a conventional 

obstacle avoidance algorithm (VFH) that is not capable of providing appropriate 

trajectories and velocity to meet requiretnents of cmnfort and smoothness of an assistive 

wheelchair system. 

Other researchers have been focusing on using haptic devices as user interfaces to assist 

them in sensing environments. Instead of modifying obstacle avoidance algorithms, a 

haptic interface can provide feedback to the user while he/she interacts with the 

environment. For example, a force feedback haptic joystick can provide forces back to 

the user, depending on the positions of surrounding obstacles (Luo, Chi-Yang et al. 

1999; Katsura and Ohnishi 2004, 2006). 

The Luoson Ill wheelchair of the National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan, provides 

shared navigation assistances using force feedback joysticks (Luo, Chi-Yang et al. 

1999; Luo, Tse Min et al. 1999 (a), 1999(b )). In this platform, a Microsoft force 

feedback joystick is used that not only receives a user's input, but also simulates special 

effects such as walls, shakes and constant forces and then reflects forces to the users. 
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This wheelchair is also equipped with electronic compasses, ultrasonic range sensors 

and a vision system to detect obstacles in operating enviromnents. 

The onboard sonar sensors locate surrounding obstacles whilst the wheelchair is 

tnoving. A virtual force environment is built based on this information. This virtual 

environment applies a repulsive force to the user's hand via the force feedback joystick 

when obstacles come closer. Hence, users are able to avoid obstacles themselves while 

controlling the wheelchair and sensing the environment at the same time. 

A more advanced platfonn can be introduced as the Omni-directional Mobile 

Wheelchair ( OMW) of Toyohashi University of Technology, Japan (Urbano et al. 2004; 

Kondo et al. 2008). OMW is equipped with a haptic joystick and a laser range finder 

sensor that provides more accurate and faster envirorunental information. It not only 

increases the wheelchair navigating speed but also enables the wheelchair to access 

dense and dynatnic environments. 

This control tnethod has many drawbacks. First, this method is inapplicable to people 

with severe disabilities such as high C-level spinal cord injuries patients who are unable 

to use conventional joysticks. These people require a tnore advanced control algorithm 

that can assist them in performing the navigation task safely without path planning 

requirements. 

Secondly, because the use of conventional joysticks or force feedback joysticks requires 

users to make continuous efforts to control the wheelchair, the mental workload is a 

serious concern. Even if users have the capability of driving these kinds of wheelchairs 

by joysticks, they tnay experience difficulties when performing complicated tasks such 

as door passing or narrow area navigation. Physical and mental stress could result if 

these tasks are itnplemented repetitively in a long driving period. 

Finally, the latter control tnethod using haptic interfaces contains another difficulty. 

This control method directly combines a user's control signal with sensor information. 

Hence, a separate obstacle avoidance algorithm is inapplicable to these wheelchairs. 

This results in the performance of these platfonns being even worse than the previously 
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mentioned one, the Hephaestus wheelchair. The evidence is that smne of the haptic 

designs were only evaluated in simulation, such as the wheelchair of Keio University, 

Japan (Katsura & Ohnishi 2004). A more comprehensive control strategy should be 

developed to enhance the performance of the overall wheelchair system. 

2.3.2.2. Smart Wheelchairs Requiring Prior Knowledge of 

Environments 

Many researchers have been focusing on developing smart wheelchair systems that 

operate in the manner of autonomous mobile robots. Users provide a final destination 

then the wheelchair's controller performs the path planning task and obstacle avoidance 

tasks in order to reach this target. This approach requires prior knowledge of the 

environment, such as an environmental map or a topology map. It also needs other 

modifications to the operating environment, such as magnetic tape tracks on the floor 

and barcode landmarks on the walls. 

One of the candidates for this control approach is the Collaborative Wheelchair 

Assistant ( CWA) of the National University of Singapore (Qiang et al. 2006; Longjiang 

et al. 2007; Qiang et al. 2007; Qiang et a1. 2008; Zeng, Burdet et a1. 2008; Zeng, Teo et 

al. 2008). The CWA prototype is built on a Yan1aha JW-1 power wheelchair, Figure 2.8. 

In the early design, a conventional joystick was used as the user interface and then it 

was replaced by a brain control interface that was developed to assist users who cannot 

drive the wheelchair by joystick. Sensors are attached to the wheelchair, including two 

optical encoders for localisation purposes to maintain the wheelchair on a prescribed 

path, a front proximity sensor and a barcode scanner. A laptop is used as the main 

control unit of the wheelchair. 

Instead of using physical tape tracks installed on the floor for pre-determined paths, the 

CWA platform utilises virtual paths that are stored in the control computer's memory. A 

walk-through technique is used to generate these paths, in which the wheelchair is 

driven to trace pre-determined paths through its operating environment. These paths are 
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recorded based on the sensors' information and positions of the wheelchair. Hence, they 

can be played back again as required. 

Figure 2.8: CWA autonomous wheelchair 

To deal with new obstacles on the path, an elastic path strategy is developed. It is able 

to divert the wheelchair fr01n the original path to a modified one then return it back to 

the original track after passing the obstacles. The barcodes that are installed in the walls, 

doors and rooms are used a artificial landn1arks to locate positions of the wheelchair in 

a known map. The user only has to select a destination in that map and the wheelchair 

will plan a global path that contains proper virtual sub-paths in the computer's memory 

to play back autonomously. Hence, the wheelchair can navigate through a corridor or 

enter a room from the map safely. 

The researchers of the University of Coimbra, Portugal, have been developing a smart 

wheelchair prototype named RobChair that has abilities to navigate in both indoor and 

outdoor environments (Pires et al. 1997; Pires et a1. 1998; Pires & Nunes 2002; Lopes et 

al. 2007). The Robchair is equipped with a magnetic sensing rule, laser sensors and 

ultrasounds. A conventional joystick and voice controls are its user interfaces. This 
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wheelchair also includes an industrial computer that is used to connect the sensors and 

motor drivers via CAN field bus, Figure 2.9. 

Figure 2.9: Robchair prototype 

The Robchair can be considered as an outdoor path-guider navigation systen1 that is 

based on detections of magnetic tape routes. A magnetic sensing ruler is used to detect 

pre-detennined travelling paths, which are 1nagnetic tapes placed in the ground. The 

wheelchair can follow these tapes and landmarks to destinations. The user can chose the 

destination then the wheelchair follows the magnetic path automatically to this target. 

Another prototype is the SENA wheelchair of the University of Malaga (Galindo, 

Gonzalez et al. 2005; Galindo, Saffiotti et al. 2005; Galindo, Gonzalez et al. 2006; 

Gonzalez, Muaeoz et al. 2006), Figure 2.1 0. This platform is also based on a 

colTilnercial powered wheelchair, the Sunrise Powertec F40. Several kinds of sensors 

are attached to the wheelchair to collect infonnation of the environment, including a 

CCD cmnera, laser range fi nder system, ultrasounds, and infrareds. The user can 

communicate with the wheelchair via a conventional joystick and voice cmrunands. 
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The control architecture of the SENA wheelchair is complicated, it is called ACHRIN 

(Architecture for Close Human-Robot Integration). ACHRIN consists of three control 

layers (Galindo, Gonzalez et al. 2005; Galindo, Gonzalez et al. 2006). The highest layer 

is constructed by an internal topological map. It is used for path planning purposes. 

Lower layers perform navigating tasks. This wheelchair allows the user to select a target 

then autonmnously finishes the navigation tasks to this destination. 

Figure 2.10: SENA wheelchair 

The most significant disadvantage of these designs is that they limit the area of 

operation to only a known environment that is recorded and stored in the memory of the 

wheelchair controller. The rnap constructing procedure is time consuming due to its 

cmnplication. Any inaccuracies in this process can result in the poor performance of the 

wheelchair. 

This method also requires many modifications to the operating environment, such as 

installing landmarks and tape tracks. It can cause many difficulties while setting up in a 

changed environment. Huge extra costs for installations and maintenances are also 
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added to the project. Furthermore, the use of physical tape track such as magnetic tapes 

may cause reading errors due to noise, false 1nagnet, iron bars and electric wire from 

outdoor transportations. These limitations are critical when applying this design in a 

wide range area. 

These prototypes are unable to set up an obstacle avoidance algorithm to improve the 

safety and effectiveness of the system perfonnance. The elastic path strategy that is used 

in the CWA wheelchair only allows the wheelchair to avoid still obstacles. The 

wheelchair is unable to operate in a dense and dynamic environment. The tape track 

idea is even worse. In the case where some parts of the pre-defined routes are 1nissing or 

there are obstacles blocking the route, the operations of the wheelchair may be 

significantly affected. In general, a real-time obstacle avoidance algoritmn should be 

developed for the wheelchair controller rather than using a virtual recorded or physical 

pre-defined paths, as in these designs. 

2.3.2.3. Smart Wheelchairs Based on Pre-designed Autonomous 

Obstacle A voidance Tasks 

The disadvantages mentioned above turned other researchers to focus on another control 

method for sma1t wheelchairs, in which the wheelchair is equipped with several 

autonomous navigation tasks to assist the user in different situations. These autonomous 

tasks can be designed for the wheelchair to operate in both outdoor and indoor 

environments. There are three different types of control strategies for this control 

approach that are discussed as follows. 

The first strategy is that the wheelchair controller can perform several obstacle 

avoidance tasks autonomously but it leaves the responsibility of task selection to the 

user. The advantage of this strategy is its simplicity in design. However, it requires the 

user to have experience or an understanding of controlling a mobile vehicle. Hence, 

most users need proper training for better navigation. 
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One of the representatives of this control approach is the SENARIO prototype. The 

SENARIO project is part of the European Union's collaborative funding initiative 

(Technology Initiative for Disable and Elderly People - TIDE), that is one of the famous 

projects in the Rehabilitation Robotics field. The SENARIO is equipped with a voice 

control interface for the user to communicate with. The main sensor is ultrasonic, but 

other kinds of sensors, such as infrared sensors and a laser range finder are also 

included. The encoders attached are used to estimate the wheelchair positions that are 

then corrected by active or passive beacons. The autonomous navigation tasks that are 

developed for SENARIO are path/hallway following, general obstacle avoidance, and 

emergency risk avoidance. The tasks enable the wheelchair to navigate a variety of 

environments without any requirements of prior environmental information. 

To perform these autonmnous tasks, an obstacle avoidance algorithm is developed for 

the SENARIO. It is the Active Kinematic Histogram (AKH) that is based on a well 

known Vector Field Histogram algorithm (VFH) in the mobile robotics area. This 

method of obstacle avoidance allows the wheelchair to navigate automatically while the 

user is selecting or changing between operating tasks. The wheelchair platfom1 was 

tested in indoor environments. The wheelchair could perform some difficult tasks such 

as passing a doorway with 60% of success at a low speed, 0.2 m/sec on average. At 

higher levels of control, this wheelchair is able to navigate from one place to another by 

relying on a topological map. 

The SMARTCHAIR is a 1nore advanced wheelchair platform that supports this control 

method. It is developed at the University of Pennsylvania's General Robotics, 

Automation, Sending, and Perception Lab in the aim of assisting people with physical 

disabilities in daily manoeuvring difficulties (Parikh et al. 2003; Parikh et al. 2004; 

Parikh et al. 2005; Parikh et al. 2007). An omni-directional camera is mounted on the 

top of the chair providing a 360 degree view of the environment around the wheelchair. 

This camera vision can be used as a user interface so that the user can select a 

destination from the captured images. The envirorunental information is acquired from a 

laser range finder, infrared proxi1nities and another vision cmnera sensor. The prototype 

is illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
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Several control modes are designed for this platform. Thus, the system allows the user 

to interact with the wheelchair at different levels. At the lowest level of control, the user 

is able to override the wheelchair by a joystick to a destination. It operates similar to a 

conventional powered wheelchair. At the higher level, an obstacle avoidance algorithm 

was developed that allows the wheelchair to itnplement several autonomous tasks, such 

as hallway following, door passing and unmodeled obstacle avoidance task. The user 

can select between these tasks manually depending on certain situations. 

omnldlrtctlonal camera 

. ...:....:....;. _ ___ /_VIrtual ke""'rd and ••o"Y 

Figure 2.11: SMARTCHAIR prototype 

The prototype can also navigate autonomously to a destination that the user selects frmn 

the omni-directional camera ' s images, not from any pre-recorded maps. Hence, it does 

not require any internal 1naps or prior knowledge of the environments (Parikh et al. 

2003). Several experiments were organised to evaluate the performance of the 

SMARTCHAJR. A large number of experimenters were recruited for this evaluation- 50 

able-bodied persons (Parikh et al. 2007). It provided promising results by performing 

simple experiments such as entering a spacious room or navigating along a hallway. 
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One of the advances of this method is that obstacle avoidance techniques can be applied 

to improve safety and performance for overall wheelchair operations. However, it also 

has several drawbacks. The most significant shortcoming of this method is that the user 

has to select an automatic task manually. It requires experience or proper training of the 

user. In many complicated situations, the user may get confused about either selecting 

this task or another. Hence, the operation of the wheelchair is highly dependent on the 

user's decisions. Furthermore, the connection of the user and the machine is weak. 

There are no negotiations between the user and the wheelchair controller. After a task is 

selected it will be executed automatically. Finally, the use of autonomous tasks is 

usually combined with the previous 1nethods that rely on pre-determined environmental 

maps, thus limiting the operating areas of the wheelchair. 

To reduce cumbersome task selection, mental fatigue and confusion of the user in 

selecting a suitable autonomous task, many researchers have developed an assistive 

system that can select designed tasks automatically. Some prototypes rely on a pre-

determined environmental map, beacons or landmarks to select a suitable task. Others 

are able to switch between designed tasks based on the online information from onboard 

sensors. Smne noticeable wheelchair platfom1s are introduced as follows . 

The intelligent wheelchair of Osaka University, Japan, is able to switch between 

designed modes based on a shared control strategy (Adachi et al. 1998; Adachi, Goto et 

al. 2003; Adachi, Goto et al. 2003; Adachi et al. 2004). The wheelchair is equipped with 

two camera syste1ns, Figure 2.12. One system looks at the user's face to detect their 

intentions, which can be considered as the user interface. The user has to aim to a target 

by continuously staring at it. Based on the motions of the user's head and his/her gazing 

directions, the user's attentions and the positions of targets are detennined. The second 

system is a camera system with a stereo vision camera. This camera can map out 

obstacles in front of the wheelchair in 30. The environmental information is also 

acquired by a laser range finder. It is fed to an avoiding collision controller. 
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CCD camera 

Figure 2.12: Osaka University's wheelchair 

The wheelchair is based on an internal map to enable the user to select a destination by 

gazing at it (Adachi et al. 1998). After a destination is chosen, it is able to navigate to 

this destination autonomously while avoiding obstacles along the way. For a safe 

navigation, this prototype is provided with some autonomous tasks, such as wall 

following, target tracking, and general obstacle avoidance (Adachi, Goto et al. 2003; 

Adachi, Goto et al. 2003; Adachi et al. 2004). The developed shared control strategy 

takes into account information of the environn1ent, the current wheelchair's position and 

internal maps to change tasks aut01natically to reach the destination. 

Another wheelchair prototype that supports this control strategy is the MAid (Mobility 

Aid for Elderly and Disabled People) of the Research Institute for Applied Knowledge 

Processing, Germany (Prassler et al. 1999, 2001; Kluge et al. 2002). The system is 

equipped with two navigation modes. They are semi-autonomous and fully autonomous 

to support and transport people with limited n1obility skills. The wheelchair is illustrated 

in Figure 2.13. 

The MAid prototype is based on the cormnercial electrical wheelchair SPRING, 

manufactured by MEYRA GmbH in Germany (Prassler et al. 1998). The core of the 
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system hardware is an industrial computer. A real-time operating system, QXN, is set 

up to this computer. To perform localisation tasks, wheel encoder sensors and a 

gyroscope are equipped to the MAid wheelchair. Environmental information is acquired 

from ultrasounds, infrared sensors for short range sensing and a SICK laser range finder 

for long scanning distances. The wheelchair still uses a joystick as its user interface, in 

which the user can point to a navigation direction of a desired destination. A control 

scheme is designed for the wheelchair to select an appropriate operating mode based on 

the joystick signal and environmental information. 

Figure 2.13: The MAid wheelchair 

It is different from other wheelchair platforms that are equipped with vanous 

autonmnous tasks, such as general obstacle avoidance, wall following and door passing 

tasks. The MAid controller only consists of two control modes. They are NAN - narrow 

area navigation and WAN - wide area navigation (Prassler et al. 1998, 2001 ). The NAN 

is operated in semi-autonomous mode, in which the user guides the wheelchair to 

perform local manoeuvres in a narrow or clustered environment. An obstacle avoidance 

controller can assist the user in navigating automatically through dense and dynamic 

situations. However, the user can interrupt this operation at any time to override the 
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wheelchair to new paths or new local destinations. This feature is convenient for users 

when executing navigation tasks and prevents any malfunctions caused by the 

wheelchair controller itself. 

In wide, rapid changing crowded areas such as concourses and shopping malls, the 

wheelchair can be operated in fully autonomous mode, WAN mode. The only action 

that the user has to do is to enter a destination. The wheelchair will perform the 

planning task and then execute the path automatically and avoid obstacles safely 

towards the destination (Prassler et al. 2001 ). 

This type of shared control method does not require any training or understanding of 

driving a mobile robot. However, the wheelchair operates similarly to a fully 

autonomous system. These designs may be inconvenient or even irritate the user in the 

case of misunderstandings between human and machine. For example, difficulties may 

arise if the user changes his/her mind during a current navigation. A more advanced 

shared control strategy should be developed to strengthen the connection between the 

user and the assistive wheelchair to bring them together in the satne control place, thus 

i1nproving the system's safety and performance and user convenience. 

Many efforts have been made to develop an adaptive shared control strategy to enhance 

the connection between the user and the wheelchair. This method should take the 

strength of using autonomous navigation tasks to reduce the control burden on the user. 

However, instead of executing a series of autonomous tasks automatically towards a 

chosen destination, the shared control strategy should take into account the information 

from the user and the sensors frequently to perform multi-local navigation tasks to the 

goal. The user does not have to select tasks or execute paths manually, instead he/she 

only concentrates on providing instructions/control commands to the wheelchair 

controller, thus adjusting the wheelchair operations appropriately. Hence, the user can 

be involved in controlling the wheelchair effectively without physical and mental 

tiredness. Finally, this method should not require any prior knowledge or modification 

to the environment, thus the wheelchair operating area is unlimited. 
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The most noticeable prototype of this shared control strategy is the NavChair of the 

University of Michigan, U.S., Figure 2.14 (Levine et al. 1999). It is built on a Lancer 

powered wheelchair. The components that are attached to the NavChair system are: 1) a 

DOS based cmnputer, 2) an array of 12 ultrasonic sensors, and 3) a user interface such 

as a joystick. The use of sonar sensors can provide a cheap solution for acquiring 

environmental information. However, they are only able to provide a short range of 

vision with poor accuracy and resolution to the autonomous controller, thus constraining 

the operation of the wheelchair. 

Figure 2.14: The NavChair prototype 

An obstacle avoidance algorithm that relies on the data from ultrasonic sensors IS 

developed for this wheelchair. It is modified from a well-known technique in the mobile 

robot field, the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) as in the SENARIO prototype. The 

wheelchair is also equipped with several designed obstacle avoidance tasks and a shared 

control strategy that is able to adapt to different situations based on both the user ' s 

control signal and environmental data (Simpson & Levine 1999). Hence, the wheelchair 

controller can automatically select an appropriate autonomous task during its operation. 
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The use of multi-autonomous tasks allows users with varying abilities to operate the 

chair conveniently in different environments. 

The NavChair's control structure is built in a hierarchy which consists of several control 

levels (Levine et al. 1999). In the autonomous obstacle avoidance control background, 

three autonomous tasks are developed: general obstacle avoidance, door passage and 

wall following tasks. The user performs path planning tasks by providing their 

navigation intentions, such as pointing to a local target (a wall or a doorway), while the 

wheelchair executes the obstacle avoidance task to navigate safely to a final destination. 

This control hierarchy can provide a better adaptation of the smart wheelchair system to 

a wide range of users. 

The shared control strategy employs a probabilistic method and Bayesian networks to 

combine user's control signals, online sensor data and an environmental topology map 

to changing navigation tasks automatically (Simpson & Levine 1997, 1999). The 

Bayesian technique processes these inputs to estimate probabilities of these autonmnous 

tasks. The decision is made for a task that has the highest value of probability. 

The control architecture of the Navchair, especially the adaptive shared control strategy, 

can provide the user with conveniences when driving the wheelchair in many situations. 

It is because this shared trategy strengthens the connections between the user and the 

wheelchair controller. When the user changes his/her navigation intention, the 

wheelchair can use the probability technique to select the most suitable autonomous task 

naturally to fulfil the navigation task. The obstacle avoidance technique improves 

effectiveness and safety for the overall wheelchair operations. 

However, the tnost significant drawback of this platform is that the shared control 

strategy is based on a topology map (prior environmental infonnation). This map is used 

to locate rooms, doorways, walls and conidors in the operating environment. When the 

user provides a command, based on the cunent position of the wheelchair in this map 

the shared controller can decide to switch to a task that drives the wheelchair through a 

doorway or navigates along a corridor. The adaptive mechanism of selecting a task is a 

great step forward in improving user control capabilities, but the use of this internal map 
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limits the operating area of this application. Another shared control strategy should be 

developed to overcome this shortcoming. 

Furthermore, the obstacle avoidance method that is developed for this wheelchair is 

based on a conventional algorithm originally designed for mobile robots and may not 

provide satisfactory navigation quality. It is because the Vector Field Histogrmn is 

known as a fast but unstable obstacle avoidance algorithm that can cause potential 

collision, as discussed in the previous section. A more advanced obstacle avoidance 

technique should be implemented to meet the specific requirements of navigation for 

assistive wheelchair applications. 

2.4. Discussion 

The aim of this project is to design a smart wheelchair that is able to adapt to meet the 

needs of a wide range of people with mobility impairments. To do that, this platform 

should be equipped with an effective obstacle avoidance technique that is able not only 

to navigate safely through dense and dynamic environments, but also to provide comfort 

and smoothness by following optimum paths and velocities. An adaptive shared control 

strategy is developed to combine the user's intentions and environmental data 

effectively, thus providing convenient interaction between the user and the wheelchair. 

Finally, the performance of the wheelchair should be evaluated on real subjects 

including people with severe disabilities. 

The laser range finder sensor is selected for this project because of its significant 

advantages, as discussed in the previous section. The sensor data is used to construct a 

real-time environmental map. It is able to update any changes of environments while the 

wheelchair is moving. This valuable infmmation is provided to the autonomous 

controller to perform obstacle avoidance tasks. 

An autonomous obstacle avoidance technique that utilises Bayesian neural networks is 

developed. No prior knowledge (topology map, pre-determined paths, etc.) or 

modifications (barcodes, landmarks, etc.) to environments are required for this method. 
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The obstacle avoidance neural networks have learnt to react to different situations. Then 

they are able to provide comfort and smoothness to the user by following optimal paths. 

The use of neural networks also guarantees real-time capability for the wheelchair's 

controller. 

The Bayesian framework for neural networks is applied in this thesis to overcome the 

inherent shortcomings of standard neural networks with back-propagation training 

algorithms. It is first applied to determine the suitable networks for obstacle avoidance 

tasks. Then these networks are trained under the Bayesian rule for an optimised network 

performance. 

Instead of depending on user control capability or relying on prior environmental data, 

an adaptive method of sharing control capability of both the user and the machine is 

developed for our wheelchair platform. This shared control strategy is capable of taking 

into account the user's intentions via a user interface and sensor data in order to select 

the right task to assist the user in the right situation. The user is able to interfere with the 

wheelchair operations at any ti1ne, thus itnproving the user control comfort. It provides 

a natural method of driving the wheelchair and reduces irritation that may be caused by 

misunderstandings between the user and the wheelchair controller. 

The shared control strategy enables the user to concentrate only on the path planning 

task, generally by providing sub-targets succes ively towards the final destination and 

leaves the path execution and obstacle avoidance task for the wheelchair controller. The 

assistance of autonomous navigating tasks not only improves overall performance of the 

wheelchair by providing smoother trajectories but also reduces the user's physical and 

mental stress caused by complicated navigation tasks or long control periods. 

To select a suitable navigating task the shared control strategy relies on Bayesian 

themy, known as the Bayesian recursive technique. It is able to estimate posterior 

probabilities of those autonomous tasks by taking into account information from the 

user, the environment and the wheelchair. The decision is made for the task that has the 

highest value of posterior. 
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Finally, the performance of the wheelchair should be widely tested and evaluated with 

subjects who are people with disabilities. The evaluation results can be used as valuable 

feedback to the designer to adjust or upgrade the control method for a better 

performance. In the area of this research, our wheelchair is first tested with able-bodies 

persons. The results will be used for further adjustments and development in terms of 

both hardware and software. More extensive tests will be organised to evaluate the 

wheelchair control performance with operators who have disabilities, including those 

with spinal cord injuries. 



Chapter 3 Real-time Mapping and Free-space 

Estimation for a Laser Based Wheelchair 

3.1. Introduction 

In general, sensors play an important role in any autonomous system, and in particular 

in assistive wheelchair applications. They provide environmental information to the 

navigation controller, including not only positions of surrounding obstacles but also 

environmental features such as locations of walls, corridors or doorways. To enable the 

vehicle to navigate safely in dense and dynamic environments, this infonnation has to 

be acquired accurately and reliably in real-time. In an assistive wheelchair application, 

this source of information is even more significant in order to provide safe navigation to 

people with disabilities. 

As discussed in chapter 2, laser range finder sensors are used commonly in the 

autonomous robot area due to their significant advantages compared with other range 

sensors. These advantages include long range, low resolution and accuracy. In this 

chapter, we introduce our laser system that is used as our main onboard sensor to collect 

environmental information for the wheelchair controller. Both hardware and software 

designs for our laser sensor system are also presented in this chapter. 

We propose a method of building a real-time map of the local operational environment 

using information from a laser range finder and encoder sensors mounted on the 
47 
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wheelchair's driving wheels. The laser range finder sensor is used to collect information 

about the environment in front of the wheelchair. As the wheelchair moves, information 

from the laser sensor is combined with the stored information and 1nodified using the 

encoders mounted on the driving wheels in order to build a 360° real-time map. 

This method overcomes the inherent shortcomings of conventional methods where 

encoders are used to estimate the wheelchair's position, which suffers from severe 

inaccuracies due to unbounded accumulation error. This is because a calibrating 

procedure is applied for the wheelchair to reduce this error. The accuracy of this method 

is improved, therefore enabling the wheelchair to navigate confidently through narrow 

areas. 

A method of accurately determining accessible free-space is also presented. The 

wheelchair's actual dimensions are accommodated. This both reduces computations and 

identifies available space more accurately by eliminating the errors associated with 

approximating the vehicle's boundary as a circle, which may indicate that there is no 

accessible space to move safely without incurring a collision. This cmnmon 

approximation can be particularly problematic in critical situations, such as passing 

through a narrow space (e.g. a doorway) . The implementation of these methods are 

simple in tenns of both required memory and calculation, thus being able to be applied 

conveniently in embedded and computer-based systen1s with real-time satisfaction. 

This chapter is organised as follows . Our wheelchair system is introduced in the next 

section. The third section presents the laser range finder system that is used in our 

prototype, in terms of both hardware and software. The methods of constructing a real-

time accurate 20 map and determining accessible free -space are discussed in the 

following section. The last two sections are the experiment results, discussion and 

conclusion. 
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3.2. SAM- Smart Wheelchair System 

Our wheelchair prototype is named SAM (Setni Autonomous Machine) and is 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. The wheelchair is based on a commercial powered wheelchair, 

Roller M 1, with two large independent actuated rear wheels and two other free moving 

front castor wheels to maintain the balance. The basic Roller Ml 1nodel has a joystick 

control interface that supports two speeds. The maximum speed of the wheelchair 

controlled by the joystick is one metre per second (lm/s). 

In the past few years, we have equipped the wheelchair with several kinds of sensors 

and supports for various control input methods. The main sensor used in this platfonn is 

a Hokuyo laser range finder (URG 04LX). It is used to collect infonnation about the 

environment in front of the wheelchair. As the wheelchair moves, information from the 

laser sensor is combined with that from encoders (PCA-INHJ series) mounted on the 

driving wheels to build a 360° real-time map of the operating environment (Trieu, 

Nguyen & Willey 2008). 

An operating computer (Apple Mac mini) receives all sources of information from the 

sensor and the user interface and then sends the driving commands to the motor driver 

system via a USB 6008 (National Instrument). The user communicates with the control 

software via a user interface, such as a conventional joystick or head-movement sensor. 

Based on the user's intentions from the user interface and real-time environmental 

information from the sensors, the control software can navigate the wheelchair through 

a dense and dynamic environment. 
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Figure 3.1: SAM intelligent wheelchair 

Camera CCD URG-04LX Adapter Encoder Battery 

Figure 3.2: The SAM wheelchair's hardware overview 
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3.3. Laser Range Finder System 

The laser range finder system Hokuyo URG 04-LX is selected as the main sensor in our 

application to acquire the environmental information. It has significant advantages such 

as small dimensions, compact design and low power consumption, Figure 3.3. These 

features overcome the inherent shortcomings of other laser range finder systems in 

terms of weight, dimension and power consumption that make the1n unsuitable for 

battery powered assistive applications. The specifications of the Hokuyo laser sensor are 

presented in Table 3.1. 

The field-of-view for this laser sensor is a semi-circle of 240 degrees with a maximum 

radius of four metres. This means that the sensor is able to scan 240 degrees of the 

environment in front to locate surrounding obstacles in the range of four metres. The 

maximum range is suitable for our assistive wheelchair application and the user is able 

to perfonn global path planning while the wheelchair's autonomous navigation 

controller generates and executes the paths automatically (local path planning) to a 

chosen destination. 

The sensor is very accurate in tenns of both angle and distance resolutions, 0.36 degrees 

and lmm respectively . The data frequency (scanning rate) is up to 10Hz (the new 

version of the Hokuyo laser sensor has a scanning rate of up to 40Hz) with a reasonable 

power consu1nption of 500mA at 5V DC. This feature is a significant advantage for 

applications that use a battery as the power supply, such as an assistive wheelchair. 

Because of its reliability, accuracy, low power consumption and fast data acquisition 

speed, the Hokuyo laser sensor is the most suitable sensor for our assistive intelligent 

wheelchair application. 

The cmnmunication of the URG 04-LX laser sensor is a digital interface that supports 

both RS232C and USB 2.0 interfaces. Hence, communication software has to be 

developed to exchange data between the sensor and the host computer. We built a 

software library for this sensor in C language. This library is based on the 

comn1unicating cmmnand set that was provided by the Hokuyo producer. Figure 3.4 

shows a version of data acquisition software. The sensor is connected to the host via a 
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USB port. The positions of surrounding obstacles are collected and displayed in a XY 

plot in real-time. 

Figure 3.3: URG 04-LX laser sensor 

TABLE 3.1 : HOKUYO LASER RANGE FINDER SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 

Power source 5V DC ±5% 
--

Current consumption 500mA or less (Rush current 800mA) 

Detection distance 20mm - 4000mm 

Resolution 1 mm 

Scan Angle 240° 

Angular Resolution 0.36° 

Scan Time 1 OOmsec/scan 

RS-232C (19.2, 57 .6, 115.2 kbps) 
Communication Interface 

USB Version 2.0 FS mode (12Mbps) 
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Figure 3.4: Data acquisition software for URG 04-LX laser sensor. 

A shortcoming of a 2D laser syste1n such as the Hokuyo sensor is that it is only able to 

detect obstacles at the same height to which the sensor is mounted. Other obstacles 

above or below this height are invisible (they are undetected). This may cause 

potentially dangerous collisions when the wheelchair operates in dense and changed 

environments. 

A 3D laser syste1n can overcome this drawback. A pilot 3D laser syste1n that is based on 

a standard URG 04-LX sensor was developed. The URG sensor is mounted on a shaft of 

a step motor that can tum up and down ±60 degrees to scan over environments. The 

control system is presented in Figure 3.5. The driving signals and positioning feedback 

are transferred via a National Instrument USB 6008 data acquisition device. A host 

computer is used to control the pose of the sensor and collect the range data. The control 

software for the 30 laser system is implemented in C language. The system is able to 

update the environmental information every 2 seconds (0.5Hz). The results of the 30 

range data are presented in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.5: 3D laser hardware system. 

1: Mac mini control computer, 

3: Step motor driver, 

2: National Instrument USB 6008, 

4: Step motor, 

5: URG 04LX laser range finder sensor. 
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Figure 3.6: The software for data acquisition of 3D laser sensor 
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3.4. Methodology 

3.4.1. Real-time Laser Map 

Our local environmental mapptng method is constructed based on two sources of 

information: first is the laser range data gathered from the Hokuyo laser sensor, and 

second is the relative positions of the wheelchair that are estimated from encoder data. 

The environmental data can be collected directly via a software interface that has been 

designed for the Hokuyo sensor, as mentioned in the previous section. To update new 

positions of the wheelchair while moving, a model of the wheelchair is required. A 

technique of positioning esti1nation is introduced based on evolution data of two 

incretnental encoders mounted in the wheelchair's left and right actuated wheels. 

However, the common 1nethod of using encoders to estimate the wheelchair's position 

suffers from severe inaccuracy due to unbounded accumulation enor. This error results 

from both imperfections in the design, electrical and 1nechanical in1plementations 

(sy ~ tematic enors) and operating conditions such as wheel slippage (non-systematic 

errors) (Borenstein & Feng 1996). For our case of an indoor wheelchair that travels on 

even floors, the most notorious source of errors is typically systematic errors. 

Borenstein & Feng ( 1996) introduced the University of Michigan Benchmark 

(UMBmark) to deal with the uncertainty of effective wheelbase and unequal driving 

wheel diameters, which are the main contributors to systematic errors. These are caused 

by errors in the specified diameters of the wheelchair's wheels and the fact that the tyres 

flatten out so that contact with the floor is not a single point. The basis of this method is 

the bi-directional square path experiment. This calibrating technique is applied to the 

wheelchair to reduce the error in building the real-time operating map. 

This section contains three sub-sections. The next section presents the method of 

determining the model of the wheelchair. The method of building a 2D local map and 

the UMBmark calibrating procedure are introduced in the next two sub-sections. 
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3.4.1.1. Position Estimation - The Wheelchair Model 

There are two basic position estimation methods that are employed in most mobile robot 

applications: absolute and relative positioning. Absolute positioning technique requires 

external devices such as beacon systems or landmarks to measure and to correct the 

absolute position of vehicles. These systems require installations and maintenances, and 

their costs increase with the number of beacons or landmarks needed. 

The relative positioning technique relies on the information from incremental encoders 

that are mounted on the driving wheels of a mobile vehicle. The wheel revolutions are 

measured and the positions of the vehicle are updated based on the model of the vehicle. 

The wheel revolutions are generally measured using optical encoders. This method is 

simple, inexpensive and easy to accomplish in real-time, thus being adopted in our 

wheelchair application. 

SAM is considered to be a mobile vehicle with two large, independently actuated fixed 

wheels and two small, free tnoving castor wheels to maintain balance. In the mobile 

robot area, it is called a simple unicycle configuration. The model of this kind of mobile 

robot can be estitnated based on the assumption that the wheel revolutions can be 

translated into linear displacement relative to the floor. It means that the movement 

satisfies pure-rolling and non-slipping conditions. 

In the Cartesian co-ordinate, the location of the wheelchair can be represented by a 

triplet U = (X, Y, 8), where X, Y and 8 are the position and orientation of the wheelchair, 

respectively. In general, the movement of the wheelchair can be indicated by the motion 

of the mid-point of the driving axis that passes through the centre of two driving wheels. 

This point is considered the reference point. 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the motion of the wheelchair (Wang 1988). Two encoders are 

attached in two actual wheels, A and C, to record the distances travelled on the left and 

right (arc A 1A2 = !).DL and arc C1C2 = !).DR) respectively. The travelled distance of the 

reference point B is arc B1B2 = !).D. Then we have the following equations. 
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Thus, 

t---- R -----+- L -i 

Figure 3.7: Illustrations ofwheelchair's movement 

A- Left wheel of wheelchair 

B- Reference point 

C- Right wheel of wheelchair 

L- Wheelbase of the wheelchair 
1- Previous wheelchair position 
2- Current wheelchair position 

!J.D = (!J.DL + 11DR)/2, 

118 = (!1DR - 11DL)/L. 
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(3.1) 

Suppose that we already know the previous position and orientation of the wheelchair, 

Un-1 = (X17_J, Y,7_1, Bn-I) . How can the current location of the wheelchair, Un = (Xn, Y,7, Bn), 

be estimated frmn !J.D11 and !J.811 that were calculated from Equation 3.1? 
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The answer is the new orientation, 811 , can be immediately updated by the previous one 

as ()11_1 + 8.811 . However, the position of the robot, (X, }], is unspecified because the 

wheelchair can take any path to have the total arc length, f1D11 , and turning angle, 8.811 . 

To determine the position, an assumption about a type of path is required. There are two 

most common path assumptions: straight and circular path (Wang 1988). For the first 

assumption, Figure 3. 7, using an approximation we have: 

Then the position of the wheelchair can be approximately updated by: 

(3.2) 

With the assumption of circular path, the relationship between B1B2 and arc B1B2 can be 

obtained as: 

So that, 

This result leads to 

2(L I 2 + R) sin(8.8 / 2) 
(LI2+R)t18n 

sin(8.8,) 2) 
f1(}n /2 

The new position of the wheelchair can be estimated as follows: 

Y,1 = Y,l-1 + 8.Y,1 ::::; Y11-1 + t1Dnsin(Bn-1 + 8.8,/ 2) sin(t1B,/2)/ (f1(),/2), (3.3) 
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Relying on the Equations 3.1 and 3.3, the position of the wheelchair could be estimated. 

Note that sina ~ a as a ~ 0, then the term sin(~8n/2)/(~8n/2) can be considered as an 

adjustment factor for the position due to the circular movement (Wang 1988). 

3.4.1.2. Construction of a Real-time Laser Map 

Unlike other assistive wheelchair platforms such as SENA (Galindo et al. 2005, 2006) 

and SMARTCHAIR (Parikh et al. 2007) where the laser sensor is set up in the middle 

front of the wheelchair, in our design the URG laser sensor is mounted on the left 

armrest of our intelligent wheelchair for the convenience of a disabled person who 

would sit in the middle of the wheelchair, as shown in Figure 3.8. However, a problem 

is that the laser sensor can only measure distances of surrounding obstacles to its 

position, not to the reference point that is used for simulating the wheelchair 1notions. 

Because of this difference the data from the laser sensor cannot be fed directly to the 

autonomous navigation controller. A modification is needed before this information is 

used to construct the environmental map. 

A relative co-ordinate is introduced to build the map, as shown in Figure 3.8. It is 

attached to the wheelchair in which theY-axis points to the front, the X-axis is from left 

to right rear wheels and the origin is the middle point of the wheelbase (middle of the 

left and right wheels) . This co-ordinate is used first to acconm1odate the difference 

between the laser sensor position and the reference point and then to locate surrounding 

obstacles on the map. 

Because of the maximum range of the URG laser range finder sensor, we decided to 

build a 4x4tn local map. The enviromnent in front of the wheelchair is updated from 

laser range data while positions of obstacles in the rear are remembered by the encoder 

data. This map is updated at the maximum data rate of the laser sensor (10Hz). This 

updating speed is able to provide real-time environmental data for the wheelchair to 

navigate safely in changed enviromnents. 
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Figure 3.8: Relative co-ordinates for the SAM wheelchair 

A: the position of URG laser sensor 

0: wheelchair's reference point 
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The principle of building a local 20 map is illustrated in Figure 3.9. In the previous 

computational cycle number n-1, the laser sensor detected an obstacle A in front of the 

wheelchair. The wheelchair controller makes a left turn to avoid any collision with this 

obstacle, thus at the next cycle, n, the new location of the wheelchair is determined as a 

triplet (11x11, 11y11, 11811) compared to its previous position. 

At that stage, the obstacle A is already passed and is no longer detected by the laser 

sensor. However, its position can still be reme1nbered in the new relative co-ordinates 

OnX1Y;1, as shown in Figure 3.9. The esti1nation is based on the following equations: 

XAn = (XAn-1- !1xn) cos(t1fJn) + (YAn-1- 11yn) sin(t1fJ,J, 

Where 

X4n, YAn: the position of the obstacle A in the new coordinates O,X,7Y;7, 

XAn-1, YAn-1: the position of the obstacle A in the previous coordinates 0 17_,x,,_, Yn-J, 

(11x11, 11y11, !1fJ,J the triplet determined the new location of the wheelchair. 

The triplet (11x11 , 11y11, 11811) can be estirnated by the Equations 3.1 and 3.3 as follows: 

M = Xn - X,,_J ~ -11D11 sin(11fJ/2) sin(t1fJ1112)/(!1fJ,/2), 

!1Y = Yn - Yn-1 ~ 11D11 cos(!1fJ,/2) sin(!1fJ,/2)/(11fJn12). (3.5) 

This is because the orientation of the wheelchair at the previous cycle n-1 is: 

Bn-1 = 7rl2 = 90 deg. 

Based on Equations 3.1 and 3.5, the algorith1n of building a real-time local map can be 

illustrated as five steps as shown in Figure 3.10. At the first step, the data from the 

encoders and laser sensor is acquired. The encoder data is used to estimate the current 

position of the wheelchair by Equation 3.5. Obstacles in front of the wheelchair are 

relocated to the reference point instead of the laser sensor position. The method of data 

correction is presented as follows. 
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Laser data acquisition 

- Surrounding obstacles' 
positions 

Data correction 

- Accommodate the difference of 
sensor's position and reference 
point of the wheelchair system 

Start 

..... ...... 

~, 

Encoder data acquisition 

- Incremental values of the left 
and right wheels 

Position estimation 

- Determine new wheelchair's 
position based on the 
wheelchair's model 

Map update 

- Estimate the obstacles' positions 
behind the wheelchair that are not 

observed by the laser sensor 

Data correction 

- Reform data to a 1 deg polar 20 
map 

Map completion 

- Complete new 20 map by updating positions of 
obstacles in front observed by the laser sensor 

End 

Figure 3.10: Five steps of building a real-time local map 
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Equation 3.6 below is used to accmnmodate the difference between the position of the 

laser sensor and the reference point. 

Where 

Xo =(X- xA) cos( cpA) + (Y- yJ sin( cpA), 

Yo= -(X -xJ sin(cpA) + (Y- YA) cos(cpA). 

X, Y: the position of obstacles to laser sensor, 

(3.6) 

X 0 , Y0 : the position of obstacles the relative co-ordinates OXY, 

(xA, YA, BA): the position of laser sensor in that relative co-ordinate as shown in 

Figure 3.9. 

In the third step, after the new position of the wheelchair is determined, (~x11, L1yn, /).811), 

the map of the previous computation circle, n-1, is updated to relocate positions of 

obstacles behind the new wheelchair's position at the current computation circle, n. 

Because the wheelchair rotated an angle L1B11 and moved to a new point (tu11, ~Yn) , at its 

new position the map has to first be 

rotated an angle ~e~~ to the new position of the wheelchair by the equation below 

(3.7) 

then moved to a new point (~x11, ~Yn) by the following equation 

X = (Xremp - f..x,J + (fremp - f..yn), 

Y = (X,emp - ~Xn) + (Yremp - ~ Yn) · (3.8) 

The map is designed in a polar form so that a single data point detennines both distance 

and angle to an obstacle, thus requiring only a limited amount of memory and reducing 

computations. The angle resolution of the map is set to every single degree. Hence, the 
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last step to finish the map can only be done after the outcome of the third step 1s 

reformed to a single degree data resolution. 

The final map is completed simply by adding the new laser range data to the previous 

map. The result of building the real-time local environment map is demonstrated in the 

experimental results section. 

3.4.1.3. UMBmark- Calibration Procedure 

The common method of using encoders to estimate the wheelchair's position is simple 

in terms of computation and implementation. However, it suffers severely due to the 

inaccuracy of an unbounded accumulation error. This error results from both 

imperfections in the design, electrical and mechanical implementations (systematic 

errors) and operating conditions such as wheel slippage (non-systen1atic errors) 

(Borenstein & Feng 1996). The main sources of errors can be summarised as follows: 

• Systematic Enors: 

unequal wheel diameters, 

misalignment of wheels, 

uncertainty about the effective wheelbase (due to non-point wheel contact 

with the floor so it is difficult to determine the effective value of that 

parameter), 

limited encoder resolution, 

limited encoder smnpling rate. 

• Non-systematic Errors: 

travel over rough surfaces, 

travel over unexpected objects on the floor, 

wheel-slippage due to slippery floors, over-acceleration or fast turning 

(skidding). 

In our case of an indoor wheelchair that travels on even floors, the most notorious 

source of errors is typically systematic errors. Borenstein & Feng (1996) introduced the 
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University of Michigan Benchmark (UMBmark) to deal with the uncertainty about the 

effective wheelbase and unequal driving wheel diameters, the main contributors to 

systematic errors. The 1nethod is discussed as follows. 

The principle of this method is a bi-directional square path experiment, Figure 3 .11. The 

vehicle is asked to follow a square path in both clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise 

(CCW) directions several times. Each time the final position of the robot is recorded. 

Based on this set of final positions, the effective left and right driving wheel ' s diameters 

and wheelbase are corrected. This method can significantly improve the accuracy of the 

odometry technique, by up to 15-fold (Borenstein & Feng 1996). 
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Figure 3.11 : The Bi-directional Square Path experiment, UMBmark method (Borenstein 

& Feng 1996) 

After the experiments, the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity error of final positions is 

defined as: 

xcw;ccw = (1 ln)"'fj;xi, cw;ccw, 

Ycw;ccw = (1 lnf'fJ:Yi, cw;ccw, (3 .9) 

where 

n: is the number of runs in each CW/CCW direction, 

£x, £y: are return position errors. 
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According to this method, the left and right wheels' effective diameters are estimated 

by: 

D eflective left ll'heel = 2Dc/(Ed + 1), 

De.ffective right wheel= 2Dc/(J /Ed+ 1), (3 .1 0) 

where 

Deffective left/right whee( the effective diameters of the left and right wheels, 

Da: the average of left and right nominal diameters, Da = (DL + DR)/2, 

DL, DR: the nominated left and right wheels' diameters provided by the producer, 

Ed: enor is caused by unequal wheel diameters . Ed is estimated by the 

following equation: 

Ed = D e_flective right ll'heel / D ej(ec:th't' lefi wheel = (R + L / 2)/(R - L / 2), (3 .11) 

where 

L: nominated wheelbase of the wheelchair provided by the wheelchair ' s 

producer, 

R: radius of path curvature, R = (G/2)/sin(fJ/2) (3. 1 2) 

where 

G: the length of a square's leg, 

fJ = (xccw - xcw)I4G. (3.13) 

The effective wheelbase is estimated by the equation below: 

L eflective ll'heelbase = (90/(90 - a))L, (3.14) 

where 
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a. = -(xccw + xcw)I4G. (3.15) 

Based on Equations 3.9- 3.15, the UMBmark method contains two steps as follows. 

Step 1: Data acquisition 

The wheelchair is asked to follow a square in both CW and CCW directions 

several times. The errors of absolute position are used to calculate the centres of 

gravity error by Equation 3.9. 

Step 2: Wheelchair's parameters correction 

The effective wheelbase, left and right wheels' diameters are estimated by 

Equations 3.9- 3.15. 

This calibration procedw·e has to be applied to the wheelchair before the mapping 

procedure is impletnented to the wheelchair controller. The calibration experiments and 

results are presented in the experimental results section. 

3.4.2. Available Accessible Space 

3.4.2.1. A Survey of Contemporary Methods 

The real-time 2D local1nap with calibration procedure presented in the previous section 

provides a valuable source of environmental information to the wheelchair's controller 

to perform autonomous tasks, such as obstacle avoidance tasks. However, this sort of 

information is hardly used directly in autonmnous algorithms without extra operations, 

such as a collision checking procedure that usually requires intensive computations. 

Hence, it n1ay affect the real-time performance of the system, especially the 

microcontroller based system. 

To deal with this proble1n Lozano-Perez ( 1983) introduced his approach of collision 

checking. It is called a "configuration space" and is based on characterising the 

position and orientation of an object as a single point. His approach is well-known in the 
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robotics field to determine the free-space that robots can move in without collisions. For 

example, it can be applied in the area of industrial robot 1nanipulators where it is 

required to choose how to arrange or how to move objects without collisions. 

Im, Oh & Han (2002) and Ulrich & Borenstein (1998) seem to agree with this point of 

view. Their obstacle avoidance algorithms "shrink" their 1nobile vehicles to a point 

object by growing other obstacles based on the mobile vehicle's geometry and its 

orientation. First, the vehicle's shape is approximated as a disc. Then, surrounding 

obstacles are traced around by this disc to find the free-space, non-occupied areas. After 

these steps, movements of the vehicle in the original environment (before any 

1nodifications) can be considered as motions of a single point object in the new free-

space (the environment after this modification). This 1nethod significantly reduces the 

load of collision checking computations, thereby turning their Virtual Field Histogram 

(VFH) obstacle avoidance algorithm into one of the most well-known algorithms in the 

n1obile robot area. 

However, these methods contain several shortcmnings. First of all, the circular 

approximation cannot provide an accurate estimation of free-space for mobile vehicles 

that have arbitrary shapes. For example, a rectangular approximation is more suitable 

for the wheelchair application. In most cases other than for circular shaped robots, only 

this method is available with a bigger radius circle. This common approximation can be 

particularly problematic in critical situations by failing to detect small free-spaces, such 

as a doorway. 

Secondly, as mentioned in the previous section, motions of the reference point are used 

to represent the vehicle movements. In the case of an assistive wheelchair system, the 

reference point is the middle point of the wheelbase. However, the free-space point of 

view above considers the reference point as a centre of a substitute circle. This 

difference is not a problem if the mobile robot navigates in spacious areas, but it can 

cause potential collisions when the robot navigates through a dense and dynamic 

environment due to inaccurate determination of free-space. 
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3.4.2.2. Advanced Method of Determining Accessible Free-space 

Inspired by those previous researchers, an advanced method of determining free-space 

is developed. In this method, the free-space can be determined accurately by 

accommodating the actual dimension of the wheelchair as a rectangle that is included in 

the 2D laser map. It can eliminate errors from the common approximation of the 

wheelchair boundary as a circle, which may indicate that there is no accessible space to 

move safely without incurring a collision. 

Furthermore, the correct reference point is also taken into account. The principle of our 

method can be illustrated in Figure 3.12(A). Vehicle A moves through an operating 

environment, called C-space, and avoids colliding with obstacle B. Our method is 

proposed as two steps as follows. First, obstacle B is grown by adding the vehicle's 

dimensions but in the opposite orientation to the reference point. After this, movetnents 

of vehicle A are considered as motions of that reference point A in a new environment, 

called accessible free-space, determined by the rest of the C-space that is not occupied 

by any ob tacles. In this free-space, obstacle B is transformed into obstacle AS-B. 

The n1ethod applied to our wheelchair is presented in Figures 3.12(B) and 3.12(C). 

Here, a comparison of the circle and rectangle boundary approximations, Figures 

3.12(B) and 3.12(C) respectively, are examined. The obstacles that are located in the 2D 

laser map are extended by a "virtual object" as the boundary of the wheelchair at a 

reference point A. The algorithm of this method is introduced in Figure 3.13. 

At the i'11 range data, the wheelchair boundary is added at the reference point A, as in 

Figures 3.12(B) and 3.12(C). This action changes the boundary ofthe obstacle, not only 

at point A but in an area from (i-k/11 to (i+J/h range data. The area affected can be 

determined as follows: 

ai = arc(i-kOA)= a tan( Yi-k, Xi-k), 

fJi = arc(i-kOA)= atan(Yi-k:. Xi-k), (3 .16) 
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Figure 3.12: The accessible free-space estimating procedure. 

(A): The principle of the advanced determining free-space method. 

(B): Accommodating the wheelchair ' s di1nension as a circle. 

(C): Accommodating the wheelchair's dimension as a rectangle. 
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Figure 3.13: The algorithm of determining the accessible free-space from the real-time 

2D laser map. 
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where 

are a pair of X andY co-ordinates. 

All distances inside this area (ai, fJi) have to be updates as they are new values. For 

example, at the point A, ( 11 range data, the distance from the wheelchair to the obstacle 

now is OA, instead of OA as before. 

dis(OA1 ) = ~X~ +Y} 
I I 

(3.17) 

These procedures are applied to all polar range values of the real-time 2D local map. 

The free-space is acquired from the shortest distances from the wheelchair to extended 

obstacles. The results of this method are introduced in the following section. 

3.5. Experimental Results 

3.5.1. Real-time 2D Mapping Result 

The 2D mapping algorithm as shown in Figure 3.10 was i1nplemented on an Apple Mac 

mini computer. The software module was developed in C language. A 1nulti-threading 

technique was applied, in which data acquisition and 20 map construction tasks are 

implemented in separate threads with different priorities, in order to archive a real-ti1ne 

performance result. The computation cycle time of the mapping process is set to 1 OOms 

for both of these tasks, so that the 20 laser map is updated every time interval. The 

results of the mapping task are presented as follows. 

The experiment is organised in a typical indoor environment, depicted in Figures 3.14 

(A) and (B). It contains a long wall, a corridor and a doorway. The mapping software is 

enabled while the wheelchair is driven by joystick along the corridor before making a 

left turn towards the doorway. The wheelchair is stopped about one metre in front of the 

door. The mapping result is presented in Figure 3.14 (C). 
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(A) Environment in front of the wheelchair 

(B) Environment at the rear of the wheelchair 

-3.5-
SAM Wheelchair Positioning error 

-4.5-1 I I I I I I f I 
-4.5 -3.5 -2.5 -1 .5 -0.5 0.5 2.5 3.5 45 

(C) The 2D mapping result of the environment above 

Figure 3 .14:The results of the real-time 2D local map method. 
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According to the results, the 2D map is able to detect a wall, (3), and a doorway, (2), 

right in front, based on the range data from the laser sensor. The corridor behind, (1 ), is 

recorded by taking into account the data frmn the encoders that are mounted on the 

driving wheels. The map is displayed as polar data that only includes 360 values of 

distance from the wheelchair to surrounding obstacles. This lower memory requirement 

data structure allows this algorithm to be applied in any controlling system, including 

microcontroller/ computer - based or embedded systems. This map is refreshed every 

1 OOms which enables the wheelchair controller to detect any changes of the 

environment online. Hence, the wheelchair is able to perform autonomous navigation 

tasks in real-time environments. 

However, this method contains some limitations. Firstly, the most serious problem is the 

inherent shortcoming of relying on encoder revolution data to esti1nate the wheelchair 

positions. As shown in Figure 3.14(C), the wall behind the wheelchair is shown to 

protrude out into the actual free-space area, which is an indication of an obstacle but in 

fact there is no obstacle. This inaccuracy 1nay cause potential collisions or prevent 

wheelchair access to restricted areas. This is the reason why the calibration procedure 

UMBmark is applied for more accurate mapping results. The results of that method are 

illustrated in the following section. 

Secondly, the litnitations of using a laser range finder sensor are clearly demonstrated in 

this experiment. The laser sensor is unable to detect a glass wall on the right-hand side 

of the wheelchair, Figw·e 3 .14. Also, dark or reflected objects are represented as full 

range data, invisible to the sensor. Hence, the 2D map 1nay contain a lot of sharp peaks 

or too many narrow open free-spaces, as shown in Figure 3.14 (C) that may interfere 

with the operations of the wheelchair's navigation controller. 

3.5.2. The Calibration and Results 

To calibrate the wheelchair, the data acquisition experiments are first i1nplemented then 

the calculations take place. The calibrating software is illustrated in Figure 3.15. It is 

also implemented in C language with multi-threading technique. The increment data 
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from the encoders is updated every 20ms. This small computation cycle reduces the 

error of a circular path approximation, as discussed in the previous section. The whole 

travelling trajectories and estimated final positions of these experiments are recorded 

and exported to log files. This data is then used for the wheelchair calibration. 

An 8x8m square is organised for these experiments. The wheelchair is asked to travel 

along this square ten ti1nes in both CW and CCW directions. To mini1nise non-

systematic errors such as wheel-slippage, the speed of the wheelchair is limited to 

0.4m/s. The results of these experiments are presented as follows. 

Wheelchair calibration program 

Index Ts Wheelchair trajectory 
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Linear velocity Angular velocity 5-
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Direction Experiment lndel< ·1 -1 I I I I I I I I 
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ccw b 

I ~tart t I ~top II Beset j ~Oi} [ Calib~ ~ 0.000000 
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Figure 3.15: The wheelchair calibration software 

Dr 

0.000000 

The nominated values of the wheelchair's parameters, such as the wheelbase and the 

driving wheels' diameters are set to those given by the producer of the Roller Ml, as 

follows: 

DnominateJ left wheel = D L = 0. 3 5 m 

Dnominatedrightwheel = DR = 0.35 m 

L nominated wheelbase = L = 0. 55 m (3.18) 
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The results of the UMBmark experi1nents for the wheelchair before applying a 

calibration are illustrated in Figure 3 .16. The wheelchair starts from different points in 

two different set of experiments. It follows the square path in the CCW experiments at 

point (0,0) and in the CW experiments at point (0,8). The final positions of the 

wheelchair are depicted in blue and green for the CCW and CW experiments, 

respectively. The results of the final positions of the wheelchair in the CCW and CW 

experiments also interpret that: 
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Figure 3.16: The results of UMB1nark experiments of the uncalibrated wheelchair. 

The errors of the wheelchair model that are caused by inaccurate values of 

wheelbase and wheels' diameters for both the CW and CCW experiments are 

clustered in two separate areas, Figure 3 .16. These errors are scattered around the 

centres of gravity errors. 

The differences of position errors in one cluster also result from non-systematic 

errors and differences of initial conditions of each experiment. In this wheelchair 

application non-systematic errors are considerable, but they are predmninated by 

systematic errors. The centres of gravity errors are located far away from the 

original point (0, 0). 
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From these experimental results, the centres of gravity errors can be calculated by the 

Equation 3.9. The values are shown below. For the CW experiments the centre of 

gravity error is : 

xcw = (1/n)"I.cxi,CW = 3.0090, 

Yew= (1/n)l.cyi,CW = -1.2476. 

For the CCW experitnents it is: 

xccw = (1 /n)"I.cxi,ccw = 0.8379, 

Yccw = (1 /n)l.cy,. ccw = 1.3180. 

In the aim of improving accuracy of the method, the error of the wheelchair's model is 

defined as follows (Borenstein & Feng 1996): 

E~Ts = max (Ri.cw: Ri.ccw), (3.19) 

where 

(3.20) 

The error of the wheelchair in this situation, before applying calibrations is 

Euncalibratedsys = 3.2574. (3 .21) 

The calibrating procedure is applied to the wheelchair. The values of effective 

wheelchair's parameters are estimated by the Equations 3.10 - 3.15 as follows: 

Delfectiveleftwheel = 0.350266 m 

Deffective right wheel = 0.3497 34m 

Le.ffective wheelbase = 0.528661 m (3.22) 

To evaluate the accuracy of this method, the UMBmark experiments are i1nplemented a 

second time with the new values of the wheelchair's parameters . The results of the fina l 
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positions of the calibrated experiments are depicted in Figure 3.17. The results present a 

far more accurate model of the wheelchair in terms of estimating the wheelchair 

positions. This is because the final positions of the wheelchair are scattered around the 

original point (0,0). The values of the centre of gravity errors of both the CCW and the 

CW experiments are only around 0.2. The error of the wheelchair ' s model in this case 
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Figure 3.17: The results of UMBmark experiments after UMBmark calibration. 

The results from Equations 3.21 and 3.23 show a significant improve1nent in accuracy 

of the wheelchair's model after the UMBmark calibration, with an increase greater than 

13-fold. 

N = Euncalibrated sys = 3.2574 ~ 13 
£ calibrated _ s1·s 0.2519 
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Figure 3.18: The trajectories of the UMBmark experiments. 

(A): The trajectory of the wheelchair in perfmming the UMBmark 

experiment before calibration. 

(B): The trajectory of the wheelchair in performing the UMBmark 

experiment after calibration. 

(A) (B) 

Figure 3.19: The results of the 2D 1napping method for 

(A): the uncalibrated wheelchair before the UMBmark experiments, 

(B): the wheelchair after the UMB1nark calibration procedure. 
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A comparison of the UMBmark experiment's results of the wheelchair before and after 

the calibration procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.18. The performance of the 

wheelchair tracking the square path before any calibrations is shown in the left pictures. 

A significant error of the fmal position is recorded. It results in an inaccuracy of the 2D 

mapping method as depicted in Figure 3.19 (A) in which the wall behind the wheelchair 

in area A is protruded out to the actual free-space, as discussed in the previous section. 

After the UMBmark calibration, the effective wheelchair's parameters (wheelbase and 

driving wheel's diameters) improve the accuracy of the wheelchair's model, as shown 

in Figure 3.18 (B), where the wheelchair follows the square accurately. The calibrated 

wheelchair also provides a significantly accurate mapping result. Namely, the wall in 

area A is detected correctly compared to the one in the uncalibrated experiment. This 

better mapping result can produce a better wheelchair performance in crucial navigation 

situations such as passing through a doorway or entering a narrow space. 

3.5.3. Accessible Free-space Results 

The accessible free-space method is implemented in a separate software module in C 

language. The real-time 2D laser map is treated as an input of this module. Based on 

information of the wheelchair ' s dimensions, the free-space of the current operating 

environment is worked out by accommodating these dimensions in the 2D laser 1nap. 

This process is synchronised with the 20 mapping thread with the computation cycle set 

to 1 OOms. The information of the accessible free-space can be used directly in any 

obstacle avoidance algorithm. 
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Figure 3.20: The results of determining accessible free-space for SAM 
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The method is applied to the real-time laser map that is built in the previous section. Its 

results are illustrated in Figure 3 .20. Both the conventional approximation using a circle 

as the vehicle's boundary and our advanced method are implemented, Figure 3.20 (B) 

and (A) respectively. The experimental environment is organised as in Figure 3.14. 

The doorway is detected as an accessible free-space in Figure 3.20 (A). This presents 

the results of our advanced method of detennining free-space by accurately 

accommodating the wheelchair's di1nensions as a rectangle. This method allows the 

wheelchair to pass through the doorway. Conversely, the circle boundary of the 

conventional method fails to detect the doorway, thereby preventing the user from 

accessing this space. It also brings the free-space closer to the wall in front that can 

cause potential collisions. This is because the centre of that circle is used as the 

reference point. 

Our advanced method has several advantages. Firstly, it provides an accurate free-space 

directly from the 2D real-time envirorunental map, thus enabling the wheelchair to enter 

re tricted opening area . Secondly, this method is simple in terms of calculation and 

doe · not require a large volume of memory, thus being able to be applied to any 

hardware platfonn including microcontroller and embedded based systems. Finally, the 

noises and small open areas as captured in the 20 map are rejected. For example, all 

spaces smaller than the wheelchair's dimensions are neglected, as in Figure 3.20. This 

feature provides more reliable data to the navigation controller in performing 

autonomous tasks. 

3.6. Discussion 

Chapter 3 introduces the method of building a real-time map by combining the 

information from the laser sensor and encoders. The map is updated synchronously to 

the laser data acquisition process, thus taking full advantage of the laser range finder in 

terms of being fast, reliable and an accurate data stream. The information of the 

wheelchair's surrounding envirorunent is built up at 1OHz data frequency, which 
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enables the wheelchair controller to perform autonomous navigation tasks confidently in 

various situations. 

Moreover, by applying a calibration procedure to the wheelchair, the accuracy of the 

real-time map is significantly improved. In our indoor application where the systematic 

error is predominant, the proposed method shows great advantages in comparison with 

others, such as the occupancy grid map that is reviewed in chapter 2. The accuracy of 

the map enables the wheelchair to be driven through critical situations, such as restricted 

openmg areas. 

Finally, the method consists of five simple steps that do not require complex 

cmnputations. The map is constructed in the form of a polar map with one degree 

resolution, thus only a li1nited amount of metnory is reserved for the map (range of 360 

values). Hence, it is feasible to implement this method to any control platform, from a 

low computing capability system such as a microcontroller - based system to a PC -

based high performance system. 

An algorithm for determining accurate free-space for the wheelchair controller is also 

developed in this chapter. This method completely solves the inherent shortcomings of 

the conventional approximation of the vehicle boundary as a circle. The results of this 

method show that more available free-space can be esti1nated. Hence, the wheelchair 

can access more restricted areas, such as narrow doorways. The data of free-spaces can 

be used directly in any obstacle avoidance algorithm without any further collision 

checking requirements. 



Chapter 4 Advanced Obstacle A voidance Based on 

Bayesian Neural Networks for a Laser Based 

Wheelchair System 

4.1. Introduction 

Obstacle avoidance is one of the most fundamental tasks of autonomous systems. An 

algoritrun with real-time capability can enable mobile vehicles to navigate safely in 

unknown and unconstructed environments. Many algorithms have been developed for 

safe autonomous navigation, such as occupancy grids (Elfes 1989), virtual force fields 

and vector field histograms (Borenstein & Koren 1990, 1991 ). 

However, most of these algorith1ns were originally designed for mobile vehicles rather 

than for assistive mobility systems that have several specific requirements. For example, 

safety, smoothness, stability and comfort are all required for an assistive wheelchair 

system. Furthennore, many obstacle avoidance algorithms rely on prior information 

about environments, such as a building map or a topology map, which litnits the 

operating areas of the vehicle to only a known environment. Hence, these algorithms are 

unsuitable or need further development to be applied in an assistive wheelchair 

application. 
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This chapter presents an advanced method of obstacle avoidance for a laser based 

assistive wheelchair using optimised Bayesian neural networks. This 1nethod was frrst 

introduced by Trieu et al. (2007). In this research, the algorithm primarily relied on a 

single Bayesian neural network to learn how to react in certain obstacle avoidance 

situations. Bayesian theory is applied to improve the performance of this neural 

network. Laser range data is treated as inputs to this network to generate the control 

signals, in order to perform a general obstacle avoidance task. Several experiments were 

carried out. Initial results were encouraging but also showed that a single neural 

network could not provide the optimmn performance in all situations and hence further 

developments were required. 

Inspired from this work, a more advanced method of using artificial intelligence in 

solving obstacle avoidance problems is developed. In this method, the obstacle 

avoidance task is divided into three sub-tasks: passing through a door, corridor and wall 

following, and general obstacle avoidance. This enables the network to respond to the 

particular features of each task, thereby improving overall performance. Specific data 

acquisitions are implemented to collect the patterns used to design the neural network 

for each task. 

Bayesian framework again is applied to determine the optimal network structures. The 

training patterns are then used in conjunction with the Bayesian training process to 

improve the generalisation and performance of each network. After training, these 

networks are able to perform obstacle avoidance tasks in real-time. Experimental results 

showed that compared to the vector field histogram (VFH) algorithm, our neural 

networks are able to successfully accomplish difficult navigation tasks by smoothly 

following a near optimum trajectory. 

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 briefly introduces Bayesian neural 

networks. In this section, the standard neural network and its inherent shortcomings are 

reviewed, followed by an introduction of the Bayesian framework. The section 4.3 is the 

methodology of our obstacle avoidance tnethod based on the Bayesian technique. The 

training and experimental results are presented in section 4.4. The performance of our 
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obstacle avoidance 1nethod was compared to those of the VFH algorithln, which is one 

of the most well-known obstacle avoidance algorithlns in the mobile robots area. The 

last section is the discussions and conclusions. 

4.2. Bayesian Neural Networks 

4.2.1. Standard Neural Networks 

McCulloch and Pitts (1943) introduced the first formal element of computing neuron. 

This paper described the threshold neuron as a model for which the human brain stores 

and processes information. The connections between neurons fundamentally determined 

the dynamics of the network. For this reason, the current term ·Neural Network' was 

originally called 'connectionism'. 

In 1958, Rosenblatt presented a new model by extending McCulloch and Pitts ' 

threshold neuron (Rosenblatt 1958). The Rosenblatt model relied on a continuous 

function that made it easier to train a network of perceptrons than a network of 

threshold neurons. Furthennore, perceptrons produced analogue outputs rather than the 

threshold neuron's purely binary output. They also did not require preci e connections 

and timing. 

However, this neural model could only learn and classify the linear category but was 

incapable of determining the class of non-linear patterns. Rumelhart, Hinton and 

Williams (1986) solved this problem by developing a backpropagation training 

algorithm. Hence, neural networks could learn to approxitnate any complex non-linear 

function. This type of neural network has produced significant contributions in various 

applications. 

A well known feed-forward neural network that is used in most modem neural network 

applications is constructed by a set of perceptrons, as shown in Figure 4.1. A feed-

forward neural network consists of several perceptron layers. Data is fed to the input 

layer then transmitted to the following neural layers. Appropriate output values are 
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generated at the output layer. This type of neural network has abilities to learn any 

complicated linear or non-linear process. 

Figure 4.1: Structure of a two perceptron layered feed-forward neural network. 

lwu: Input network weights and biases, 

hw;k: Output network weights and biases, 

+: Sum functions 

AF: Activation functions 

This standard neural network relies on a well-known backpropagation training 

algorithm to minimi e an error function that presents the differences between the 

designed and actual network's outputs. However, this algorithm is based on the first 

derivative descent technique, which is known as an ineffective and slow method for 

training. Especially in large scale problems that have several thousand training 

parameters (network's weights), the efficiency of this technique is poor, therefore 

resulting in a slow training convergence or a poor network perfonnance due to network 

weights trapped in a local minimum. 

Many faster algorithms have been developed, such as the conjugate first derivative 

(Fletcher 1975; Gillet al. 1980; Moller 1993), quasi-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithms (Hagan & Menhaj 1994). Instead of relying on the first derivative, they 

estimate the second directional derivative of the error function, in order to convert the 

training process directly to a local minimum. Hence, they are able to provide faster and 

more consistent training solutions for the standard neural network. 

However, these algorithms can only enhance the speed of training conversion but are 

unable to solve other inherent shortcomings of the standard neural network training, 
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such as the over-fitting phenomena or the determination of a suitable network structure. 

This is because the learning process of a standard neural network is a minimisation of 

the error function. It only builds a statistical model of a provided training set, rather than 

an exact representation of the process that generates the data itself. Hence, the more 

pedantically the training set is learnt, the worse the performances of the network are. 

The phenomena can compromise the perfonnance due to data over-fitting. 

To prevent this phenomenon, an early stopping technique is developed. The principle of 

this technique is to stop the training process just before the neural network can learn the 

noises from the training set. However, this is not a complete solution for this problem. 

First, this is because the contemporary training algorithms do not constrain growths of a 

network's weights by simply minimising the error function. Hence, the network weights 

can be converged to a poor local mini1num such that the network is over-fitted before 

the training error reaches a pre-determined value. Second, the detennination of an 

effective stopping point is mainly based on the trial and error technique frmn the 

designer's experiences. 

A more advanced teclmique is cross-validation (Ripley 1996) that requires additional 

available data, called a validation set, to supervise the training process. Monitoring 

occurs for both the training error and the validation error that are network output eiTors 

by applying the training set and the validation set, respectively. The training process is 

stopped as the validation eiTor begins increasing. This is because at that stage the 

network begins to lean1 the noises from the training data set. 

However, this method is inapplicable for many applications where the availability of 

data is severely limited and the data separation for the validation set is impractical. In 

these cases, the availability of data training is far more important than sacrificing for 

data validation. 

Finally, the use of standard neural networks has another difficulty that strongly affects 

the performance of networks. This is to determine a suitable network structure for each 

application that specifies the number of perceptron layers (hidden layers) and the 

number of perceptrons (hidden nodes) in each layer. A more complex network with a 
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large number of hidden nodes and layers can provide a more flexible learning capability 

in c01nparison to a less complex one. However, a stronger learning ability also means 

that it is easier to fit both data features and noises from the training data. On the other 

hand, a simplistic neural network is unable to learn all data features, thus leading to a 

poor network performance (MacKay, 1992a). 

A suitable network structure is conventionally achieved by the trial and error method. 

The training process with or without a validation set is implemented many times with 

different networks and different structures. Then the suitable network structure is 

selected after a comparison of the performances of these networks. This technique 

strongly relies on the designer's experiences. A more advanced technique should be 

developed to overcome the shortcomings of the standard neural network. 

4.2.2. Why Bayesian Neural Network? 

Although Bayesian analysis has been in use since Laplace, this theory has been recently 

developed in the neural network area. Mackay first introduced his research on Bayesian 

interpolation in 1992 (MacKay 1992a, 1992b, 1992c ). This proposed framework 

provides unified theoretical Bayesian learning for feed-forward neural networks. It is 

able to not only constrain a network ' s weights to an optimum local minimum, but also 

determine the most suitable network structure for certain applications. Hence, it 

provides an effective solution for the above-1nentioned inherent shortcmnings of the 

standard neural network. 

The framework consists of two models. They are model fitting and model comparison. 

The first model is able to deal with the over-fitting problem by using a performance 

function that is able to constrain the over-growth of a network's weights. It is because 

large values of network weights produce poor network performances due to fitting noise 

phenomena. 

An appropriate regulation strategy is utilised in Bayesian neural networks by adding a 

weight decay te1m to the error function to penalise the growth of weights. Hence, the 
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Bayesian training can attain a balance between the network ' s learning capability 

specified by the error function and the network 's performance by constraining the 

network's weight values, thus avoiding the over-fitting phenomenon . No separate 

validation set is required. Hence, more data is available for training which enables the 

Bayesian network weights to converge to optimum values producing the best network 

performance. 

The latter model relies on a theory known as Ockham's razor that was given by William 

Ockham (1285-1349). It is stated explicitly by Thodberg (1996) that: 

"If several theories account for a phenomenon we should prefer the simplest which 

describes the data sufficiently well. " 

Ockham 's razor theory and Bayesian theory allow a complex network to be penalised 

by training data. Hence, the n1ost suitable network could be selected for a particular 

application. The selection mechanism can be illustrated in Figure 4.2. In this figure, the 

X-axis presents the training data space (D) and the Y -axis is the probabilities of the 

neural network candidatures (P). Three different neural networks with increasing 

complexities are examined: H 1, H2, H3. 
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D 

Figure 4.2: Ockham's razor mechanism of Bayesian framework (Bishop 1995) 

As shown in this figure, the more complicated network, H3 , has a more powerful 

learning abi lity, thus being able to predict a wider range of data (hypothesis) in the data 
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space. Conversely, the simplest neural network, H, , is only able to learn a very limited 

range of hypotheses. Because these probabilities are normalised, the more complex 

network cannot provide predictions as strong as the simpler one. For example, if a 

hypothesis, Do, falls into Q area, the network H2 becomes the most probable model. It 

provides the best prediction in comparison with the others. 

The most suitable network that is determined by the Bayesian theory can provide the 

best performance. It is also able to predict the outcomes when new input data arrives. 

This feature is called generalisation . No separate validation data is required but 

different networks (with different trained weight values) and different structures (with a 

different number of hidden nodes) can be compared and ranked. The Bayesian 

framework addresses all inherent shortcomings of the standard network that are 

discussed above. 

4.2.3. Bayesian Framework for Feed-Forward Neural Networks 

Instead of using a single error func tion, a performance function with an added weight 

decay tenn is introduced for Bayesian training as fo llows: 

G 

S (w) = f3En + La;E",, ( 4 .1) 
1=1 

where S(w) is the performance function, fJ and a i are known as the hyper-parameters for 

the training error Eo and the network' s weights Ew, respectively. The term Ewi is the 

sum of the square of weight values for the i"' group of weights and biases and G is the 

number of groups of weights and biases in the neural network. 

The Bayesian framework for a feed-forward neural network is based on a Gaussian 

approximation. It automatically adjusts the hyper-para1neters to the 1nost probable value 

given by the training data set during the Bayesian learning process. According to the 

Bayesian inference, the posterior probability of the network parameters, the network's 

weights of a neural network H, given by a training data set D, could be estimated by: 
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p(wl D) = ffp( wl a , fi ,D)p(a , fi I D)dadfi (4.2) 

With a Gaussian approximation for posterior distribution of hyper-parameters, p(a, 

fJ ID), this integration can estimated as: 

p(w I D ) oc p(w,aMP, fiMP, D ) ffp ( a , fi I D )dadfi (4.3) 

which can be simplified to p(w,aMP,fiMP,D) by using ffp( a, fi I D )dadfi = 1 as a 

normalisation factor (MacKay 1992a). 

This means that the most probable values aMP, fJ MP will maximise the posterior 

probability of weights. These values, aMP, fJ MP, can be estimated from their posterior 

distribution equation as follows: (Bishop 1995). 

p( a , fi I D) = p( D I a, fi) p( a, fi) oc p( D I a, fi) 
p(D) 

(4.4) 

The tenn p(Dia, fJ) is called evidence of the hyper-parameters. The log of this evidence 

could be estimated by the equation below: (Bishop 1995): 

~1? 1 I I w N lv In p( D I a,fJ) = -S(w ) ---In A +-Ina+ -In fi --!11( 2n) 
/ 2 2 2 2 

where A is the Hessian matrix of the cost function , A = aC + fJB, VV E w = C , 

VV ED = B . The term W is the number of network parameters, N is the number of 

training patterns and wMP is the most probable value of weight. 

The most probable values of hyper-parameters aMP, fJMP can be estimated by the 

equations: 

w A. aMP - _r_ aAfP- N- r - "'--i-- 2E MP , jJ - 2E MP , r - £- ., 
W D i=l A ; +a 

(4.5) 
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where Ai is the eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix A. These values are re-estimated during 

training to constrain the over-growth of weight values to ensure the generalisation of the 

neural network. 

According to the model companson, Bayesian framework can compare and rank 

different neural networks with different structures and weight values by estimating the 

probabilities of these networks. The Bayesian formula for a network, H i, and its 

probability given by the training data, D, is 

p( H, I D)= p( D 1;~~( H ,) oc p( D I H). (4.6) 

The prior probability of a network is assumed to be the same for all models and the term 

p(D) is independent of the model. Hence, the posterior probability of the model can be 

determined by p(DIHi), called the evidence, as shown in Equation 4.6. The evidence of 

the model can be calculated by estimating the integration below, over the set of network 

parameters - w, 

p( Di H 1 ) = fp( D I w,lf1 )p(w,H1 )dw. (4.7) 

Bishop (1995) evaluated the log evidence of the model Hi, rather than the evidence itself 

as: 

N 1 2 1 2 +-lnf3 +lnM!+21nM +-ln-+-ln-- (4.8) 
2 MP 2 r 2 N - r 

The different network structures are compared by esti1nating the evidence by the above 

equation. The optimal network is the one that has the highest value of evidence. The full 

Bayesian framework with completed explanations and fonnulas is presented in 

Appendix I. 
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4.3. Advanced Obstacle Avoidance Based on Bayesian Neural 

Networks- Methodology 

The Bayesian framework of feed-forward neural networks was theoretically reviewed in 

the previous section. However, to be successfully applied in a practical application this 

framework requires further developments. This is because the training algorithms were 

originally developed for the standard neural network, thus requiring modifications to be 

applied in the Bayesian training. A method of calculating the Hessian matrix and its 

eigenvalues that attains the balance of accuracy and load of computation should be 

addressed. This section presents a practical Bayesian framework that is applicable to our 

assistive wheelchair application. 

A method of obstacle avoidance based on the Bayesian neural networks is proposed in 

this section. The general obstacle avoidance task is divided into three sub-tasks: passing 

through a door, corridor and wall following, and general obstacle avoidance. This 

enables a single network to respond effectively to particular features of each task, 

thereby improving perfonnance. The structures of these Bayesian neural networks, 

including inputs and outputs are carefully examined. A method of data acquisition is 

implemented. The collected data is used to design and train these Bayesian neural 

networks for optimum perfonnance and generalisation. 

4.3.1. Training Algorithm for Obstacle Avoidance Bayesian Neural 

Networks 

The backpropagation training algorithm, which is slow and ineffective but well-known 

in training standard neural networks, is not being used for this application. Our point of 

view is that the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is the most suitable candidate. Firstly, 

it is one of the fastest training algorithms relying on the second order technique. 

Secondly, it can provide a steady convergence capability for the network training 

process. This is because it is able to switch between a fast training method and a slow 

but robust technique: the Gauss-Newton and the backpropagation algorithm, 

respectively. The original Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is presented below. 
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Taylor series of the error function can be illustrated as follows : 

where t3.. Wk = Wk+ 1- Wk. 

A local minimum of the error function can be achieved by taking the derivative 

Equation 4. 9 as follows: 

where 

gk + HkL1Wk = 0, 

L1wk = - H k-
1
. gk. 

H -1 
Wk+l = Wk- k . gk (4.1 0) 

ts aE( wk) , the first derivative of error function E(w) - the first order aw 

is 
82 

E( ~,..) , the second derivative of the error function E(w) - the second ow 
order. 

Calculation of the second derivative of the enor function and its inversion are 

impractical in a large scale neural network application due to the large number of 

network parameters (weights and biases). An approximation is introduced to estitnate 

these values, as given below. 

Error function can be expressed as a quadratic fonn as follows, where N is the number 

of outputs. 

N 
"""' .., T E(w)=L.te-(w)=e (w)e(w) 
i= l 

The first order of the etTor function is determined as follows, where J(w) is known as 

the Jacobian matrix. 
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VE(w) = aE(w) = 2I e(w) ae(w)' 
aw i=l aw 

VE(w) = 2J r (w).e(w) , (4. 11) 

ael (w) ael (w) ael (w) 
awl aw2 awn 

ae2 ( w) ae2 (w) ae2 (w) 
J(w) = awl aw2 awn 

aeN (w) aeN (w) aeN (w) 
awl aw2 awn 

Then, the second order of the error function can be estimated from the Jacobian tnatrix 

as follows : 

(4.12) 

N 

where S(w) = 2: eJw)V 2e;(w). 
i J 

The term S(w) is assumed as being very small , then Equation 4.12 can be shortened as 

\7 2 E(w) ~ 2J r (w).J(w) . ( 4.13) 

Substitute Equation 4.13 to Equation 4.1 0, and we have 

(4.14) 

This fast training method is called Gauss-Ne\\rton. However, the Hessian tnatrix 

obtained in Equation 4.13 may not be invertible in many cases (Hagan & Menhaj 1994). 

To be invertible, a unit tnatrix is added to the Hessian matrix. 

( 4.15) 

Where H: is the Hessian matrix in Equation 4.13, 

I : is a unit matrix, 
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f.1 : is a constant. 

The matrix G can be invertible when f.l is large enough (Hagan, et al. 1996). Finally, 

Equation 4.14 becomes 

(4.16) 

The method is called Levenberg-Marquardt. A significant advance of this method is that 

if the parameter f.1 is large enough, the method becomes the backpropagation algorithm 

or the Gauss-Newton algorithm. Hence, this method takes advantage of both these 

algorithms: the fast conversion of the Gauss-Newton and the stability of the 

backpropagation. This is one of the fastest and the 1nost stable training algorithms for 

training feed-forward neural networks. 

4.3.2. Hessian Matrix for Evidence Estimation 

The value of the second derivative of the performance function, known as the Hessian 

matrix, and its eigenvalues are required to calculate the Bayesian framework. In the 

model fitting, they are used to estimate the values of hyper-parameters a and /3, to 

constrain the growth of the network's weights (Equation 4.5). The eigenvalues and the 

determinant of the Hessian matrix are required in order to calculate the values of 

evidences. The different neural networks are con1pared and ranked in the second model 

of the Bayesian framework based on these evidence values. Many methods have been 

developed to calculate these values. They can be classified into accurate estimation 

methods and approximation methods. 

These methods were reviewed in the brief paper of Buntine and Weigend (1994). 

Bishop ( 1992) introduced his tnethod of calculating the Hessian matrix by using 

backward and forward propagation techniques. It requires numerous computations and a 

large memory to calculate and to store the Hessian matrix and its eigenvalues. Hence, an 

approximation tnethod is far more suitable for the Bayesian fratnework in practice than 

having these values re-estimated every single training cycle. 
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Pearlmutter ( 1994) presented a procedure of estimating productions of the Hessian 

matrix with an arbitrary vector. This method is based on the relation of the first 

derivative and the Hessian matrix. It allows the Hessian matrix to be calculated 

approximately from these productions. This method is simple in terms of calculation 

and does not require a huge amount of memory. The method is presented briefly below. 

The relation between the Hessian 1natrix and the first derivative of the error function can 

be expressed as follows (le Cun et al. 1991 ; Pearlmutter 1994): 

V'F(w+ ~w) = V'F(w) + A.~w+ 11~~~ 2 (4.17) 

Where the left tenn is the first derivative of the error function with a s1nall perturbation, 

L1w, and A is the Hessian matrix. From Equation 4.17, the production of the Hessian 

matrix, A, with a vector,~ w, can be achieved as 

A.~w = V'F(w+ ~w)- V'F(w) -11~~ ~ 2 ( 4.18) 

Thi calculation returns a single column of the Hessian matrix if the Hessian matrix is 

multiplied with a sparse vector. The small vector L1w can be chosen as L1w = r. v, where r 

is a small scalar and v is a sparse vector. The column i'17 of the Hessian matrix can be 

estimated by the following equation: 

V' F(w + r.v,)- V' F( w) -llr.v; ll 2 

A; = A.vi = _________ _:.:__:..:__ (4.19) 
r 

This procedure is applied N times to attain a complete Hessian matrix, where N is the 

nmnber of columns of that Hessian matrix. This method is simple in terms of 

computation. It only requires estimating the first derivative of the performance function. 

The Hessian matrix is completely determined after N steps of computations, instead of 

N2 as other conventional methods such as Bishop ( 1992). Hence, this practical method 

is applied to our Bayesian framework. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
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4.3.3. 

Initiation: 

/ = 0 

Choose the value of r = 5e-5 

Calculation 1: 

Generate the sparse vector v; 

Calculation 2: 

Estimate the values of the gradients at 
wand w +r.v; 

Calculation 3: 

TRUE 

Figure 4.3: The algorithm for estimating the Hessian matrix. 

Bayesian Framework for Obstacle A voidance 

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was originally developed for a standard neural 

network with an error function. Hence, modifications are required before it is able to be 

applied to Bayesian training that minimises the new performance function with the 

weight decay term. Network parameters, also known as weights, in different perceptron 

layers (such as hidden and output layers) are categorised into separate groups. The 
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performance function that is utilised in the Bayesian framework, Equation 4.1, can be 

expressed as follows: 

S(w) = fJEo(w) + LfJaiEwi(w) = fJ C(w). ( 4.20) 

Because the weight decay function Ewi(w) is in the form of a quadratic function 

Ni 

Ewi(w) = L W~, ( 4.21) 
j = l 

where Ni is the number of weights in the ih group, the first derivative of performance 

function, Equation 4.20 can be calculated as below 

(4.22) 

From Equations 4.11, 4.21 and 4.22, we have 

(4.23) 

Where 

a: is the hyper-parameter vector, 

T¥: is the weight vector. 

The second derivative of the perfonnance function can be achieved from Equations 4.13 

and 4.21 as follows: 

Y'V' F( w) ~ 2fJ(J 7 J +a .I+ Jll) . (4.24) 

Note that 11 is only a scalar and I is a unit vector. 

Finally, the weight updating formula for the Bayesian framework is received from 

Equations 4.16, 4.23 and 4.24. 

(4.25) 
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- Initiate Weights by (Nguyen and 
Widrow 1990) method. 

-fJ = 1; a= 0. 

- Estimate a, fJ, y by equations 

-Estimate Jacobian J(w). 
-Estimate Gradient V F( w). 
-Calculate performance function F(w) . 

FALSE 

- t1w = - V2 F(wr1 v F(w) (Eq. 

- w* = w + !1w 
- Calculate performance function F(w*) 

FALSE 

- Update Weight values. 

- Decrease p.. 

- Calculate the Hessian matrix. 
- Calculate its positive Eigen values. 

FALSE 

- Estimate the Evidence of the network. 

Figure 4.4: The Bayesian framework for the obstacle avoidance task 
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The Bayesian fratnework for our wheelchair application was based on the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm, as introduced in Figure 4.4. As shown in this figure, the network's 

weights and their hyper-parameters are initialised at the beginning of this Bayesian 

training. The Hessian matrix and its eigenvalues are calculated every cmnputation cycle, 

called an epoch. The hyper-parameters are re-estimated based on these eigenvalues then 

they are used to constrain over-growths of weights. 

The adjustment parameter, fl, is changed automatically during the training process. It is 

increased if the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is unable to reduce the value of the 

performance function. The backpropagation algorithm is able to maintain the training 

convergence if f.1 is greater than a threshold. If the value of the performance function is 

smaller than a pre-defined value (the training process is converged) then the evidence is 

calculated from Equation 4.8. This Bayesian training is applied to a set of network 

candidates with different structures. The network with the highest value of evidence is 

the most suitable one for our application. 

4.3.4. Obstacle Avoidance Neural Networks 

The accessible free-space is able to be determined by taking into account the 

wheelchair's actual dimensions, as discussed in the previous chapter. The movements of 

the wheelchair are collision-free inside this area. If a destination is selected, the 

wheelchair can take any path in this free-space to navigate safely to the target. Hence, 

the free-space data simplifies the obstacle avoidance algorithm. 

However, an obstacle avoidance algorithm for an assistive wheelchair system has to 

meet several specific requiretnents, such as smooth movement with consistent velocity, 

thus providing comfort to the user. We have developed an advanced obstacle avoidance 

algorithm that is based on artificial intelligence. This method relies on Bayesian neural 

networks to learn appropriate navigation behaviours in certain situations. After training, 

the Bayesian neural networks are able to provide optimum navigation paths with smooth 

movements for the user. 
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The pilot design of this technique was first introduced in Trieu et al. (2007). In this 

research, a neural network was designed to perform the general obstacle avoidance task. 

The network took into account the infonnation from the laser sensor and the directions 

to a desired destination, then produced velocity and steering control signals to the 

wheelchair motor driver. 

The results of this method were promising, as presented in Trieu et al. (2007). The 

network was able to drive the wheelchair into narrow areas or pass through a doorway. 

However, it maintained several shortcmnings. Firstly, the wheelchair used the 

conventional method to determine accessible free-space by using the approximation of a 

circle as the wheelchair boundary. The inaccurate data from these free-spaces can 

causes potential collisions, as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Secondly, the use of only one neural network to perform obstacle avoidance tasks in 

various situations cannot provide appropriate performance of the wheelchair. This is 

because the wheelchair is expected to react differently in different navigation situations. 

For example, to enter a restricted opening area (i.e. a doorway) the wheelchair controller 

reduces the velocity and keeps afe distances to obstacles on both sides. The navigating 

velocity and direction should be maintained when the wheelchair travels along a 

corridor or a walt . A single network is unable to effectively learn these different 

environmental features. Hence, testing results of the pilot method presented 

unsatisfactory performances in many situations. 

Inspired by this work, an advanced method of obstacle avoidance for the assistive 

wheelchair is further developed. The overall obstacle avoidance task is divided into 

three sub-tasks. They are general obstacle avoidance, corridor and wall following and 

door passing tasks. Three neural networks are utilised to implement these tasks. The use 

of separate networks enables them to respond effectively to the specific features and 

requirements of certain obstacle avoidance tasks, thus improving overall system 

performance. 

The infmmation of the accessible free-space and the travelling directions are fed into 

the inputs of these networks. The outputs of these networks are the control signals, the 
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velocity and steering, which are sent directly to the wheelchair motor driver. The 

structures of these obstacle avoidance Bayesian neural networks are sitnilar and are 

depicted in Figure 4.5 

Laserdata { 

I, 

1 72 

{ FSE 
Goal 

Direction FSB 

Tar 

Figure 4.5: The structure of Bayesian neural networks for obstacle avoidance. 

(1), v: 

The accessible free-space data, 

The goal directions to a destination, 

The input and output weights respectively, 

The perceptrons/hidden nodes of the hidden layer, 

Steering and velocity, the outputs of the network. 

An explanation of the structure of the obstacle avoidance Bayesian neural network is 

presented as follows. 

• Input layer (75 Inputs): 

o Environn1ental data inputs (72 inputs): The data of the accessible free-

space contains 360 values that build an opening area surrounding the 

wheelchair in 1 degree resolution. We have implemented many trial and 

error experiments to validate the effective number of network inputs for 

the sensor data. According to the results, the low resolution data provides 

more accurate information of the environments, but poor convergences 

for network training. At 5 degree resolution, a balance between accuracy 

of envirorunental data and network perfonnance is achieved. Hence, a 

single value of the envirorunental network input is calculated as follows: 
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( 4.26) 

where Ii is a network input and r is the range data of the accessible free-

space. 

o Navigation direction inputs (3 inputs): The travelling directions have to 

be provided to the network inputs. This information guides the networks 

to drive the wheelchair towards a selected destination. FS8 and FSE are 

used to locate the nearest opening free-space to that destination, where 

FSa is the beginning and FSE is the ending of this free-space. The values 

of these inputs are calculated based on the infom1ation of accessible free-

space as presented in Trieu et al. (2008). And Tar is the 1niddle of this 

free-space. 

• Hidden layer: 

o The Bayesian network that is u ed in our application is a single hidden 

layer feed-forward neural network. The suitable number of hidden nodes 

in the hidden layer of each network is detennined by the Bayesian 

training, a presented in the previous sectiOn. 

• Output layer: 

o The motor driver requires two elements of speed to generate any 

movements in the wheelchair. They are the straight velocity and the 

steering that are assigned as the outputs of the obstacle avoidance neural 

network. 

• Velocity (v): the straight velocity determines how fast the 

wheelchair goes forward. The maximum value of the velocity is 

set to l.Om/s as the maximmn forward speed of the wheelchair. 
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4.3.5. 

• Steering (w): specifies turning velocity of the wheelchair. The 

value of the steering is in the range of [ -1.0, 1.0] , for a full left 

tum and right turn respectively. 

Data Acquisition Method 

Acquisition experiments are organised to collect data for training. The wheelchair is 

required to follow a nmnber of pre-determined paths in different indoor environments in 

order to gather data for training. These paths are designed and pre-programmed to 

simulate the previously mentioned tasks, including general obstacle avoidance, corridor 

and wall following and door passing. Software is implemented inC language and set up 

to the onboard Mac Mini computer for two purposes. First, it drives the wheelchair to 

follow the pre-defined paths. Second, the environmental information that is attained by 

the laser range finder sensor and the wheelchair speeds, including straight velocity and 

steering, are gathered by this software. 

The acquired data consists of various values of inputs and outputs. Each data pair of 

inputs and outputs is called a pattern . A set of collected data can be presented as 

follows: 

Where D: is the collected data set, 

Pi: is a single pattern, 

N: is the number of patterns in this set. 

A pattern Pi that contains a number of values of inputs and outputs can be shown as: 

P _ {1 Q} _ {{!' / 2 / 72 J FS£ J FS8 / Tar} { }} 
1- I' i - I' i , ... , i 'i ' I ' i 'Wj ,Vj 

Where I · · h · h · d {I' ] 2 ] 72 JFSE J FS 8 JTur} i . 1s t e mput vector t at Is presente as i, i , ... , i , i , i , i , 
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Oi: is the output vector presented as {wi, vi}. 

This data set is divided into two sub-sets: a training set that is used for the Bayesian 

training, and a testing set that is applied to verify performances of trained networks. To 

determine the most probable network structures and weight values of these obstacle 

avoidance neural networks, the Bayesian framework is applied. The training results are 

introduced in the following section. 

4.4. Training and Experimental Results 

4.4.1. Data Acquisition Results 

Data acquisition is performed in various indoor environments that consist of walls, 

corridors, doors and general obstacles. The collected data from these environments are 

separated into two different sets: the training set and the testing set. Acquisition 

software is implemented inC language to collect data from the Hokuyo laser sensor and 

the encoders. The sampling time is set to 1 OOms. The data that is collected during these 

acquisition experiments is recorded in text files. The results for each obstacle avoidance 

task are presented as follows. 

4.4.1.1. General Obstacle A voidance Data Acquisition Task 

Five acquisition experiments are organised for the general obstacle avoidance task to 

collect the data for training and testing. The experimental environments consist of 

general obstacles, such as boxes, chairs, tables, etc. The wheelchair is asked to perform 

each experiment twice, both on the way in (from A to B) and on the way out (from B to 

A). The maximum speed of the wheelchair is limited to l .Om/s and the smnpling time is 

set to 1 OOms. The results of the five experiments are summarised in Table 4.1. 

The total number of patterns gathered for this task is 3951. This set was divided into 

two sub-sets: a training set and a test set, based on the data collected from the different 

environments. Namely, the experiments 1, 2 and 3 provide 2374 patterns for the training 
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set. The data from the last two are used to test the performance of the general obstacle 

avoidance network. 

TABLE 4.1: DATA ACQUISITION RESULTS OF GENERAL OBSTACLE 

AVOIDANCE TASK 

Goln Go Out Goln Go Out Number of 
Environment Experiment 

1st 1st 2"d 2"d Patterns 

1 209 201 212 199 

Training 2 244 245 239 242 2374 

3 152 144 148 139 

4 286 279 279 277 
Testing 1577 

5 115 112 112 117 

Total Number of Patterns 3951 

4.4.1.2. Corridor and Wall Following Data Acquisition Task 

Data acquisition of the corridor and wall following task is imple1nented in three 

different environments. In the first envirorunent, the wheelchair is driven along a long 

wall. The second environment contains several corridors in different sizes and lengths. 

The data that is collected from these envirorunents is used for Bayesian network 

training. The last environment consists of both walls and corridors, thus being utilised 

as the testing environment. 

Two different types of experi1nents are arranged in these envirorunents. The first 

experiment is implemented by driving the wheelchair nonnally through these 

environments. Several general obstacles, such as boxes and cabinets, are arranged along 

the walls and corridors in the second experiment. The wheelchair is prograrmned to 

navigate through these areas again . These experitn ents are also implemented in two 
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directions as mentioned m the prevwus data acquisition of the general obstacle 

avoidance task. 

TABLE 4.2: DATA ACQUISITION RESULTS OF CORRJDOR AND WALL 

FOLLOWING TASK 

Goln Go Out Go In Go Out Number of 
Environment Experiment 

1st ] st 2nd 2nd Patterns 

1- No Obstacles 117 121 119 124 

2- Obstacles 124 128 127 130 
Training 2283 

3- No Obstacles 152 156 155 154 

4- Obstacles 168 172 166 170 

5- No Obstacles 143 145 142 147 
Testing 1195 

6- Obstacles 157 154 153 154 

Total Number of Patterns 3478 

The results of this data acquisition are presented in Table 4.2. The total number of 

collected patterns is 3478, including 2283 and 1195 for the training and the testing sets, 

respectively. 

4.4.1.3. Door Passing Data Acquisition Task 

Of the three sub-tasks, passing through a doorway is the most difficult. Acquisition 

experiments executed for gathering data for the door passing task are organised in three 

different environments. The wheelchair is driven through a doorway in different 

positions. It is turned to the door from the left-hand side, the right-hand side and 

navigated straight through the doorway. The maximum speed is reduced to 0.7 m/s, 

improving the stability of the system. The data acquisition results are illustrated in 

Table 4.3. 3070 patterns are acquired, which are divided into training and test sub-sets 

with 2356 and 714 patterns, respectively. 
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TABLE 4.3: DATA ACQUISITION RESULTS OF DOOR PASSING TASK 

Environment Experiment Left Turn Forward Right Turn 
Number of 

Patterns 

1 280 238 263 

Training 2 286 232 272 23 56 

3 275 230 280 

Testing 4 257 212 245 714 

Total Number of Patterns 2356 

4.4.2. Training Conditions 

Bayesian training is sensitive to the network's weight initialisations. A slightly different 

value of weights tnay result in a significantly different result of training convergence or 

value of evidence. Hence, the Bayesian decision has to rely on multi-training results. 

The evidence value that is used to compare and rank a network is the average value of 

the evidences frmn these multi-training results . Hence, this method remarkably 

increases the computational requirement of the Bayesian framework . As a result, a high 

computational system may be required to speed up the Bayesian training. 

Our software that was developed for the Bayesian framework is implemented m 

MATLAB 7 SP3 2008 for Linux. It is set up in the high performance computing cluster 

of the Engineering and Infonnation Technology Faculty, University of Technology 

Sydney. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (64bit) is used as the operating system. It consists 

of three clusters, all connected to a server with a total of 13.5TB of disk storage via a 

gigabit network. Examples of the Bayesian training are presented in Figure 4.6 below. 
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(B) Training results with variable learning rate backpropagation algorithm 

Figure 4.6: The comparison of training perfonnance between Levenberg-Marquardt and 

backpropagation algorithm. 
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The Bayesian Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm performs effectively m a Linux 

background. Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of training performance between the 

Levenberg-Marquardt and the backpropagation algorithm that is utilised to train a 

neural network with four hidden nodes, based on the general obstacle avoidance training 

data. According to these training results, the network's weights are converged very fast 

while trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, Figure 4.6 (A). The error drops to 

a value smaller than a pre-defined goal at 1.2e-5 in only 23 training epochs. 

The Gauss-Newton method is automatically enabled at the first period of training 

process, thus the error drops to a value near the goal after only 7 training cycles 

(epochs). This is because the adjustment parameter, fl, remains as small values during 

this training stage. From the gth epoch, the convergence of the network's weights slows 

down due to a larger value of fl· The backpropagation algorithm is able to converge the 

network weights steadily to optitnum values. The training process is finished after 23 

epochs. 

Conversely, the backpropagation algorithm provides a poor training result. Figure 4.6 

(B) illustrates the training result of this algorith1n after 1000 epochs. The training error 

i slowly decreased. Finally, it is unable to converge the network weights by keeping a 

high value of the training error above the goal. Hence, the backpropagation algorithJn is 

inapplicable for training the obstacle avoidance neural networks. 

The training conditions of the Bayesian framework with Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm is arranged as follows: 

75 inputs, corresponding to 72 environmental inputs and 3 directional inputs, 

Two outputs for velocity and steering, 

The numbers of hidden nodes of the network candidates are varied for estimating 

values of evidence thus selecting the tnost suitable network for each obstacle 

avoidance sub-task, 

The network weights are initialised by the Nguyen & Widrow (1990) method to 

improve training stabilisation, 
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The training is repeated 10 times for evaluating the average values of evidence. 

The results of network training are presented in the following section. 

4.4.3. Network Training and Experimental Results 

4.4.3.1. General Obstacle Avoidance Task (GOA) 

Different neural networks with different network structures are examined to determine 

the most suitable one for this obstacle avoidance task. The numbers of hidden nodes in 

the hidden layers of these networks are varied from one to eight. These networks are 

trained with the training data set by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm under the 

supervision of Bayesian theory. The evidence is estitnated when the training process is 

converged (the training error is smaller than a pre-detennined value). This training 

process is repeated ten titnes for calculating the average value and the error bar of 

evidence. The network that has the highest value of evidence is the most suitable one. 

The training and testing results are depicted in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4. 7 (A) shows the training results of the general obstacle avoidance task. The X-

axis presents the eight Bayesian neural networks with the number of hidden node(s) 

varying from one to eight. The Y -axis depicts the values of evidence and error bars of 

these networks. As shown in the training result, the network with four hidden nodes 

produces the highest evidence with a small value of error bar. It is the most probable 

network for this application. 

The testing procedure is applied to these trained networks. The data of the testing set is 

fed to the inputs of these networks to validate the output error. A low value of testing 

error can guarantee a good performance for the network when it operates in an unknown 

environment (good generalisation). This is because the data of the testing set is 

completely unknown to these networks that were trained by a separate training set 

before. This feature is extremely important to verify how good the Bayesian training 

and the perfonnance of the general obstacle avoidance network are. 
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Figure 4.7: The training and testing results for the general obstacle avoidance task 
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(A) Experi1nental environment for evaluating the general obstacle avoidance task 
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(B) Experimental results of the GOA task (neural network versus VFH algorithm) 

Figure 4.8 : Experimental result of Bayesian neural network in perfonning the general 

obstacle avoidance task. 
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The testing results are illustrated in Figure 4. 7 (B), in which the log evidences are on the 

X-axis and the testing errors are presented on the Y -axis. As shown in this figure, the 

network with four hidden nodes not only has the highest value of evidence but also 

produces low testing errors in comparison with the others. Hence, this network is the 

most suitable for the general obstacle avoidance task. After training, the network is able 

to perform the general obstacle avoidance tasks in real-time. 

An experiment was implemented to evaluate the real-time performance of this network. 

The wheelchair is asked to access a narrow dead-end corridor, as shown in Figure 4.8. 

The experimental environment contains many general obstacles such as tables, boxes, 

drawers, Figure 4.8 (A). The performance of our method is also con1pared to a well-

known obstacle avoidance algorithm, the vector field histogra1n (VFH) (Borenstein & 

Koren 1991 ). The original VFH algorithm constructs a polar-histogram from the 

environmental data that is captured by onboard sensors. A threshold is applied to the 

polar-histogram to determine possible open spaces for the mobile robot. Then the most 

suitable travelling direction is selected among these spaces by a cost function. This 

method is able to drive the vehicle towards the middle of the selected space. 

As shown in Figure 4.8 (B), our neural network method produced a superior result by 

providing a smooth, stable and reliable trajectory as the wheelchair followed the 

optimum path. The wheelchair confidently turned to the left when the laser sensor 

detected an open free-space on the left-hand side. The safe distances to obstacles on 

both sides were maintained by tracking in the 1niddle of the corridor. This result shows 

the real-time capability of the Bayesian neural network to perform the obstacle 

avoidance task. Hence, the method of obstacle avoidance based on Bayesian neural 

networks is able to provide optimum navigation with stable velocity, thereby bringing 

significant benefits to the user. 

Conversely, the VHF algorithm 1nade an early tum to the corridor, thus guiding the 

wheelchair extremely close to the obstacle on the left-hand side when negotiating the 

cot11er. Fluctuations were recorded in the wheelchair's trajectory. This algorithm 1nay 
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require a lot of work in fine-tuning the values of threshold and cost function parameters 

to produce a better performance. 

4.4.3.2. Corridor and Wall Following Task (C-WF) 

The Bayesian framework was again applied to find the most suitable network structure 

for this task. The training and testing results shown in Figure 4.9 found that a network 

with only two hidden nodes produced the highest evidence, Figure 4.9 (A) . It also 

consistently recorded low errors when this network was tested by the test set, Figure 

4.9(B). Hence, this is the most suitable network structure for the corridor and wall 

following task. The most probable weight values were obtained by applying all patterns 

to the Bayesian training. The trained network's performances were then evaluated by 

controlling the wheelchair to perform the corridor and wall following task. 

The wheelchair was required to travel along the longest wall in our laboratory for the 

evaluation experiment, as shown in Figure 4.10 (A). The wall on the left-hand side of 

the wheelchair was arranged with general obstacles such as tables, shelves and boxes to 

test the Bayesian neural network's performance in an unknown environment. The 

environment on the right-hand side only contained general obstacles. The trained neural 

network with a good generalisation was expected to follow the wall, rather than track to 

the middle of the open free-space. 

Again, the performance of our corridor and wall following method relies on a Bayesian 

neural network, compared to the VFH algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 4.10 

(B). The Bayesian neural network guided the wheelchair smoothly and reasonably 

directly along the wall. The wheelchair moved only slightly away from the wall where 

the wider free-space was encountered at point A, Figure 4.10 (B). The Bayesian neural 

network for the corridor and wall following task is not only able to perform in real-titne, 

but to also generate a suitable path for an assistive wheelchair system. 
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Figure 4.9: The training and testing results for the corridor and wall following task 
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(A) Experimental environment for evaluating the corridor and wall following task 
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(B) Experimental results of the CWF task (neural network versus VFH algorithm) 

Figure 4.10: Experimental results of Bayesian neural network in perfonning the corridor 

and wall fo llowing task. 
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The result that was recorded for the VFH algorithm is shown as a dotted green line in 

Figure 4.10 (B). The wheelchair aimed at the tniddle of the free-space all the time, thus 

producing a less satisfactory outcome, resulting in a fluctuating and less direct path 

during the experiment. This algorithm is not an optimal solution for the corridor and 

wall following task. 

4.4.3.3. Door Passing Task (DP) 

The training procedure was applied the same as for the other two tasks above. The most 

probable network structure was detennined by the Bayesian framework from the 

training data set. The training and testing results are depicted in Figure 4.11. After 

training, a network with five hidden nodes was found to produce the highest evidence, 

as shown in Figure 4.11 (A). The testing error of this network was also recorded as 

small values con1pared to the others, Figure 4.11 (B). Hence, this is the most suitable 

structure for the Bayesian neural network to perfonn the door passing task. The most 

probable weight values were obtained by applying all patterns to the Bayesian training 

of the five hidden node network. After training, this neural network was used to control 

the wheelchair for the door passing task. 

The testing environment was set up as in Figure 4.12 (A) to evaluate the performance of 

the door passing neural network. The wheelchair was requested to travel along a 

corridor and then turn right through a doorway which was about 1 metre wide (versus 

0.6n1 and l.Om of the wheelchair's width and length, respectively). The experimental 

results are shown in Figure 4.12 (B). 

The experiment found that the Bayesian neural network had superior performance when 

compared to the VFH algorithm. This network made a substantial turn as the wheelchair 

approached the doorway, then reduced the wheelchair ' s velocjty at point I , in 

preparation for the door passing task. The wheelchair followed a smooth and near 

optimal path in negotiating the doorway, finishing the task at point 2, after which the 

wheelchair moved towards the middle of the available free-space. 
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(A) Experimental envirorunent for evaluating the door passing task 
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Figure 4.12: Experimental results of Bayesian neural network in performing the door 
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The VFH algorithm was organised to perform the experiment for a comparison. As the 

results show (green dotted line in Figure 4.12 (B)), it made an early tum to the doorway, 

but then was unable to successfully navigate through the doorway, instead colliding 

with the door frame before stopping at point 3. This algorithm showed its limitations in 

implementing critical tasks, such as the door passing task with restricted size of free-

space. 

4.5. Discussion 

The training and testing results presented in this chapter suggest that our method of 

estimating the Hessian matrix and the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm can 

provide effective solutions for the Bayesian framework. Hence, it can be applied to a 

real-time application, in which the method of calculating the Hessian matrix and its 

eigenvalues is simple but accurate, thus significantly reducing the computation load for 

the estimations of the network' s evidence and hyper-parameters. The Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm is not only able to speed up the training convergence, but also 

provides a stable and reliable learning solution for the Baye ' ian neural network. 

In practice, improved performance is achieved by dividing the overall obstacle 

avoidance task into a nun1ber of sub-tasks: general obstacle avoidance, corridor and 

wall following and door passing tasks. Each task is itnplemented by using the 

specifically designed neural networks. In addition, as the Bayesian fratnework resists 

overgrowth of network weights, it promotes network generalisation that assists these 

networks to deal with the new environment. These networks demonstrated promising 

results in the evaluation phase of the experiment. Bayesian neural networks are not only 

able to take into account the online environmental information to perform the obstacle 

avoidance task in real-time, but to also provide smooth and stable near optimum paths 

for the user's comfort. Hence, Bayesian neural networks have proved that they have 

great potential to accommodate the specific requirements of obstacle avoidance tasks 

for the assistive smart wheelchair. 
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However, the use of a group of obstacle avoidance sub-tasks instead of a single one 

raises the problem of selecting a suitable network in some situations. An effective 

selection mechanism is required. This method has to be able to combine the user's 

intentions that are acquired from a user interface (a joystick, a head movement sensor) 

and the environmental information frmn the onboard sensors (a laser range finder, 

encoders) in making decisions. The appropriate obstacle avoidance network is selected 

based on these sources of data, thus allowing the wheelchair to successfully navigate in 

dense and dynamic enviromnents. This method is also known as a shared control 

strategy. 

Our proposed shared control method that relies on the Bayesian recursive technique to 

combine the user's commands and environmental information is presented in the next 

chapter. The available data from users and environments are treated as individual 

sources of information to the Bayesian formula. Then the posterior probabilities of three 

autonomous obstacle avoidance tasks are estimated. The task that has the highest value 

of posterior will be the 1nost suitable one for the current situation. 



Chapter 5 Shared Control Strategy Based on 

Bayesian Theory for an Intelligent Laser Based 

Wheelchair System 

5.1. Introduction 

When considering a semi-autonomous wheelchair conveying a person with disabilities, 

this person needs to be considered as part of the overall control system. Therefore, 

people with disabilities play a central role in an assistive wheelchair system design. This 

technique is usually known as a shared control strategy. The wheelchair follows the 

user's intentions while generating optimal paths to navigate effectively and safely 

through dynamic envirorunents. Hence, an effective mechanism for the con1bination of 

a user ' s intentions, envirorunental information and wheelchair control signals, is the 

basis of this research. 

Most of the shared control strategies have been reviewed in chapter 2. However, these 

contemporary methods still present some problems. First of all, they lack an effective 

mechanism that can select an optitnum operating mode in certain situations based on the 

online environmental information and the user's intentions. The Navchair prototype 

(Simpson & Levine 1999) is a good example of this. Although it is able to select a 
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suitable autonomous mode based on the Bayesian network technique, it relies on offline 

environmental information (i.e. a topology map). The inability to use online 

environmental data limits the use of the wheelchair in a known area that is determined 

by the topology map. 

A method for an adaptive shared control strategy has been developed in this thesis to 

overcome these shortcomings. Firstly, instead of relying on an internal map, the 

wheelchair controller relies on online infonnation from the real-time laser map to 

determine the current environment. This 1nethod is again based on the learning 

capabilities of Bayesian neural networks that were examined in the previous chapter. 

The Bayesian framework is first applied to deterrnine the most probable network for this 

application after the data acquisition procedure is implemented. This network is trained 

under Bayesian supervision rules then it is able to classify the type of environment from 

the laser images. It then provides an important source of information for selecting 

appropriate tasks in further steps. 

Secondly, our shared control mechanism is based on a probabilistic reasoning technique 

called the recursive Bayesian technique. In our approach, information from the 

environment and commands from the user are cmnbined together to detennine the most 

suitable operating task using Bayesian rules. The posterior probability of each task, 

called evidence, is estimated. The task that has the highest value of evidence is the most 

appropriate one for the current situation. This strategy enables the wheelchair to change 

the operating task automatically and naturally, thus improving the perfonnance of the 

whole system. 

This chapter consists of six sections. The overall control mechanism of the wheelchair, 

including the shared control strategy is presented in the section 5.2. The next two 

sections (5.3 and 5.4) cover the methodologies and results of the enviromnental 

classifier and the Bayesian probabilistic reasoning shared control strategy. The section 

5.5 provides the evaluation results of our assistive wheelchair system that was initially 

tested with able bodied persons. The last section is the discussion and conclusions. 
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5.2. Control Structure for the SAM Assistive Wheelchair 

Before discussing the main part of this chapter about the shared control strategy, the 

overall control structure for the SAM assistive wheelchair is introduced. It presents the 

connections between the controlling modules that are designed for the wheelchair. It 

also answers important questions, such as how the system works or how the user 

controls the wheelchair. The control architecture of the SAM wheelchair is illustrated in 

Figure 5.1. 

The user communicates with the control software v1a a user interface, such as a 

conventional joystick or head-1novement sensor, Figure 5.1. The input layer collects the 

user's control signal and infonnation about the local environment from the laser sensor. 

The data from the laser sensor is first used to build the real-time environmental map and 

then to determine the accessible space to allow the wheelchair to move without 

collisions (Trieu et al. 2008). 

To navigate safely in dynan1ic environments, three autonomous tasks have been 

designed for the wheelchair (Triet et a l. 2008). They are general ob tacle avoidance, 

corridor and wall following and door passing tasks, as shown in the autonomous layer. 

These individual tasks provide better performance when compared to other conventional 

obstacle avoidance algorithms that were originally designed for 1nobile robots (Trieu et 

al. 2008). The challenge is to develop an effective selection mechanism that can pick the 

opti1nmn task in a given situation. 

To address this problem, we developed an adaptive shared control strategy based on the 

Bayesian recursive technique that can estimate the value of the posterior probabilities, 

known as evidence, for these autonomous tasks. This method considers both the 

intentions of the user and local environmental data in calculating the evidence for each 

task as the wheelchair moves. The most suitable task is the one with the highest value of 

evidence. This strategy is illustrated in the shared control layer of Figure 5.1. 
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The safety layer is the last stage of this structure. This procedure takes into account all 

sources of information, including infonnation from the environment, the user interface 

and wheelchair control states to supervise the overall wheelchair operation. In Figure 

5.1, the environmental data is the real-time laser map that locates the positions of the 

surrounding obstacles. The signals from the user interface include navigation control 

commands, such as a set of head-movement commands (i.e. go forward, go backward, 

tum left, tum right and stop) or driving signals from the joystick ( VM- manual velocity 

and WM- steering, respectively) that allows the user to override the wheelchair in some 

specific situations. In this figure, the tenns VA and WA present the autonomous velocity 

and steering that are generated from the autonomous navigation tasks. 

A set of safety rules is incorporated into this layer. The key rule in our safety design is 

to keep safe distances to obstacles in any direction, therefore a minimum value of 

distance is pre-programtned in the computer memory. If an obstacle is detected coming 

very close to the wheelchair, the wheelchair controller will execute the stop command 

and wait for further instructions frmn the user. These rules are combined with other 

sources of infonnation from the environment, the user and the wheelchair to avoid 

potentially dangerous collisions. 

5.3. Shared Control Strategy Based on the Bayesian Recursive 

Technique - Methodology 

Our approach is to develop an adaptive selection mechanism to integrate three 

autonomous tasks: general obstacle avoidance, corridor and wall following and the door 

passing task into a sole wheelchair control system. In this approach, each autonomous 

task is treated as an individual information source then combined with other infonnation 

from the environment and the user ' s intentions by using a probabilistic reasoning 

technique, the Bayesian recursive technique. The decision can be made through the 

Bayesian theoretn, Equation 5 .1. 
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Where 

H: 

D: 

P(HID): 

P(DIH): 

P( H ID )= P( D I H ) .P( H ) 
P( D ) ' 

(5.1) 

is a hypothesis, 

is the data, 

is the posterior probability that measures the probability of the 

hypothesis being true when the new data Dis observed, 

is the conditional probability that measures the probability of observing 

the data D when the hypothesis His true, 

P(H): is the prior probability that is the probability of the hypothesis H being 

true before examining the new data D , 

P(D): is the normalisation factor that ensures the posterior probabilities sum to 

unity. 

In this application, the hypotheses are the selections of the three autonomous tasks and 

the data is the information from the operating environments and the user's intentions. 

The Bayesian theorem is able to estimate the value of the po terior probabilities, 

P(HID)s, that are now called evidences, of these autonomous tasks. The decision is 

made based on the values of evidences. The most suitable task is the one that has the 

highest value of evidence. 

For example, the wheelchair is currently operating in the general obstacle avoidance 

task. The new environmental data from the laser sensor detects a corridor on the left-

hand side. The wheelchair controller receives a 'tum-left' command from the user's 

interface at the same time. The evidences for the three autonmnous tasks can be 

calculated in the follow steps. 
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Step 1: Take into account the information from the environment. 

Assume the type of environment is known. 

P(CWF IE C ·a ) P( Env = Corridor I CWF ).P( CWF) nv = orrz or = ----'------------'----=-------'---______:_ 

P( Env = Corridor) 

P(Go' A IE C .d ) P( Env =Corridor I GOA).P(GOA) 
.11 nv = orrz or = ----'---------'------'-------'----'-

P( Env = Corridor) 

P(Dp I E C ·a ) P( Env = Corridor I DP ).P( DP) nv = orrz or = ----------'-------'-----
P( Env = Corridor) 

Where 

CWF: Corridor and wall following task, 

GOA: General obstacle avoidance task, 

DP: Door passing task. 

Step 2: Take into account the control action frmn the user. 

To incorporate an action into the current posterior probability, a conditional probability 

density function, P(HI U,H), is applied (Thrun et al. 2005). This function specifies the 

probability that the cmrunand from the user, U, changes the operating task from H to 

H*. 

P(HIU)= fP(HIU,H * ).P(H* ).dH* 

In this application, the action is taken when the user commands to change the operating 

task among the three designed autonomous tasks. In this discrete application, the 

posterior probability of the operating task can be esti1nated by a sum as shown in the 

equation below. 
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P( T I Command)= L P(T I Command, T*).P( T*) (5.2) 
T={ COA:CWF:DP I 

Where 

T: is the current operating task, 

T*: is the new operating task. 

In this example, the user commands a left-tum when he/she sees a corridor on the left-

hand side. This confirms the action of switching operating mode from the general 

obstacle avoidance task to the corridor and wall following task. The evidences and 

posterior probabilities of the three autonomous tasks when this command is executed 

can be calculated by the equations below. 

P(GOA I ComCF) = LP(GOA I ComCF,T*).P(T*) 
T={ COA.OVF : DP I 

P(CWF I ComCF) = LP(CWF I ComCF,T*).P(T*) 
T ( COA .CWF DP I 

P( DPI ComCF) = L P( DP I ComCF, T*).P(T*) 
T={ GOA ,CWF DP / 

Where, ComCF is the command to execute the corridor and wall following task. 

5.3.1. 

Step 3: After these computations, the most suitable operating tnode is selected 

by the operating task that has the highest value of evidence. 

Recursive Bayesian Technique 

In this assistive wheelchair application, the wheelchair controller updates the 

information of the environment and the user ' s commands continuously every 1 OOms. 

Based on these sources of information, the wheelchair can follow the user's instructions 

to navigate safely through a changed/dynatnic environment. Because of the continuous 

streams of input and output data, the procedure that is discussed above has to be 
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implemented recursively. This method is known as a recursive Bayesian technique that 

can be applied to update the evidences of these autonomous tasks consecutively. 

Assmne that at the time t, the wheelchair controller has observed a stream of data, / , as 

follows: 

To estimate the evidence of an autonomous task, H, the Bayesian theorem is applied: 

From the Equation 5.3, the posterior of the operating task Hat titne tis estimated based 

on the previous value of posterior at time t-1, P(HI D ,, ... , D,_1) that is playing the prior 

role in this equation. 

Assume that these observations are independent so that the evidence of the operating 

modes at time t only depend on the evidence at time t-1. Under this assumption the 

posterior in Equation 5.3 can be estitnated as follows: 

Where 

P(D~, IH).P(H I DI,D]J"""J DN I) 
LP(Drv IH).P(HID1,D2 , ••• ,D .v_1 ) 

H 

= IT 'liP( Di, H )P( H) 
i= l ... 

'7, = LP(Di I H ).P(H I D,,D2, ... ,Di I) 0 

H 
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5.3.2. Bayesian Framework for the Adaptive Shared Control 

Strategy 

The problem of developing our adaptive shared control strategy can be stated out clearly 

as follows: 

• Given: 

o A stream of observations of the environment D and the user's commands 

U: 

o Environment model P(DjH), 

o User's control model P(HI U, H*), 

o Prior probability of the wheelchair state, autonomous tasks P(H). 

• Outcomes: 

o Estimate the posterior of the wheelchair operating modes. The posterior 

probabilities are called evidences in this application. 

To solve the problem, a well-known assumption is used, the Markov assumption. The 

Markov process is presented in Figure 5.2. According to the Markov assumption, the 

values in any state are only influenced by the values of the state that directly precede it. 

Therefore, the states are independent. This is i1nportant as it reduces the complexity of 

the system model that combines the sequences of actions by allowing it to re1nove 

previous states that no longer have any effect on the current state. 

Furthermore, information in regards to the environment and the user 's intentions 1s 

continuously updated via the real-time laser 1nap and the user interface. The raw data 

from the laser map only provides the position of surrounding obstacles that are used in 

performing the obstacle avoidance task, as presented in the previous chapter. This data 

needs to be further refined to determine the most suitable autonomous task as for the 
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shared control strategy. In particular, the syste1n needs to use this data to identify 

environmental features such as corridors, walls and doors in addition to general 

obstacles that have to be avoided. Hence, a model of environments has to be produced. 

Figure 5.2: The Markov chain for the wheelchair application 

Dt: Environment information at time t 

Ht: Operating mode at time t 

U,: User's action at timet 

Let us assmne that the envirorunental model is already available and at time t the 

wheelchair controller has observed a stream of information, I , as follows. 

Where 

U,: the user command at time t, 

D,: the information of the environmental model at time t. 

To select the appropriate operating mode, the evidences of these modes are estimated 

based on the posteriors as fo llows: 

Using the Bayesian theorem to taken into account the information of the environment: 

Evi(H,)= P(D,IH,,U1 ,D2 , .. . ,U,_1 )P(H,IU1,D 2 , ... ,U,_1 ) ( 5.4) 
fP( D, IH ,,UI, D 2, ... ,U, I)P(H , IUI,D2, ... ,U,_I)dH , 
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Under the Markov assumption the evidence can be estimated as: 

Evi( H I)= P( Dl I H I )P( H I I UJ, D:!, ... ,UI-t) (5.5) 
fP( D1 IH 1 ,u,, D 2 , ..• ,u1_,JP(H1 IU,, D 2 , ... ,U1_,)dH1 

Where 

Based on Equation 5 .2, the user control commands are observed and the evidences of 

the control tasks are as follows: 

From equation 5.6: 

(5.7) 

For this discrete application with only three operating modes, the evidences for these 

tasks are simplified as: 

LP( H; I Ut - l,Ht -1 )Evi( H;-') (5.8) 
I {GOA ,CWF .DP/ 

Where 
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'lt = (5.9) 
i= { GOA.CWF :DP} 

The framework for the adaptive shared control strategy is presented in Figure 5.3. At the 

beginning, the information from the environment and the user is not observed, yet the 

priors of these autonomous tasks are assumed the same. 

Prior( GOA) = Prior(CWF) = Prior(DP) = 1/3 

The information about the environment and the user's commands are updated from the 

laser sensor and the user interface. First, the new environment data is taken into account 

to estimate the probability of these autonomous tasks by Equation 5.5. If a new user 

comn1and is detected, the evidences are calculated by applying Equations 5.8 and 5.9. 

The autonomous task that has the highest value of evidence will be selected to drive the 

wheelchair. In the case of no user cormnand being received, these tasks are compared 

and ranked by the values of probabilities from the previous step. This shared control 

strategy can assist the wheelchair controller to select a suitable autonomous task 

naturally, based on the environmental information and the user's intentions. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, this shared control strategy only works if 

the features of the environment such as corridors, walls, doors and general obstacles are 

available. In other words, the model of the enviromnent has to be determined before 

applying this strategy to switch between designed autonomous tasks. Finally, to enable 

the wheelchair to navigate in unknown and changed environments, the information of 

the environmental features has to be acquired online in real-time conditions. The overall 

structure of the shared control strategy can be illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: The Bayesian framework for the wheelchair's adaptive shared control 

strategy. 
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5.3.3. Environment Model 

In this section, we introduce a novel method of recognising environmental features from 

laser images. Our aim is to detennine the important features of the environment such as 

doorways, walls, corridors and general obstacles that are used in the shared control 

strategy. The Bayesian framework for neural networks is again used to design this 

classification task. First, the laser images are collected from various environments for 

training. Then the Bayesian neural network framework is used to deten11ine the optimal 

network structure for this application. Finally, the training data is used in conjunction 

with the Bayesian training process to improve the generalisation and performances of 

the network. After training, this network can classify these environment features in real-

time with high accuracy. 

The data of the accessible space is used for capturing laser images instead of the laser 

map because of its stability and noise-filtering feature. Due to doors appearing in a laser 

image as small free-spaces, they are usually a great challenge for the wheelchair to 

navigate through. Hence, all stnall free-spaces in the laser image are considered as 

doorways. This simplifies the procedure of detetmining the environmental model. 

Finally, the classification task is only to recognise the corridors, walls and general 

obstacles. 
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A searching technique usmg a dynamic window is applied to the laser images. A 

searching window that covers a 3x3m section of the environment is moved around the 

laser image to detect corridors, walls and general obstacles. The environmental data of 

this dynamic window is converted into 30 data points, which are fed to the inputs of the 

Bayesian neural network, as shown in Figure 5.5. The procedure of training and 

detennining the most suitable network structure for this application is the same as the 

obstacle avoidance task discussed in the previous chapter. The results of training and 

testing will be presented in the next section. 

Laser data 
(dynamic window) 

1 2 

Figure 5.5: Environmental classifier. 

CW: is enabled if a corridor or a wall is detected, 

GO: is enabled if a general object is detected. 

Environment 
model 

5.4. The Experimental Results of the Shared Control Strategy 

The control software for the SAM is implemented in C language (Labwindow/CVI). 

The multi-threading technique is applied to guarantee a real-time perfonnance for the 

overall control system. The data acquisition, envirorunental mapping and control 

procedure are designed in separate threads. The sampling time is set to 1 OOms. The 

control software's interface is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Real-ti1ne control software for the smart wheelchair. 

5.4.1. Training and Testing Result of Environmental Model 

I 
4.5 

The wheelchair was driven through three different environments to acquire the data for 

the Bayesian framework . The first environment contains three corridors varying in size 

and length. The second environment is a combination of walls, short corridors and 

general obstacles. The last environment only contains general obstacles. The accessible 

free-space that is constructed, as in chapter 3, is used to collect laser images. The 

sampling time for this data acquisition was set to 250ms. The results are summarised in 

Table 5.1. 

The data that represents corridors, walls and general obstacles is split into separate sets. 

The data from the first and the third environments are used for the training and testing 

processes of the Bayesian frmnework. The second environment contains all kinds of 

environmental features (walls, coiTidors and general obstacles) and is utilised to verify 
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the generalisations and perfonnances of the network in the unknown environment. The 

use of the dynamic window technique can generate multiple data patterns frmn a single 

laser image. This is because the position of the window in the laser image specifies a 

data pattern, thus providing more than one data pattern as it is tnoved over the image. 

Hence, 6832 data patterns are collected, which include 3639 patterns for walls and 

corridors and 3193 patterns for general obstacles. 

The training and test sets are created by selecting patterns randomly from the overall 

set. These are the: 

Training set: The training set contains 3416 patterns (including 1820 wall 

patterns and 1596 general obstacle patterns). 

Test set: The other half of the overall set, containing 3416 patterns (including 

1819 wall and corridor patterns and 1597 general obstacle patterns). 

Verification set: The trained network is tested directly in a single laser image to 

locate the po ition of walls, corridors and general obstacles . A validation set of 

542 images from the second enviromnent is used to test the perfmmance of the 

network. 

The training conditions are aiTanged as follow : 

30 inputs, coiTesponding to 30 data points from the dynamic window, 

Two outputs, each coiTesponding to one of the classes: wall/corridor or general 

obstacle, 

The number of hidden nodes is varied frmn one to eight. 

The training procedure is implemented similar to the one that was applied to 

design the obstacle avoidance tasks. 
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TABLE 5.1: EXTRACTED LASER IMAGE SAMPLES 

Sampling time 
Environment No. of Images Environment type 

(ms) 

1 250 539 Corridors, doors 

2 250 542 Walls, corridors, doors 

3 250 483 General obstacles 
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Figure 5.7: Training result for environment classification task. 
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The training result is shown in Figure 5.7. The network with four hidden nodes 

produced the highest value of evidence. This is the optimal network structure for 

determining the model of the environment. 

The performance of this network is then tested with two separate sets, as mentioned 

above. The results are illustrated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 for the testing set and 

verification sets, respectively. For the first set, this network can accurately classify up to 

93.6% (Table 5.2). Table 5.3 shows the results when the network is tested with the data 

from the laser images of the second environment. An excellent result of up to 90.6% 

accuracy was recorded. This shows a good generalisation of this neural network in 

performing the environmental classification task. 

The testing results of environmental classification are presented in Figure 5.8. The 

wheelchair is exposed to various environments. As shown in this figure, the neural 

network can reliably locate walls, corridors and general obstacles. These features of the 

environment are critical for the wheelchair controller in the execution of decisions made 

by the Bayesian shared control strategy. 
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TABLE 5.2: RESULTS FOR THE TEST SET USING THE DATA OF DYNAMIC 

WINDOWS FROM THE ENVIRONMENTS 1 & 3 

Test set 

Actual 

Environment 

Wall/Corridor 

General Obs. 

Environment model results 

Wall/Corridor General Obs. 

1688 

1509 

131 

88 

Accuracy (0/o) 93.6 

TABLE 5.3: RESULT FOR THE VERIFICATION SET USING THE LASER 

IMAGES FROM THE ENVIRONMENT 2 

Test set 

2 
Actual 

Environment 

Wall/Corridor 

General Obs. 

Environment model results 

Wall/Corridor General Obs. 

349 

17 

34 

142 

Accuracy (0/o) 90.6 
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Figure 5.8: Experimental results of testing environment model. 
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5.4.2. Shared Control Strategy -Experimental Results 

Based on the environmental classification results and counting frequencies, these values 

of P(D I H) and P(H I U, H) are provided in Tables 5-4 to 5-7. To take into account the 

data from the operating environment, the values of P(D I H)s are presented in Table 5.4. 

The three last tables present the values of P(H I U, H*)s when the general obstacle 

avoidance, corridor and wall following, and door passing tasks are selected, 

respectively. 

To evaluate the performance of the adaptive shared control strategy, two experiments 

are organised. In the first experiment, the wheelchair is asked to travel through three 

different types of environments including a doorway, a corridor and general obstacles. 

In this experiment the adaptive shared method is closely examined. Another large scale 

experiment is also imple1nented to cmnpare its performance with that of the cost 

function shared method that was developed in Trieu et al. (2008). 

The results of the first experiment are shown in Figure 5.9 and the evidence values for 

the three autonomous tasks are presented in Figure 5.10. The wheelchair "tarts from 

point A in an environment that contains only general obstacles. The evidence of the 

general obstacle avoidance n1ode increases to the highest value compared to those of the 

other two modes that decrease when the information of the enviromnent is observed 

from the laser sensor. The evidences of the three autonomous tasks with and without 

considering the user's intentions are shown in Figure 5.1 O(a) left and right, respectively. 

The wheelchair operates in the general obstacle avoidance mode. 

This mode is maintained until the wheelchair detects a corridor on the left-hand side and 

a left tum command is received from the user at point 1. The adaptive shared strategy 

reacts in this situation by pulling up the value of evidence of the corridor following 

mode and pushing the evidences of the two other modes down, as in Figure 5.1 O(b ). The 

wheelchair's controller switches to run in the corridor following mode. The corridor 

following task generates a very stable path by tracking in the middle of the corridor. The 

recorded trajectory is shown fron1 point 1 to point 3 in Figure 5.9. 
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TABLE 5.4: TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ENVIRONMENT MODEL 

General Corridor and 
Doorway 

Environment wall 

GOA mode 0. 893 0.1 07 0.05 

CWF mode 0.087 0.897 0.1 

DP mode 0.1 0.05 0.8 

TABLE 5.5: PROBABILITIES OF CHANGING THE TASK TO GOA 

I GOAt-t mode CWFt-l mode npt-l mode 

GOAt mode 1 0.9 0.8 

CWFtmode 0 0.05 0.15 

DPt mode 0 0.05 0.05 
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TABLE 5.6: PROBABILITIES OF CHANGING THE TASK TO CWF 

GOAt-! mode CWFt-l mode npt-l mode 

GOAt mode 0.05 0 0.05 

CWF1 mode 0.9 1 0.8 

DPt mode 0.05 0 0.15 

TABLE 5.7: PROBABILITIES OF CHANGING THE TASK TO DP 

-· 

GOAt-! mode CWF1
-

1 mode DP'-1 mode 

GOAt mode 0.05 0.05 0 

CWFt mode 0.15 0.15 0 

DPt mode 0.8 0.8 1 
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5 -

:~ 

Figure 5.9: The performance of the adaptive shared control strategy based on the 

recursive Bayesian technique. 
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Figure 5.10: The performance of the adaptive shared control strategy based on the 

recursive Bayesian technique. Left figures - the evidences without user actions. 

Right figures - overall results of Bayesian shared control framework. 
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Figure 5.1 1: The evidences of the three autonomous tasks. 

A door is detected at point 2, Figure 5.9. The evidence for the door passing mode is 

immediately increased when the information from the environment is exatnined, Figure 

5.1 0( c)- left. However, with no action from the user at that state, the overall value of 

evidence for this mode only increases a small amount to be slightly higher than the 

evidence for the general obstacle avoidance mode. But this is significantly less than the 

evidence for the conidor following mode, as shown fron1 the computing circles 30 to 34 

in Figure 5.1 0( c)-right. Hence, at this point the wheelchair remains in the conidor 

following mode. 

At point 3 (Figure 5 .9), the user indicates their intention to tum left towards the 

doorway. At this point (computation circle 35 in Figure 5.1 O(c)-right) the evidence for 
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the door passing mode increases to the highest value of all three modes. The wheelchair 

switches to the door passing mode and confidently navigates through the doorway. 

The evidences of the three autonomous tasks are calculated recursively during the 

movements of the wheelchair. The overall results for this updating procedure are 

illustrated in Figure 5.11. 

This experiment is implemented agam with the cost function shared strategy as 

developed by Trieu et al. (2008) for a comparison. The principle of the cost function 

method could be summarised as follows. 

A cost function is introduced to choose the most suitable free-space (being the one that 

returns the smallest value for the function Cshare) when a com1nand, Ic, anives: 

Where: 

Di: direction to nmninated free-space (de g) , 

Ic: value of user's command: lc = {0°, 9o'', 180", 270°} = {RIGHT, FORWARD, LEFT, 

BACKwARD} commands, 

De: cunent navigating direction (de g), 

k1, k2: coefficients of terms' relations (k, > k2). 

On the left side, the first term chooses the free-space most closely matching the 

orientation given by the user's command, whereas the second term partially maintains 

the current direction of travel, smoothing the wheelchair's motion when changing 

direction. Only the general obstacle avoidance task is used in this shared method. This is 

because it is unable to select the appropriate autonomous task. The cost function can 

only determine the desired travelling direction among the available free-spaces. 

The trajectories of the two methods are shown in Figure 5.12. The cost function 1nethod 

shows a worse performance when compared to the Bayesian adaptive strategy. It shows 
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some fluctuations along the corridor frmn point 1 to point 2, some meandering around 

the most direct route, and also shows that the wheelchair makes an early tum but gets 

close to the left side of the doorway. Hence, the adaptive shared control strategy is able 

to select a suitable autonomous task in current situations to provide the assistive 

wheelchair system a better performance with safe, smooth and near optimum paths in 

comparison to the cost function method. 

4 

3 

0 

·1 

Figure 5.12: The performances of the two shared control strategies in the first 

experiment. 

Another larger scale experiment is organised and its results are presented in Figures 

5.13 and 5.14. The wheelchair is asked to navigate through various types of indoor 

environments . The experiment was implemented in SAM for both the adaptive shared 

control strategy and the cost function method. The testing results of the co t function 

technique are illustrated in Figures 5.13(a) and 5.14(a). The wheelchair was able to 

navigate safely in various situations. 
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(b) The performance of the adaptive Bayesian shared strategy. 

Figure 5.13: The performances of the two shared control strategies are compared in 

the second experiment. 
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Figure 5.14: The perfmmances of the two shared control methods in the second 

experiment (continued). 
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However, a closer examination of the navigation paths of the cost function method 

shows unsatisfactory performance. Some meandering around the most direct route was 

recorded and the wheelchair only just failed to collide with the door frame when turning 

right early after point C. Again, some fluctuations were also recorded while the 

wheelchair travelled along the corridor from point C to point E. This is because of using 

only the GOA task as the wheelchair's collision avoidance method. 

The performance of the adaptive Bayesian shared strategy is illustrated m Figures 

5.13(b) and 5.14(b). By selecting the most appropriate operating mode in certain 

situations, the experimental results present significant improvements. The wheelchair 

followed a smooth and near optimal path in negotiating the doorway, after which the 

wheelchair moved towards the middle of the doorway at point C. The constant speed 

and direction are maintained during the corridor and wall following task. This produces 

a straight path parallel to the wall on the left-hand side, from point C to pointE before 

the wheelchair turns confidently to the small free-space in front. 

5.5. System Evaluations 

To evaluate the performance of the wheelchair sy tern, three testing experiments were 

organised: 1- navigating through a narrow area, 2- corridor following and door passing 

and 3- travelling through a tight spot. Each experiment had different levels of difficulty 

and hence required a range of navigation skills from the users . Eight able-bodied people 

were asked to drive the wheelchair in both manual and semi-autonomous mode. There 

were four males and four females, aged from 27 to 60 years. They all had no prior 

experience in using any wheelchair. The semi-autonomous mode provided the best 

performance with regards to safe clearances, average time required, smoothness and 

comfort. A summary of the information from the experiments is shown in Table 5.8. 
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TABLE 5.8: INFORMATION FROM EXPERIMENTS 

Experimenter Gender (M/F) Age Experience in using 
wheelchair 

1 M 60 No 
2 F 30 No 
3 F 33 No 
4 M 37 No 
5 M 27 No 
6 F 37 No 
7 M 59 No 
8 F 45 No 

5.5.1. Task 1 - Navigating in a Narrow Space Experiment 

The first experiment is the simplest one to navigate. The user was asked to navigate 

from a wide area to a narrow area, Figure 5.l5, in manual mode and then semi-

autonomous mode. 

Figure 5.15: The environment for the 'navigating to a narrow area' experiment 
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Figure 5.16: The result of experimenter 3 in Task 1 - trajectories and velocities of two 

control modes: Manual (a, c) and Semi-autonomous (b, d) . 
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The performance results of experimenter 3 (female, aged 33 years) is presented in 

Figure 5.16. The female finished the task tnanually in 16.8 sees using the joystick, 

compared to 18.6 sees in the semi-autonomous mode. However, in the manual mode she 

drove the wheelchair closer to the wall on the right, while in the setni-autonomous mode 

the wheelchair was kept at a safe distance from obstacles on both sides, as shown by the 

trajectories recorded in Figure 5 .16( a). The velocity charts, Figures 5 .16( c) and 5 .16( d), 

also show the movement of the wheelchair was smoother in the semi-autonomous 

mode. 

The time taken by each user to complete this task is shown in Table 5.9. The semi-

autonomous n1ode achieved a more consistent performance with all results falling 

between ± 1 sec of the average time taken. This compares to a variation of ±5 sees in 

the manual mode. However, the results also showed that the manual mode is quicker on 

75% of the cases. The overall result also is illustrated in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 . 

T BLE 5.9: UMMARY OF TIME TAKEN FOR EXPERIMENT 1 

Experimenter Manual mode (sec) Semi-autonomous 
mode (sec} 

1 16.6 19.4 

2 24 19.6 

3 16.8 18.6 

4 17.6 17.8 

5 15.8 18.2 

6 16.4 18 

7 26.6 20 

8 19.4 19.8 

Average (sec) 19.15 18.925 
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5.5.2. Task 2 - Corridor Following and Door Passing Experiment 

The prevtous simple experiment (Task 1) does not provide much insight into the 

differences between the two control modes. A more complicated task was designed to 

evaluate the performance of the wheelchair controller more rigorously. The operators 

were first asked to navigate along a long corridor and then make a right tum into a 

narrow doorway (0.7 tn wide), Figure 5.19. After this, the wheelchair was required to 

make aU-tum then pass through the doorway again. In the manual mode, the users had 

to control the wheelchair using a joystick. In the semi-autonomous mode, the 

wheelchair performed the corridor following and door passing tasks autonomously, with 

the user only providing a right tum and U-turn command when they wanted to navigate 

through the doorway. 

Figure 5.19: The environment for the ' corridor following and door passing ' experitnent 

(Task 2). 
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Figure 5.20: The result of experimenter 1 in Task 2- trajectories and velocities of two 

control modes: Manual (a, c) and Semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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The performance of experimenter 1 (male, aged 60 years) is depicted in Figure 5.20. 

The wheelchair followed the corridor well in both the manual and semi-autonomous 

modes. In the semi-autonomous mode, despite the tum command being made late (when 

the doorway was almost passed, Figure 5.20(b)) the door passing task still operated 

effectively, guiding the wheelchair through the middle of the doorway (black dotted 

line). While in the manual mode, the user passed much closer to the door jam (red line). 

The user also got trapped when attempting to make aU-tum in the manual mode and 

collided a number of times with the right side door jam before passing through the 

doorway. This resulted in his time to complete the task being double in the manual 

mode compared to the semi-autonomous mode. 

While the results presented in Table 5.1 0, Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show that in the semi-

autonomous mode users took an average of 3 seconds less to complete the assigned task 

when compared to the manual mode, this result is biased somewhat by the poor 

perfonnance of experimenter 1 in the manual mode and experimenter 6 in the semi-

autonomous mode. 

TABLE 5.10: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF TASK 2 

Experimenter Manual mode (sec) Semi·autonomous 
mode (sec) 

1 102.2 51.8 

2 41.2 40.2 

3 43.2 41.8 

4 36 43 

5 39.4 44.8 

6 42.2 61.4 

7 33.6 34.4 

8 40.4 38.4 

Average (sec) 47.275 44.475 
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5.5.3. Task 3 - Navigate Through a Tight Spot Experiment 

Another test was designed to further investigate the comparative performances of the 

two operational modes. In this test, a long corridor was blocked by several general 

obstacles including chairs, drawers and boards, to form a number of narrow openings as 

shown in Figure 5.23. Again, each experimenter was required to drive the wheelchair 

through this environment in both manual and semi-autonomous modes. In the semi-

autonmnous mode, after the experimenter initiated the wheelchair movement, the 

general obstacle avoidance task was automatically activated to guide the wheelchair to 

its final destination. 

Figure 5.23: The environment for the ' tight spot' experiment (Task 3). 
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Figure 5.24: The result of experimenter 8 in Task 3 -trajectories and velocities in two 

control modes : Manual (a, c) and Semi-autonomous (b, d) . 
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The results for experimenter 8 (female, aged 45 years) are presented in Figure 5.24. 

The results showed that she had difficulty negotiating the course, requiring a number of 

sharp turns to avoid the introduced obstacles, Figure 5.24(a). In cmnparison, the 

wheelchair operating in the semi-autonomous mode followed a much smoother path. 

The velocities for the manual and semi-autonomous modes are presented in Figure 

5.24(c) and (d), respectively. While the velocity in the semi-autonomous mode was 

relatively stable as a result of the smooth navigation, the sudden variations in both 

velocity and steering in the manual mode demonstrates the user's difficulty in 

controlling the wheelchair. We suggest that this additional effort and concentration 

required to navigate the wheelchair in the manual mode would contribute to user fatigue 

when using the wheelchair for prolonged periods. 

The time to complete Task 3 for each experimenter is shown in Table 5.11 and Figure 

5.25. The results show that the majority ofusers took less time (on average 2.5 seconds 

less) to complete the task in the semi-autonmnous 1node compared to the manual mode. 

Only 25o/o of occa ions of the manual mode are fa ter than that of the semi-autonomous 

mode. There was also a much larger variation in the time taken by different users in the 

manual mode (from 22secs to 40 sec ) compared to the semi-autonomous mode, which 

only varied over a sn1all range (approximately 3 sec ). This demonstrates the more 

robust perfonnance of the semi-autonomous mode, in that the time taken to complete 

theta k was le s dependent on the user's ability to control the wheelchair (Figure 5.26). 
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TABLE 5.11: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF TASK 3 

Experimenter 

1 
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Average (sec) 
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The experimental results of the adaptive shared control strategy suggest that the 

Bayesian recursive technique may provide an effective solution for the design of an 

assistive wheelchair system. It proved to be successful in combining the obstacle 

awareness provided by the laser sensor with the intenti n of the user, to provide near 

optimum navigation without prior knowledge of the environment. 

The environmental awareness of walls, corridors, doorways and general obstacles is 

able to be achieved accurately online while the wheelchair moves. It removes the need 

for a topology map, such as in the Navchair (Simpson & Levine 1999), that is usually 

time consuming to build and update regularly. Hence, the wheelchair is capable of 

navigating through any changed enviromnent without further modifications. 

The results also show advantages of the division of the obstacle avoidance task into 

three different sub-tasks: passing through a door, driving through a corridor and 

following a wall, as well as general obstacle avoidance. It is simply because these tasks 

enabled the wheelchair to respond appropriately to the particular situation. The overall 
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performance of the wheelchair system was improved significantly by correctly matching 

the selected autonomous task to a given situation. 

The evaluation results show the advantages of the semi-autonomous mode compared to 

the manual control method. Our intelligent wheelchair, which was equipped with a 

reliable obstacle avoidance 1nethod and an effective shared control strategy, was able to 

successfully accomplish difficult navigation tasks not only by following a near optitnum 

trajectory but also by generating smooth movements (maintaining stable velocities) in 

different types of environments. This feature is critical in designing any assistive 

intelligent wheelchair, taking into account the user's comfort. 

The wheelchair control performance will be further examined by performing more 

experiments with people with disabilities, including participants with spinal cord 

injuries. These results will be closer to what is required in the final product, meaningful 

not only for performance evaluations but also for adjusting the wheelchair's control 

syste1n. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1. Discussions and Conclusions 

Following the development and results of this thesis, I can conclude that our research 

has contributed and will continue to contribute significantly towards advancements in 

both autonomous navigation systems and shared control strategies. Our method has a 

number of advantage when compared to other contemporary intelligent wheelchair 

designs . 

Our autonomou navigation system overcomes the inherent shortcomings of 

contemporary algorithn1s. It relies on the Bayesian neural network, which enables the 

control syste1n to learn how to react approp1iately in vatious situations, based on online 

data that is acquired fr01n onboard sensors. Hence, it does not require prior 

environmental information. The learning capability of the Bayesian neural network 

provides optimum performance and generalisations for the navigation controller. Hence, 

our navigation system is not only able to play-back what it has learnt, but it is also able 

to guide the wheelchair to manoeuvre safely in unknown environments. The 

performance of this technique was c01npared to a well-known obstacle avoidance 

method, the Vector Field Histogratn (VFH). The results showed that our method is 

superior and is able to successfully accomplish difficult navigation tasks by smoothly 

following a near optimum trajectory. 
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Furthermore, the obstacle avoidance technique is based on information from the real-

time laser map. This information is acquired by combining the data from the laser range 

finder sensor and the incremental encoders. The tnap overcomes the inherent 

shortcomings of using encoders to estimate the wheelchair's position by applying a 

calibration technique, thus significantly increasing the accuracy of the environmental 

information. An effective method of free-space determination is also introduced by 

accmnmodating the actual wheelchair's dimensions as a rectangle. This eliminates the 

errors associated with circular approximation, which may result in potential collisions. 

These methods sitnplify the design and the implementation of the obstacle avoidance 

technique. 

In designing an autonomous navigation system, many people are concerned with how 

the system should operate when it has to cope with a stationary or a moving object. 

Should these stationary and tnoving obstacles be treated differently? Or are there any 

special methods in which the autonomous navigation sy tern can deal with the tnoving 

obstacle? The u e of the real-titne laser map eliminates the need for special treatment of 

moving obstacles. This is because the tnapping method i able to update positions of 

surrounding obstacles to the wheelchair in real-time. Hence, there is no difference 

between stationary or moving obstacles once their information is acquired online. When 

the wheelchair navigates in a changed or dynamic environment, the stationary or 

moving object can be treated as general obstacles that are moving towards the 

wheelchair at different speeds. 

Moreover, the wheelchair controller also supports a special control mode that enables 

the user to navigate the wheelchair towards an object, such as a table or a closed door. 

However, this mode is only compatible with user interfaces that are able to generate a 

continuous control signal, such as a joystick or a head movement sensor, operating in 

proportional mode. These kinds of interfaces are able to offer two types of control 

signals: discrete commands, such as go forward and go backward, and continuous 

driving signals, such as straight velocity and steering, which allow the user to generate a 

navigation path by him/herself. 
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To control the wheelchair towards an object, the wheelchair controller is overridden by 

the user control cmmnands. The continuous navigation signal is passed directly from the 

user interface to the safety layer and is then fed to the motor drivers, as shown in Figure 

5 .1. The safety layer supervises overall wheelchair operations, including the navigation 

speed and direction, and monitors the distances to surrounding obstacles. Hence, it 

reduces the speed of the wheelchair when it gets closer to an object and prevents any 

potential collision in any direction. If the distance to the object is smaller than a pre-

defined value (pre-programmed in the memory), the wheelchair will be stopped. This 

function enables the user to reach any object without dangerous collisions. 

In the aim of reducing user stress when driving the wheelchair, an adaptive shared 

control strategy is developed. It is different from other wheelchair designs that mainly 

rely on either the user's driving ability or the wheelchair's autonomous capability. In 

designs that rely on the user's driving ability, the user has to drive the wheelchair to a 

destination and the controller uses ensor data to correct the user control ignal to avoid 

obstacles if necessary. Alternatively, for designs that rely on a wheelchair's autonomous 

capability, the user selects a destination on a recorded map and then the wheelchair 

travels to this goal fully autonomously. Our shared control strategy enables the user to 

be involved in the wheelchair control process naturally, by providing his/her navigation 

intentions to correct the wheelchair's operations at any time. In other words, our method 

stay in-between the two methods mentioned above. 

We have developed our adaptive shared control method ba ed on Bayesian theory. The 

user only has to provide their simple navigation cmnmands, such as go forward, go 

backward, turn left, tum right, or stop. The Bayesian recursive technique is applied to 

estimate the posterior probabilities of the autonomous navigation tasks (general obstacle 

avoidance, corridor and wall following and door passing tasks) based on the user 

cmnmands and the environmental information, in order to select the most suitable task 

to assist the user in certain situations. This technique relies on online data from the 

sensor (laser images), thus none of the offline environmental infonnation, such as maps 

or land1narks, is required. This shared control method is easy to adapt to various user 

interfaces, such as the head movement or brain control interface, due to simple 
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navigation command requirements . Hence, it is able to accomtnodate a wider range of 

people with different types and severities of injury/disability. 

6.2. Future Work 

Our wheelchair platform still requires further development in terms of software and 

hardware to improve its performance and robustness. More extensive tests are being 

planned to evaluate the wheelchair's control perfonnance when operated by people with 

disabilities, including those with spinal cord injuries. 

As mentioned above, several improvements should be made to the wheelchair's 

hardware. Firstly, the current laser range finder sensor, URG-04LX, with 10Hz data 

acquisition frequency can only provide a stable and reliable navigation speed to the 

wheelchair when travelling under l.Orn/sec. A faster travel speed in a dynamic 

environment may cause collisions due to the sensor being unable to keep up with quick 

changes in the environment. For example, when the wheelchair makes a sharp tum to a 

narrow open area such as a doorway, a slow updating data frequency may result in 

failure of the autonomous door passing task. As a result, the wheelchair turns very close 

or even collides with the door frame. The new version of the Hokuyo laser sensor, 

UTM-30LX, has a data frequency of up to 40Hz and a much longer range (30m), which 

could be a better hardware solution. 

Furthermore, a major drawback of using the laser range finder sensor is that it is unable 

to detect glass or objects with reflective surfaces. The cuiTent popular use of glass walls 

in building construction is a great challenge for the laser systetn. We are planning to 

develop an advanced teclmique to determine glass walls or reflective objects by relying 

on intensity data from the laser range finder. This is due to the fact that different objects 

that are made from various types of materials will reflect different values of light 

intensities to the laser sensor. If this technique is a success, it can provide an econmnic 

solution for laser-based applications. In the tnean time, a combination of laser-based 

sensors with other types of sensors, such as sonar sensors, is required to solve this 

probletn. 
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Finally, as mentioned in chapter 3, the 30 laser system provides more complete 

information of the environment. This eliminates any potential collisions that are caused 

by blind areas that are located below or above the laser beam (chapter 3, section 3). Our 

pilot 30 system can accurately provide environmental information, but at a very low 

data rate (approximately 2 seconds for a full scan). A more advanced 30 laser system 

should be designed for our wheelchair system. Instead of scanning the entire 

environment at one time, this advanced laser sensor would be locked at a specific 

position to scan the most crucial area. A probabilistic technique could be applied to 

determine the most probable area for scanning. Hence, the updating frequency of the 

data acquisition process will be significantly improved, thereby turning the 30 laser 

sensor design into a more feasible real-time application. 

The control software for the SAM will be designed to accommodate people with various 

types and severities of disability. This is because each kind of user interface can only 

enhance the control capabilities of people with a certain kind of injury. For example, a 

joystick is suitable for people with a low level of disability who can execute a path to a 

destination. Whereas, head-n1ovement or brain control interface can support users with 

a high level of injury, such as SCI patients. Hence, the software has to be designed for 

versatility so that it is compatible with various types of user interfaces. Furthetmore, the 

software will be equipped with many special operation functions that enhance and 

support the control capability of the user. 

One of the important software control features that will be developed for the SAM's 

control software is the 'reaching to an object' function. This enables the user to navigate 

safely and autonomously to an object, such as a table that he/she wants to work on, or to 

open a closed door if he/she wants to enter a room. Unlike the current technique that is 

based on the manual control capability of the user and a continuous control signal, such 

as from a joystick, this method will be compatible with various types of user interfaces. 

Firstly, the object should be recognised from the sensor data. Then, if the user's 

intention of reaching to this object is verified, the wheelchair controller will execute the 

'object reaching' controltnode autonomously and safely. 
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Our wheelchair platform needs further testing for more accurate evaluation, especially 

by people with disabilities, such as SCI patients. We are currently planning more 

extensive tests to evaluate the wheelchair's control performance with operators who 

have a disability, including those with spinal cord injuries. Also, the testing results will 

provide crucial feedback to the project. This information can then be used to further 

refine our semi-autonomous design, thus bringing the design closer to a commercial 

product. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

Bayesian Framework for Neural Networks 

A.l. Determining the Optimal Network's Weights 

In conventional network training, using simple smn square of error as a perfonnance 

function can not prevent the over-growth of network ' s weights. The weight values are 

larger as the network learns both features and noises from training data et. Hence, large 

weight values can produce poor performance since new data coming by causing the 

over-fitting phenomenon (MacKay 1992a). An appropriate regulation strategy can be 

achieved by adding a weight decay te1m to the error function, ED, to penalise the growth 

of weights as follow: 

G 

F(w) = fJE 0 + L a;Ew, , (A.l) 
i= l 

where 

F (w) is the performance function, 

191 
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1 N K 
E 0 =-LL(tii -Tii) 2 is the error function that measures the error of actual 

2 i= l j = l 

network outputs, t!h and desired outputs, TiJ. N is the number of training patterns 

and K is the number of network's outputs. 

1 M , 

Ew, =-L w~ is the weight function for the i'17 group of weights and biases. U 
2 j = l 

is the number of weights in this group. 

G is the number of groups of weights and biases in the neural network. 

f3 and a; are known as the hyper-parameters for the regularisation technique. 

Minimising this performance function, C(w), by appropriately adjusting the hyper-

parameters can converge the network's weights to a global minimu1n ensuring both a 

network's performance and generalisation. It is because the developtnents of the output 

error and the weight function that contribute the overall value of perfonnance function 

are contrary. As the network tends to fit to training data the output error is reduced, the 

zero value of error means the network learned all features and noises of training set, but 

the weights function ' s value increases during the training process. The n1inimum value 

of the perfonnance function is achieved when these contrary developments reaches to 

trade-off that minimises the etTor function but keeps the values of weights small. 

At the first level of Bayesian interference, 1nodel fitting, the structure of network H is 

assumed that it is determined. The purpose of this model is to find out the most probable 

values of weights for this network. Using the Bayesian interference, the most probable 

values of weights, w, that are given by the training data D for the network H is 

estimated by the formula follows. 

( wl D H)= p(D I w,H )p(wl H) 
P ' p(DIH) 

(A.2) 

In words: 
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Where 

p(w I H) 

P 
. Likelihood x p rior osterzor = ____ ___::....___ 

Evidence 

is the prior probability of weighs at the beginning. At that stage, 

because we have no idea about what the weights are thus the prior 

is assumed that is the same for any hypotheses of weights. 

p(D I w, H) is the conditional probability of weighs, likelihood. 

p(D I H) is the denominator factor. It only depends on the network so it is 

invariant in this model and is ignored as estimating the 1nost 

probable values of weights. However, it known as network's 

evidence will play a significant role in determining the most 

suitable network stlucture in the next level of interference, model 

selection. 

p(w I D. H) is the posterior probability of weighs once the training data set is 

observed. 

Mackay simplified the calculation for his framework by using Gaussian approximations. 

He assun1ed that the distributions of training patterns and network's weights are 

Gaussian distributions . The most probable values of the network's weights are the ones 

that have the highest value of posterior. 

The network learning that is provided by the Bayesian formalism is shown as in Figure 

A.l. At the beginning of the training process, since only a little idea of what the values 

of weights should be is known the prior distribution over the space of weight, p(w I H), 

is a rather broad distribution to cover a wide range of hypotheses. At that stage the 

values of weight is relatively unconstrained. 

Once the network is trained, or in other words, the training data is observed, this prior 

distribution is converted to a posterior distribution as Bayes' theorem in the formula 

A.2. This posterior distribution is more compact, as indicated in Figure A. I, expressing 
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the fact that the network has learned something about the training data. The most 

probable weight values, WMP, corresponds to the maximum of the posterior distribution. 

In practice, the posterior distribution will typically have a complex structure with many 

local maxima (Bishop 1995). 

I 
; 

( 

p(w I H) 

; 

L1Wprior 
( L1Wposf>rior Weight space 

) 

Figure A.l: Bayesian learning mechanism 

The correct treatment of Bayesian approach for network weights is to integrate the1n out 

of any predictions. Thus, posterior distribution of weights is given by, 

p(w I D)= ffp(w,a,p I D)dad,B (A.3) 

It is the mle of probability: p(A) = LP(A,Bi) or p(A) = LP(A nBJ 

Apply the rule of joint probability, p(A,B) = p(A IB) p(B), we have 

p(w I D)= ffp(w,a ,p I D)dadp = ffp(w I a,p,D)p(a,,BI D)dad,B (A.4) 

There are two methods to calculate the Equation A.4 above. One is exact estimation and 

another is Gaussian approximation estimation of integration A.4. The former method is 

complicated in te1m of computations. Mackay used the latter method to compute 

posterior of weights (MacKay 1992a). It makes the Bayesian frmnework is more 

practical. 
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A.l.l. Gaussian Approximation of Posterior 

The posterior distribution of hyper-parameters, p (a, fJI D), is assumed to be Gaussian 

distribution. It has a sharp peak around its most probable value of hyper-parameters, 

aMP, fJMP, then the Equation A.4 can be written 

(A .5) 

Since posterior of hyper-parameters is normalization factor ffp(a , fJ I D)dadfJ = 1 

This means that the probable values aAfP, ~MP shall maximise the posterior probability. 

In order to observe aMP, fJMP, the posterior distribution of hyper-parameters is evaluated. 

(a a I D) = p(D I a,fJ)p(a,fJ) 
p , p p(D) (A.6) 

A discussed above, the prior of hyper-parameters has to be chosen to ret1ect that we 

have only a little idea of the suitable value of a, fJ at the beginning. Since the 

denominator, p(D) , is independent with hyper-parameters then the maximum of 

posterior can be obtained by maximizing likelihood of hyper-parameters, p(D i a, fJ). 

This term is also called the evidence of hyper-parameters. 

Furthennore, the Equation A.l can be written in another form as follows. 

(wl D a R) = p(D I w,a,fJ)p(wl a,fJ) 
p ' ,p p(D I a , fJ) (A.7) 

So that the evidence of hyper-parameters can be calculated as follows. 

p(D I a,fJ) = f p(D I w,a,fJ)p(wl a,fJ)dw (A.8) 

In words Evidence(a, fJ ) = f!ikelyhood(w)x prior(w)dw 
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A.1.2. Gaussian Approximation of Likelihood 

The training set D consists of N 0 patterns. Every single pattern includes a pair of the 

network's inputs, x, and outputs, t. The target t can be expressed as a function of input 

x, t = y(x) + v, where y(x) and v represent the features and noises of the training data 

respectively. Mackay assumes that the noise v has a Gaussian distribution with zero 

mean. The likelihood for single training pattern can be estimated as follows. 

1 [ (y-t)
2

] p(t I w,JL,a-) = r:::--; exp - 2 -y2na-- 2a-

Define fJ = Jic/; Eo = ~ I(y- t/; and f.l=O 

Thus, the likelihood is estimated by the formula 

1 
p(D I w,fJ) = exp[- {JED] 

Z D({J) 
(A.9) 

Where (A.lO) 

A.1.3. Gaussian Approximation of Prior 

The network's weights also form a distribution. lt is also assmned to be a Gaussian 

distribution with zero 1nean. The network contains Nw adjustable weights and biases, w, 

which in general cab be split into G groups with Nwg elements, respectively. For 

example, the weights of a separated neuron layer such as hidden layer or output layer, 

can be considered as belonging to a same group. This division of group can i1nprove the 

effectiveness of Bayesian learning (Thodberg 1996; Penny and Roberts 1999). The prior 

for single weight is estimated as below. 

p(wi,LJ,o-)= ~exp[- (w-~)
2

] 
2na-- 2a-
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Define fJa = l!rl· g ' and 11 = 0 

The parameter a, fJ is used to estimate the most probable value of weights. Therefore, 

they are called hyper-parameters. The prior for all network's weights w is 

p(w I a,fJ) = 
1 

exp[- IPagEwg] 
Zw (fJ,a) g 

(A. II) 

Where (A.l2) 

A.1.4. Estimating the Evidence of Hyper-Parameters 

Substitute the Equations A.9 and A. II into A.8. The evidence of hyper-parameters is 

calculated as follows . 

where Zc (fJ ,a) = Jexp(-fJC)dw, (A.l4) 

and performance function can be written as a form follows 

F(w) = fJE(w) + LfJaiEwi = fJ C(w) (A.l5a) 

To calculate the tenn Zc(fJ,a) we assume that the performance function, C(w), IS 

approxitnated by Taylor expansion at the most probable value of weights. Due to the 
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Gaussian approximation, it is assumed that the performance function has a strong peak 

at W MP· 

C(w) = C(wMP) + Y2 (w - W MP)r A (w - W MP) 

Where A = C"(w) = H + "'agl (A. l 5b) 

A is Hessian matrix of the performance function C(w). 

His Hessian matrix of error function ED(w). 

I is identity tnatrix, Hessian matrix of weight decay E w(w). 

This assumption results in the Equation A.l4 can be approxin1ated as follow (Bishop 

1995) Appendix B. 

(A.16) 

Substitute the Equation A.16 to A.l3 and logarithm both sides of the Equation the 

logarithm of the evidence is estimated as follows. 

, N D 2Jf "" Nwg 1 1 logEv(fJ,a) = logp(D I fJ,a) = - f3C --log- - ~-log---logdetA 
2 jJ g 2 a g 2 

(A.l7) 

If we take a close look at the Equations A.l3 and A.l7 the Bayesian penalisation will be 

shown clearly. The evidence of the hyper-parameters can be expresses as follows. 

(A.l8) 

(A.l9) 

p(D I fJ,a) ~ p(D I WMP,f3,a)p(wMP I f3,a)!1wposterior (A.20) 
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In words: Evidence ~ likelihood(wMP) X prior(WMP) X L1wposterior (A.21) 

Because of normalization of prior then we have 

fp(w)dw = 1::::: p(wMP).L1wprior 

Then (A.22) 

Thus, the expression A.21 can be rewritten as 

Evidence~ likelihood(WMP) X ( L1wposterio/ L1Wprior) (A.23) 

The first term in the expression A.23 is called the best fit likelihood. From the Equation 

A.l9 it is shown as below. 

exp(-fJE ) Best fit likelihood = 0 

Zo(fJ) 

Log (Best fit likelihood) = - fJE 0 - ~0 log( 2; J (A.24a) 

During the training process, the network observes the information from the data training 

set to reduce the value of the error function, ED. Hence, the more fitting to training data 

the network does the more increasing the value of the evidence does. 

However, the second term penalises the over-fitting phenomenon during the training. If 

the network learns exactly the information of the training data, both features and noises, 

it will represent well for this particular source of information. It means that the width of 

posterior that is shown in Figure A.l is very small. This reduce the value of the second 

term and then the evidence overall. This penalty term has it own name as Ockam factor 

and will be discussed further in following section. It is explicitly detennined as below 

from the Equation A.l9. 

0 ' fi ,-r . h exp(-LfJagEwg)(2rc) Nif t2. detl t2(fl'A) Cl(am actor o1 wezg .ts = ---='----'---~- '/:1 

Zw (fJ,a) 
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~ "Nwg 1 1 Log Ockam(w) =- L..J3agEw- L....J--log---logdetA 
g=l g 2 a g 2 

(A.24b) 

A.l.S. Estimating the Most Probable Hyper-Parameters 

To estimate the most probable value of hyper-parameters, we evaluate the derivative of 

log evidence with respect to fJ, a g. From the Equation A.17, the value of /JMP is the root 

of the function as below. 

a 
-logp(D I fJ,a) = 0 ap 

N -C+__Q_= O· 
2/] ' 

Similarly, the value of agMP is the roots of the function . 

where 

a 
- logp(D I fJ,a) = 0, 
aag 

N,1'g 1 a 
--fl~ , ---logdetA=O 
2 ltg 2 a ' ag a g 

a 
2/]agEwg = ]\lw8 - a g --logdetA = Yg, 

aag 

Yg a = ---"---
gMP 2/]£ 

Wg 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 
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(A.27) 

where A.i is Eigen value of the Hessian matrix A. 

By estimating these values of the hyper-parameters during the training process the 

Bayesian learning framework can converge the network's weights to the optitnal values 

to achieve the best generalisation. Further detail will be discussed in the practical 

Bayesian framework section. 

A.2. Determining the Optimal Network's structure 

The previous section represents the model fitting that obtains the optimal weight values 

for the network with a known network ' structure, H, by evaluating the most plausible 

hyper-parameters. However, an arbitrary network' stlucture that is trained by Bayesian 

learning procedure above still can not guaranty the best performance for such 

application. A suitable network should be found out before applying any learning 

algorithtn. This network' tructure depends on the cmnplexity of the application it elf. 

A simple application only requires a network with few hidden nodes for representing 

and vice versa. It is because a more complicated network is easy to over-fit both 

features and noises in training data. 

Before presenting the Bayesian framework for selecting the most optimal network' 

structure, the nature penalisation mechanism of Bayesian learning will be discussed, 

Occam's razor. The following section is the Bayesian evidence framework for 

determining the optimal network' structure. 

A.2.1. Occam's razor- Bayesian penalisation factor 

Occam's razor, or known as Ockham's razor, is the concept given by name of William 

Ockhatn ( 1285-1349). It is state explicitly by Thodberg as follows (Thodberg 1996). 
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"If several theories account for a phenomenon we should prefer the simplest which 

describes the data sufficiently well. " 

The Bayesian approach embodies the Occmn's razor essentially and allows the 

network's complexity to be penalised only by using the training data. The basic 

explanation of Occam's razor mechanism of Bayesian theory can be illustrated in Figure 

A.2. Three different neural networks, H 1, H 2 and H 3, which are supposed to have a 

steadily decreasing complexity (decreasing number of hidden nodes) are considered. 

These networks are used to learn the data set, D. Thus, each network consists of a 

specific structure and network 's parameters, including weights and hyper-parameters. It 

can represent the training data set as the form of Bayesian theorem as discussed in 

Equation A.2 . 

(A.28) 

Where the denominator, p(D), only depends on the training data itself. The quantity 

p(J-1) represents a prior probability for the network H;. If there are no particular reasons 

of preferring a specific network over other, then the priors is assumed equally to all of 

the possible networks. The most probable network is the one that have the highest value 

of posterior, p(H~, D) . Because of all reasons above, the deferent neural networks with 

different structures and weights, models of the training data, can be ranked or compared 

by estimating the value ofthe quantity,p(D, H;), called evidence. 

p(H;, D)~ p(D, H;) 

However, the distribution of evidence is normalized. Then, 

f p(D I H 1 )dw = 1. 

As shown in this Figure, the more powerful model, H3, has a more flexible learning 

ability so that it is able to predict a great variety of data set. However, a simpler neural 

network only can learn a litnited range of hypotheses, H1. Due to the normalisation of 

the evidence distributions, the more complex network can not provide a prediction as 
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strong as the simpler one. It is the Occam's razor of Bayesian theory to penalise the 

more complicated network. 

If the data set fall into Q area, for example a particular data set Do , the network H2 

becomes the most probable model. It provides the best prediction comparing to simpler 

and more complex networks, H1 and H3 respectively. By estitnating the value of 

evidence, the Bayesian approach shows its capability of selecting the most appropriate 

network for certain training data set. 

I 
I ___ ,.,. 

I 

, 
I 

I 

Du 

' \ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

D 

Figure A.2: Occam's razor of network's parameters and structure (Bishop 1995) 

A.2.2. Model comparison - selecting the most optimal network' 

structure 

As discussed in the section above, the most optimal network is the one that has the 

highest value of the evidence. In theory, there are two way to evaluate the evidence. The 

first method is based on an approximation and another can calculate the evidence 

accurately. For a more accuracy, the evidence can be evaluated by integrating over 

hyper-parameters space (Bishop 1995). The method is sin1ilar as presented in Equation 

A.3 and A.4. 
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p(D I H;) = ffp(D,a,/31 H;)dadf3 = f f p(D I a,f3,H;)p(a,f31 H;)dadf3 
(A.29) 

204 

Where the term p(DI a, fJ, HJ is the evidence of hyper-parameters. However, by 

considering the symmetry of a neural network' structure, some special factors have to 

be taken into account before this integration is estimated. These factors can be listed as 

follows. 

By changing the sign of both incoming and outgoing weight of a hidden unit that 

gives an identical result of simulating the training data set. Thus, the network 

with h hidden units will has 217 equivalent solutions. 

By swapping the h hidden units we can obtain h! identical solutions. 

Hence, for fully connected network with h hidden units will gives 2hh! different possible 

solutions. As tnentioned in previous section, the p1ior of weights has to present all these 

possible solutions, thus, Zc in the Equation A.l6 should be multiplied by 217h!. 

It is assumed that the probabilities of the evidences of hyper-parmneters are Gaussian 

distributions. Applying the logarithm method for the both side of Equation A.29 and 

Taylor approximation at the tnost probable values of hyper-parameters, the evidence of 

hyper-parameters can be estitnated as follows. 

1 2 a2 
logp(DI s,H;) = p(Dilogs,H;) = p(D ilogsMP,H;)+-(logs-logsMP) 2 p(D ilogs,H;) 

2 8logs 
1 82 

logp(D I s,H;) = logp(D I sMP,H;) +-(logs - logs MP) 2 
2 logp(D I s,H;) 

2 8 logs 
(A.30) 

where s denotes the hyper-parameter, a or /3, and SMP is the most probable value of the 

hyper-paratneter. 

Applying an exponentiation to the both side of Equation A.30, the hyper-paratneters 

evidence is obtained as follows. 
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(A.31 ) 

Where 1 a ( a J - 2 -=-s- s-logp(Dis,HJ 
(}l ogs as as 

(A.32) 

It is because a a as a --=----=s-
a logs asa logs as 

With an assumption of Gaussian for the prior of hyper-parameters, it is approximately 

evaluated as 

(A.33) 

where Q is the width of prior distribution. It is similar to a discussion of previous 

section, Equation A.22 . 

Substitute the Equations A.31 and A.33 to the Equation A.29, the evidence of a neural 

network i estimated as below. 

p(D I Hi)= fp(D llogs,Hi)p(logs I Hi)dlogs = flogp(D I s,Hi)p(logs I Hi)dlogs 

f ( (logs -logs MP) 2 J 1 d p(DIHJ=p(DisMP •HJ exp- 2 -- logs 
2CTiog s log n 

(A.34) 

From Equations A.17, A.25-27 and A.32 we have (Bishop 1995) 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 
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Take a close look at the Equations A.34 and A.23, the evidence of a neural network can 

be expressed by words as follows. 

Evidence of model =Best fit likelihood of model X Ockam hyper-parameters 

Best fit likelihood of model = evidence of hyper-parameters 

Evidence of hyper-parameters = Best fit likelihood of weights X Ockam of weights 

So that 

Evidence of model = Best fit likelihood of weights X Ockam of weights X Ockam 

hyper-parameters 

Ockam factors of hyper-parameters are esti1nated as 

Ock(fJ) = ..j2; ~ 2 
logO ND 

Ock( a ) = ..j2; [2 
g lognvY. 

(A.37) 

(A.38) 

From Equations A.l7, A.24a-b, A.34, A.37 and A.38 the evidence of a neural network 

can be presented as follows. 

G 

p(D I H;) = p(D Is MP )Ock(fJ) IJ Ock(ag) 
g 

G 

p(D I H;) = p(D I wMP,s MP)Ock(w)Ock(/3) IJ Ock(ag) (A.39) 
g 

In words: Evidence =Best fit likelihood x Ock of weights x Ock of fJ x Ock of a 

Take a logarithm for both sides of Equation A.39, the log evidence of a network is 

obtained as follows. 

Log Evidence= log Best fit likelihood+ log Ock(w) +log Ock(fJ) +log Ock(a) 
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Where: 

From the Equation A.24a-b 

. N (2nJ Log (Best fit lzkelihood) = - fJE D -
2

D log p (A.40) 

~ ""Nwg 1 1 Log Ockam(w) =- ~fJagEw- ~--log- --logdetA+logh!+hlog2 
g=I g 2 a g 2 

(A.41) 

From the Equations A.37-38 

1 2 ..j2; 
LogOck(fJ) =-log-+ log--

2 ND logn 
(A.42) 

G Gl 2 ..j2; 
LogOck(a) = log f1 Ock(a8 ) =I -log-+ G log--

8 8 2 y8 logn 
(A.43) 
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B.l. The 1st Experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.l :Task 1 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: tnanual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.2: Task 2's evaluating results , trajectories and velocities, of two control 
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Figure B.3: Task 3 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, oftwo control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonmnous (b, d). 
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B.2. The 2"d experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.4: Task 1 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.5: Task 2' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.6: Task 3 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control modes: 

manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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B.3. The 3rd experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.7: Task 1 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.8: Task 2 ' s evaluating results , trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonmnous (b, d) . 
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Figure B.9: Task 3 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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B.4. The 4th experimenter's testing results. 
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Figure B. I 0: Task 1 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d) . 
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Figure B.ll: Task 2' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

1nodes: manual (a, c) and se1ni-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.12 : Task 3 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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B.5. The 5th experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.13: Task 1 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonmnous (b, d). 
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Figure B.14: Task 2 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.15: Task 3' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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B.6. The 6th experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.16: Task 1 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B .17 : Task 2 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

1nodes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.l8: Task 3' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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B.7. The 7th experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.1 9: Task 1 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d) . 
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Figure B.20 : Task 2 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.21 : Task 3 ' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and setni-autonomous (b, d). 
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B.S. The gth experimenter's testing results. 

Figure B.22: Task 1 's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d) . 
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Figure B.23 : Task 2' s evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, of two control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d). 
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Figure B.24: Task 3's evaluating results, trajectories and velocities, oftwo control 

modes: manual (a, c) and semi-autonomous (b, d) . 
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C.l. Bayesian Training - Matlab Code 

C.l.l. Basic Training Code 

GOATrainingData ; 
GOAtestData ; 
%training 
numhit = 8 ; 
num sam = 10; 
evidence = 0; 
temperr = 0 ; 
temp = 0; 
testerror = 0; 
aver = 0; 
for (i=1 : numhit ) 

sample = 1 ; 
while (sample <=num sam) 

net=newff (minmax (p) , [ 1 , 2] , { ' tans ig ' , ' purel in ' } , 

%BayesianLM train 
%i n itial 
net . trainPa r a m. show 
ne t . tra inParam . epochs 
net . trainParam . mu max 
if ( i == 1 ) 

50 ; 
200 ; 
1e50 ; 

net . trainParam . goal = 0 . 015 ; 
end 
if (i == 2 ) 

net . trainParam . goal 
end 
if ( i == 3 ) 

net . trainParam.goal 
end 
if ( i == 4 ) 

net . trainParam . goal 
end 

9e - 005 ; 

2e-005 ; 

1 . 2e - 005 ; 

233 

' BayesianLM tra in '); 
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end 

if ( i == 5) 
net . tra inParam . goa l 

end 
if ( i == 6 ) 

net . tra i n Param . goa l 
end 
if ( i == 7) 

net . tra inParam . goa l 
end 
if ( i == 8 ) 

7e - 006 ; 

Se-006 ; 

Se - 006 ; 

net . trainParam.goal = Se - 006 ; 
end 
%net . trainParam . goal = 2e - 2 ; 
%net . trainParam . min grad = 1e-15 ; 
%training 
[net , tr] =trai n (net , p , t ); 
if (strcmp (tr . stop , ' Performance goal met .')) 

[temperr] = sim (net , tp ); 
evidence ( i , sample ) = tr.evid ; 
temperr = real(temperr) ; 
temperr = temperr - tt ; 
temp= sum(temperr 1

) ; 

testerror (i , sample ) = sqrt(sumsqr(temp) ) ; 
sample = sample + 1 ; 

end 
sample 
i 

aver(i) = sum(evidence(i , :))/num sam ; 
e ( i ) = std (evidence (i ,: )) ; 

end 
b=[1:numhit]; 
plot (b, evidence (b (:), :) , 1 o 1

, b, aver, 1
• 

1
, b, aver) 

errorbar(b , aver , e) 

234 

C.1.2. Bayesian training with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

This work is based on the Mat lab 's neural network toolbox. 

function [net , tr , Ac , El , Evid] = trainbr_alph(net , Pd , Tl , Ai , Q, TS , VV , TV) 
%TRAINBR Bayesian Regulation backpropagation. 
% 
% Syntax 
% 
% [net , tr , Ac , El] = trainbr(net , Pd , Tl , Ai , Q, TS , VV,TV) 
% info= trainbr(code) 
% 
% Description 
% 
% TRAINBR is a network training function that updates the weight 
and 
% bias values according to Levenberg - Marquardt optimization . It 
% minimizes a combination of squared errors and weights 
% and , then determines the correct combination so as to produce a 
% network which generalizes well . The process is called Bayesian 
% regularization . 
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% 
% TRAINBR(NET , Pd , Tl , Ai , Q, TS , VV , TV) takes these inputs , 
% NET - Neural network . 
% Pd - Delayed input vectors. 
% Tl - Layer target vectors . 
% Ai - Initial input delay conditions . 
% Q - Batch size. 
% TS - Time steps. 
% VV Either empty matrix [] or structure of validation 
vectors . 
% TV - Either empty ma trix [] or structure of test vectors . 
% and returns , 
% NET - Trained network . 
% TR Training record of various values over each epoch : 
% TR . epoch - Epoch number . 
% TR.perf - Training performance. 
% TR. vperf - Validation performance. 
% TR.tperf - Test performance . 
% TR.mu - Adaptive mu value . 
% Ac Collective layer outputs for last epoch . 
% El - Layer errors for last epoch . 
% 
% Training occurs according to the TRAINLM ' s training paramet.ers , 
% shown here with their default values : 
% net.trainParam.epochs 100 Maximum number of epochs to 
train 
% Performance goal 
% 
% 
% 

net.trainParam.goal 
net.trainParam . mu 
net . trainParam . mu dec 
ne .trainParam.mu inc 

0 
0 . 005 

0 . 1 
10 

Marquardt adjustment parameter 
Decrease factor for mu 
Increase factor for mu 

% net.trainParam . mu max 
net.trainParam.max fa il 

~ net. t rainParam . mem reduc 
trade off. 

1e-10 
5 
1 

% net.trainParam.min_ grad 1e -10 
% net.trainParam.show 25 
n o displays) 
% net.trainParam.time in f 
% 

Maximum value for mu 
Maximum va lidation failure s 
Factor t o use for memo ry / speed 

Minimum performance gradient 
Epochs between displays (NaN f o r 

Maximum time to train i n seconds 

% Dimensions for these var i ables are: 
% Pd NoxNixTS cell array, each element P{i , j , ts} is a DijxQ 
matrix . 
% Tl - NlxTS cell array , each element P{i , ts} is a VixQ matrix . 
% Ai - NlxLD cell array, each element Ai{i , k} is an SixQ matrix . 
% Where 
% Ni = net . numinputs 
% Nl = net . numLayers 
% LD = net . numLayerDelays 
% Ri net.inputs{i}.size 
% Si = net . layers{i}.size 
% Vi= net.targets{i}.size 
% Dij = Ri * length (net . inputWeights{i , j} . delays) 
% 
% If VV is not [] , it must be a structure of validation vectors , 
% VV . PD - Validation delayed inputs . 
% VV . Tl -Validation layer targets . 
% VV.Ai - Validation initial input conditions . 
% VV . Q - Validation batch size . 
% VV . TS - Validation time steps . 
% which is used to stop training early if the network performance 
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% o n t he val ida tion vectors fails to i mprove or rema i n s the same 
% f o r MAX FA IL epochs in a row . 
% 
% If TV i s not [] , it must be a structure of v a lida tion v e c t ors , 
% TV . PD - Va lida tion del a yed inputs . 
% TV . Tl - Valida tion l a yer t a rgets . 
% TV . Ai - Val ida tion i nit i a l inp ut conditions . 
% TV . Q - Va lidat ion ba tch size . 
% TV . TS - Va lida tion time steps . 
% which is used to test the generalization capability of the 
% trained network . 
% 
% TRAINER (CODE ) returns useful information for each CODE string : 
% ' pn ames ' - Names of training parameters . 
% ' pdefa ults ' - Default training p a r a meters . 
% 
% Network Use 
% 
% You can crea te a standard network that uses TRAINER with 
% NEWFF, NEWCF , or NEWELM . 
% 
% To prepare a custom network to be trained with TRAINER : 
% 1 ) Set NET.trainFcn to ' trainlm ' . 
% This will set NET . trainParam to TRAINER ' s default parameters. 
% 2 ) Set NET . trainParam properties to desired values . 
% 
% In either case, calling TRAIN with the resulting network will 
% train the network with TRAINER . 
0 
0 

% See NEWFF , NEWCF , and NEWELM for examples. 
% 

Examp l e 
% 
% Here is a problem consisting o f inputs p and targe t s t that we 
would 
% like to solve with a netwo rk . I involves fi ting a n o isy sine 
wave . 
% 
% 
% 
% 

p 
t 

[-1 : . 05 : 1]; 
sin(2*pi*p)+O.l*randn(size(p)); 

% Here a two-layer feed-forward network is created . The network ' s 
% input ranges from [-1 to 1] . The first layer has 20 TANSIG 
% neurons , and the second layer has one PURELIN neuron . The 
TRAINER 
% network training function is to be used . The plot of the 
% resulting network output should show a smooth response , without 
% overfitting . 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

% Create a Network 
net=newff ( [ -1 1] , [20 , 1] , { ' tansig ', ' purelin ' } , ' trainbr ' ) ; 

% Train and Test the Network 
net . trainParam . epochs = 50 ; 
ne . trainParam . show = 10 ; 
net= train (net , p , t ); 
a = sim(net , p) 
figure 
plot(p , a , p , t , ' + ' ) 
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% Algorithm 
% 
% TRAINBR can train any network as long as its weight , net input , 
% and transfer functions have derivative functions . 
% 
% Bayesian regularization minimizes a linear combination of 
squared 
% errors and weights . It also modifies the linear combination 
% so that at the end of training the resulting network has good 
% generalization qualities . 
% See MacKay (Neural Computation , vol . 4 , no. 3 , 1992 , pp . 415-
447) 
% and Foresee and Hagan (Proceedings of the International Joint 
% Conference on Neural Networks , June , 1997) for more detailed 
% discussions of Bayesian regularization . 
% 
% This Bayesian regularization takes place within the Levenberg-
Marquardt 
% algorithm . Backpropagation is used to calculate the Jacobian jX 
of 
% performance PERF with respect to the weight and bias variables X. 
% Each variable is adjusted according to Levenberg-Marquardt, 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

j j 
je 
dX 

jX * jX 
jX * E 
- (jj+I*mu) \ je 

% where E is all errors and I is the identity matrix. 
% 
% The adaptive value MU is increased by MU INC until the change 
sh o wn above 
% resu l ts i n a redu c e d p erforman c e value . The c hang e i s the n mad e 
to 
% t he network and mu is decreased by MU DEC . 
% 
% The parameter MEM_ REDUC i ndicates h o w to use memory and speed t o 
% l_;alculate the Jacobian jX. I f MEM_ REDUC i s 1 , then TRAINLM r n s 
% the fastest , but c an require a lot of memo ry. Increa s ing 
MEM REDlJC 
% to 2 c uts s ome of the memory required by a factor of two, b u t 
% slows TRAINLM somewhat. Higher values continue to decrease the 
% amount of memory needed and increase the training times. 
% 
% Training stops when any of these conditions occur : 
% 
% 1) The maximum number o f EPOCHS (repetitions) is reached. 
% 2) The maximum amount of TIME has been exceeded . 
% 3) Performance has been minimized to the GOAL . 
% 4) The performance gradient falls below MINGRAD. 
% 5) MU exceeds MU MAX. 
% 6) Validation performance has increase more than MAX FAIL times 
% since the last time it decreased (when using validation) . 
% 
% See also NEWFF, NEWCF, TRAING DM, TRAINGDA , TRAINGDX , TRAINLM , 
% TRAINRP, TRA I NCGF, TRAINCGB , TRAINSCG , TRAINCGP, 
% TRAINBFG . 
% 
% References 
% 
% MacKay, Neural Computation , vol . 4 , no . 3 , 1992, pp . 415-447. 
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% 
% Foresee and Hagan , Proceedings of the International Joint 
% Conference on Neural Networks , June , 1997 . 

% Copyright 1992-2002 The MathWorks , Inc . 
% $Revision : 1 . 9 $ $Date : 2002/04/14 21 : 33 : 39 $ 

% This work is based on the Matlab neural network tool box 

% FUNCTION INFO 
% ============= 

if isstr (net ) 
switch (net) 

case 'pnames', 
net= { ' epochs', ' show ', ' goal ', ' time ', 'min grad', 'max fail ', 

' mem_reduc ', ' mu ', ' mu dec ', 'mu inc ', 'mu_max ' } ; 
case 'pdefaults ', 
trainParam.epochs = 100 ; 
trainParam . show 25 ; 
trainParam . goal = 0 ; 
trainParam . time = inf ; 
trainParam . min_grad = le-10 ; 
trainParam . max fail = 5; 
trainParam . mem_reduc = 1 ; 
trainParam.mu = 0.005; 
trainParam.mu dec 0.1; 
trainParam .mu inc 10 ; 
trainParam.mu max 
net = trainParam ; 

le10; 

o herwjse, 
error( ' Unrecognized code. ') 

end 
return 

end 

% CALCULATION 
% ========:::==== 

% Constants 
this= ' TRAINER '; 
epochs = net . trainParam . epochs; 
goal = net.trainParam . goal; 
max fail = net . trainParam.max fail; 
mem_reduc = net . trainParam . mem_reduc; 
min_grad = net . trainParam.min grad; 
mu = net . trainParam . mu ; 
mu inc net . trainParam . mu inc; 
mu dec = net . trainParam . mu dec; 
mu max = net . trainParam . mu max ; 
show = net.trainParam.show ; 
time = net . trainParam . time ; 
net.performFcn = ' mse'; 
doValidation = -isempty(VV); 
doTest = -isempty (TV); 

% Parameter Checking 

238 

if (-isa(epochs, ' double ') ) 
1) I 

(-isreal(epochs )) (any(size(epochs)) -= 

(epochs < 1) (round(epochs) -= epochs) 
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error ( ' Epochs is not a positive integer .' ) 
end 
if (-isa(g oal ,' double ' )) (-isreal (g oal)) (any(size(goal )) -= 1 ) 

(goal < 0 ) 
error ( ' Goal is not zero o r a positive real value .' ) 

end 
if (-isa (max_fail , ' double')) ( ~isreal (max fail)) 
(any(size(max_fail)) -= 1) I 

(max fail < 1) I (round (max fail) - =max fail) 
error ( ' Max fail is not a positive integer . ' ) 

end 
if (-isa(mem_reduc, ' double')) (-is real(mem_reduc)) 
(any(size(mem_reduc)) -= 1 ) I 

(mem_reduc < 1) I (round(mem_reduc) - = mem_reduc) 
error ( ' Mem_redu c is not a positive integer . ' ) 

end 
if ( ~ isa(min_grad, ' double')) (-isreal(min_ grad)) 
(any(size(min_grad)) ~= 1) I 

(min _grad < 0) 
error (' Min_grad is not zero or a positive real value . ' ) 

end 
if (~isa (mu, ' double ') ) 

(mu <= 0) 
(~isreal (mu)) (any (s lze (mu)) 

error( ' Mu is not a positive real value . ') 
end 

1) 

if (-isa(mu_dec , ' double ' )) (-isreal (mu dec)) (any(si ze (mu dec)) 
1) I 

(mu dec < 0) (mu dec > 1 ) 
error ('Mu dec is not a real value between 0 and 1. ') 

end 
if (-isa(mu inc, ' double ' )) 
1) I 

(mu inc 1) 

(-isreal(mu ir.c) ) (any(size(mu_inc)) 

error( 'Mu inc is not a real value greater than 1 . ' ) 
end 
if (-isa(mu_max , 'double ') ) 
l) I 

(mu_max <= 0) 

(-isreal(mu_max)) 

error( ' Mu_max is not a positive real value .') 
end 
if (mu > mu_max) 

error('Mu is greater than Mu_max . ') 
end 

(any(size(mu max)) 

if (-isa (show , ' double ' )) (-isreal (show )) (any(size(show)) -= 1) 

(isfinite(show) & (( show< 1) (round (show) -= show))) 
error( ' Show is not '' NaN '' or a positive integer .') 

end 
if (-isa (time , ' double ' )) (-isreal (t ime )) (any(size(time)) ~= 1) 

( time < 0) 
error ('Time is not zero or a positive real value .') 

end 

% Initialize 
flag stop = 0 ; 
stop= ''; 
startTime = clock; 
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X= getx (net ); 
vector 
numParameters = length(X) ; 
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%Get all weights into a single 

ii = sparse (1 : numParameters , 1 : numParameters , ones(1 , numParameters )); 
[ED , El , Ac , N, Zb , Zi , Zl] = calcperf(net , X, Pd , Tl , Ai , Q, TS) ; 
if (doValidation) 

VV . net = net ; 
vperf = calcperf (net , X, VV . Pd , VV . Tl , VV . Ai , VV . Q, VV . TS ); 
VV . perf = vperf ; 
VV . numFail = 0 ; 

end 
tr = 
newtr(epochs , ' perf ', ' vperf', ' tperf ', ' mu ', ' gamk ', ' ssX ', ' evid ', ' stop ', 't 
esterr '); 

% Initialize regularization parameters 
beta = 1 ; 
alph = zeros(net . numLayers , 1) ; %Initiate the separate alph for each 
layer 
ssX = X' *X ; 
[alphX , alphi,groupnumPara , ssXg] alphXI(net , X, alph); 
perf ED + alphX ' *X; 
gamk groupnumPara; 
beta Q/(2*perf) ; 
alph gamk./(2*beta*ssXg); 
sigma = Se-5 ; %To calculate Hessian matrix 

% Train 
for epoch=O:epochs 

% Jacobian 
[je,jj , normgX]=calcjejj (net,Pd,Zb,Zi,Zl,N,Ac,El,Q,TS,mem_reduc); 

% Training Record 
epochPlus1 = epoch+1; 
tr.perf(epoch+l) =ED; 

% ***************~************~**~* ******* 
tr.mu (epoch+l) = mu; 
%tr.gamk(epoch+1) = gamk ; 
tr . ssX(epoch+l) = ssX; 
if (doValidation) 

tr . vperf ( epochP 1 us 1) vper f; 
end 
if (doTest) 

tr.tperf(epochPlusl) 
calcperf(net,X , TV . Pd,TV.Tl , TV . Ai,TV.Q,TV.TS); 

end 

% Stopping Criteria 
currentTime = etime(clock , startTime) ; 
if (perf <= goal) 

% **************************~************** 

stop= 'Per formance goal met .' ; 
elseif (epoch == epochs) 

stop= ' Maximum epoch reached .'; 
elseif (currentTime > time) 

stop= ' Maximum time elapsed .'; 
elseif (normgX < min grad) 

stop= ' Minimum gradient reached.'; 
elseif (mu > mu_max) 
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stop= ' Maximum MU reached .'; 
elseif (doValidation) & (VV . numFail >max fail ) 

stop= ' Validation stop .'; 
elseif flag_stop 

stop= ' User stop .'; 
end 

% Progress 
if isfinite (show ) & (-rem (epoch , show ) I length (s top )) 

fprintf(this ); 
if isfinite(epochs) fprintf (', Epoch %g/ %g ', epoch , epochs) ; end 
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if isfinite (time ) fpri ntf (', Time %g %% ', currentTime/time/100) ; end 
if isfinite (goal ) fprintf (', %s 

%g/ %g ', upper (ne t . performFcn) , ED , goal ); end 
if isfinite(goal) fprintf( ', SSW %g ', ssX) ; end 
if isfinite (g oal) fprintf( ', Perf %g ', perf) ; end 
if isf i nite (goal ) fpr intf (', Beta %g ', beta) ; end 
%i f isfinite(min_grad) fprintf (', Grad 

%4 . 2e/%4 . 2e ', normgX , min grad) ; end 
%i f isfinite (numParameters ) fprintf(' , #Par 

%4 . 2e/%g ',gamk , numParameters) ; end 
fprintf ( ' \n ') 
%flag stop= plotbr(tr , thls , epoch) ; %User stop . 

if length(stop ) fprintf( ' %s , %s\ n\n' , this ,stop ); end 
end 
if length (stop ), break ; end 

~ APPLY LEVENBERG MARQUARDT : INCREASE MU TILL ERRORS DECREASE 
[alphX ,a lphi , groupnumP ra , ssXg] = alphXI(net , X,alph); 
while (mu <= mu_max ) 

dX = -(jj + ii*mu + alphi) \ (je + alphX) ; 
X2 = X + dX; 
ssX2 
net2 

X2'*X2; 
setx(net , X2); 

[ED2 ,E2,Ac2,N2,Zb2,Zi 2 ,Zl 2] = calcperf(net2 , X2,Pd,Tl , Ai , Q, TS) ; 

[alphX2 ,alphi , groupnumPara , ssXg] = alphXI(net2 , X2 , alph); 
perf2 = ED2 + alphX2 ' *X2 ; 

if (perf2 < perf) & ( ( sum (isinf (dX)) + sum (isnan (dX)) 0 ) 
X = X2; net = net2; Zb = Zb2 ; Zi = Zi2; Zl = Zl2 ; 
N = N2; Ac = Ac2; El = E2 ; ED = ED2 ; 
ssX = ssX2; perf = perf2 ; 
mu = mu * mu dec; 
if (mu < le-20) 

mu = le-20; 
end 
break 

end 
mu = mu * mu inc ; 

end 

if (mu <= mu_max) 
%Calculate Hessian matrix 
%Algorithm: 
%By multiplying a sparse vector p with Hessian matrix this will 

return 
%a collumn of Hessian each time . Follow N iteration we will have 

full 
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%Hessian . (It is because H = H*I (I : identity matrix ) . ) 
gX = - c a lcgx (net , X, Pd , Zb , Zi , Zl , N, Ac , El , ED , Q, TS ) ; 
for i=1 : numPa r a meters 

iden_v = zeros (numParameters , 1 ) ; 
iden v ( i ) = 1 ; 
X_temp = X + sigma*iden v ; 
net_temp = setx (net , X_temp ) ; 
[ED_temp , El , Ac , N, Zb , Zi , Zl] = 

calcperf (net_temp , X temp , Pd , Tl , Ai , Q, TS) ; 
gX_temp = -

calcgx (net_temp , X_temp , Pd , Zb , Zi , Zl , N, Ac , El , ED_temp , Q, TS) ; 
%[alphX_temp , alphi , groupnumPa ra , ssXg] = 

alphXI(net_temp, X_temp , alph ) ; 

end 

%A ( : , i) = (( gX_temp+alphX_temp) - (gX+alphX2) ) /sigma ; 
A (:, i ) = (gX temp- gX ) /sigma ; 

% Update regularization parameters and performance function 
inv_eigalph = 1 . / (eig (A) + diag(alphi) ) ; 
dgamk = zeros(net.numLayers , 1) ; 
for i=1 : net.numLayers 

if ( i==1) 
for j=1 : groupnumPara (i) 
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if (inv_eigalph(j)>O) %omit all negative eigenvalues 

end 

dgamk(i ) = dgamk ( i ) + inv_eigalph ( j ); 
end 

end 
accnum = groupnumPara(i); 

else 

end 

for j=accnum l : accnum+groupnumPara(i) 
if (inv_ igalph(j)>O) 

dgamk(i) = dgamk(i) inv eigalph(j); 
end 

end 
accnum = accnum T groupnumPara(i); 

gamk = groupnumPara- alph . *dgamk; 
for i=1:net.numLayers 

end 
alph 
beta 

if (gamk(i)<O) gamk(i) = 0; end 

gamk . /(2*beta*ssXg) ; 
Q/(2*perf) ; 

% Validation 
if (doValidation) 

vperf = calcperf(net , X,VV.Pd , VV . Tl , VV . Ai , VV.Q , VV . TS) ; 
if (vperf < VV . perf) 

VV . perf = vperf; VV . net =net ; VV . numFail = 0 ; 
elseif (vperf > VV.perf) 

VV . numFail = VV.numFail + 1 ; 
end 

end 

end 

end 

if (doValidation) 
net = VV . net ; 
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end 

% Evidence estimation 
if ( strcmp (stop , ' Performance goal met . ' )) 

Lamda = eig(A) + diag(alphi); 
detA = 1 ; 
fori= 1 : size(Lamda) 

if (Lamda(i) >O ) detA = detA*Lamda(i) ; end 
end 
if ( (detA <= 0 ) I (detA == - Inf )) 
h = net.layers{1}.size; 
evi alph = 0 ; 
evi_gamk = 0; 
for i=1 :ne t . numLayers 

detA = 1e-100; 

if (alph(i) >O ) evi alph = evi alph + 
groupnumPara(i)*log(1/alph(i)); end 

end 

%evi_alph = evi_alph + groupnumPara(i)*log(1/alph(i) ); 
if (gamk( i ) >O ) evi gamk = evi gamk + log(2/gamk(i)); end 

end 
Evid = -beta*perf - O.S*log(detA) - 0 . 5*Q*log (2*pi/beta ) -

O.S*evi alph + ... 
log(factorial(h)) + h*log (2) + O. S*evi gamk + 

O.S*log(2/Q) ; 
tr . evid = Evid ; 
tr . testerr = ED; 
tr.stop = stop ; 

e nd 

%fprintf( ', Beta*perf %g\n ',-beta*perf ); 
%fprintf( ', Log(detA) %g\n ', - 0 . 5*log(detA)); 
%fprintf( ', Log(pi/beta ) %g\n ', -0 . 5*Q*log(2*pi/beta)); 
%fprintf( ', Evi_alph %g\n',-0.5*evi_alph); 
%fprintf (', Log (h!) %g\n ', log (factorial (h))); 
%fprintf( ', h*Log( 2 ) % g\n',h~log(2) ); 
%fprintf(', Evi _ gamk %g\n',O . S*evi_gamk); 
%fp rintf ( ', Log (2/Q) %g\n ', 0. S*log (2 / Q)); 

% Fin ish 
%tr = cliptr(tr , epoch) ; 

C.1.3. AlphXI Function 

This work is based on the Matlab's neural network toolbox. 

function [aX ,a i , gnP ,s sXg] = alphXI(net,x,alph) 
%alphXI calculates the product of alph and weights (aX) , and the 
product of alph and 
%diagona 1 matrix I (a I) . 
% 
% Syntax 
0 -o 
% [aX , ai,gnP , ssXg] alphXI (net ,x,alph) 
% 
% Description 
% 
% This function calculates the product of alph and weights (a X), 
and the product of alph and 
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% diagonal matrix I (ai). 
% 
% [aX , ai , gnP , ssXg] = alphX I (net , x , alph) 
% NET - Neural network . 
% alph - hyperparameters for each groups of weights and 
0 -o ax product of weights and alph 
% a I - diagonal matrix that its diagonal contains the 
% gnP - number of parameters for each group . 
% ssXg - value of group Xg ' *Xg , using to estimate alph 

% Tuyen Hoang , 08-03 - 06 

% Shortcuts 
inputLearn = net . hint.inputLearn ; 
layerLearn = net . hint . layerLearn; 
biasLearn = net.hint.biasLearn ; 
inputWeightind = net.hint . inputWeightind ; 
layerWeightind = net . hint . layerWeightind ; 
biasind = net . hint . biasind ; 

aX= zeros(net.hint.xLen,l) ; 
ai = zeros(length (x)) ; 
gnP= zeros(net . numLayers , l) ; 
ssXg = zeros (net .numLayers , l) ; 
for i=l : net.numLayers 

for j=find(inputLearn(i, :)) 
aX(inputWeightind{i,j}) = x(inputWeightind{i , j})*alph(i) ; 
ai(inputWeightind{i , j} , inputWeightind{i,j}) = alph(i); 

biases. 

alph. 

gnP{i) = gnP ( i ) + size(inputWeightind{i,j} , 2); %only columns 
ssXg(i) = ssXg(i) + 

x (inputWe 1ghtind { i, j}) '*x ( i nputWeightind { i, j}); 
end 
for j=find(layerLearn(i, :)) 

aX(layerWeighLind{i,j}) = x(layerWeightind{i , j})*alph(i); 
ai(JayerWeightind{i,j} , laye~Weightind{i , j}) = alp~(i); 
gnP(i) = gnP(l) + size(layerWeightind{i,j},2); %only c o lumns 
ssXg{i) = ssXg(i) + 

x (layerWeightind{ i, j}) ' *x (layerWeightind{ i, j}); 
end 
if biasLearn(i) 

aX(biasind{i}) = x(biasind{i})*alph(i) ; 
ai(biasind{i} , biasind{i}) = alph(i); 
gnP(i) = gnP(i) + size(biasind{i} , 2) ; %only columns 
ssXg (i) = ssXg (i) + x (biasind{ i}) ' *x (biasind{ i} ); 

end 
end 
v = diag (ai) ; %copy diagonal of this matrix 
ai = diag(v,O ); %create the diagonal matrix have vas its diagonal 

C.2. Control Software- C Code 

This section only presents several main functions of the control program code. 

244 
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C.2.1. we function library.h 

#define SCAN RES 3 
#define MAP 2D RES 1 
#define ENABLE 1 
#define DISABLE 0 
#define ENCODER RES 3600 
#define PI 3 . 1415926535 
#define MAP 2D BUILD TIMING 0 . 10 

-
#define LASER_DAQ_TIMMING 0 . 111 
#define MAIN CTRL TIMMING 0 . 10 
#define USER CTRL TIMMING 0 . 10 
#define MAPPING 2D TIMMING 0 . 2 
#define MAP 2D FRONT ELEMENT 171 

- -
#define MAP 2D REAR ELEMENT 171 
#define LASER DATA SIZE MAX 300 
#define MAP 2D 1DEC SIZE 360 
#define RECTANGLE 1 
#define CIRCLE 0 
#define LASER RANGE MAX 4096 -
#define MAP FILTER THRESHOLD 3 
#define MAP RANGE MAX 5 
#define THRESHOLD STEP 300 
#define NO NEW FREESPACE -1 
#define ACTUAL FREESPACE -2 
#define BREAK 1 
#define INSERT 1 
#define REPLACE 2 
#define MAX FREE SPACE 30 
#define FS THRESHOLD 0 . 5 
#define FIRST LOOP 0 
#define RUNNING LOOP 1 
#define SMALL 1 
#define MEDIUM 2 
#define LARGE ? 

..) 

#define RIGHT EDGE FS 1 
#define MID RIGHT FS 2 
#define MIDDLE FS 3 
#define MID LEFT FS 4 
#define LEFT EDGE FS 5 
#define EDGE FS VAL 30 
#define NORMALISE FACTOR 5 
#define MAX SPEED 0.7 
#define GO BACKWARD 1 
#define GO LEFT 2 
#define GO RIGHT 3 
#define GO FORWARD 4 
#define COMMAND NULL 0 
#define COMMAND DONE 1 
#define COMMAND PERFORMING 2 
#define MANUAL MODE 3 
#define FS MIN SIZE 2 
#define THRESHOLD COEFFICIENT 1 
#define WALL DIS DELAY 30 

#define GOA 1 
#define WCF 2 
#define DOR 3 
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#define IN NUM 42 
#define HID NUM 4 
#define OUT NUM 2 

#define MANUAL CTR MODE 1 
#define AUTOMATIC CTR MODE 2 
#define SAFETY CTR MODE 3 
#define STOP CTR MODE 4 
#define BACKWARD STOP MODE 5 
#define BACKWARD CTR MODE 6 

#define RUN COMMAND 1 
#define STOP COMMAND 0 

#define SAFETY DISTANCE 0 . 15 

#define MAX MANUAL SPEED 1.2 
#define JOYSTICK ZERO SIG 0 . 2 

#define LARGE DENS 
#define SMALL DENS 
#define STE ADJ VAL 

#define CTR MODE DELAY 
#define VEL FILTER 

//Global variable 
//1 . General variables and handles 
int RunStatus, DAQstatus, Laserst tus ; 

//2. URG laser variables 
int DAQstatus; 
int LaserDataSize; 
char command[50]; 
double laserdata[MAP _2D_lDEC_SIZE]; 

1/m/sec 

450 
250 
10 

0 
10 

double laserdat.aX [MAP_2D_lDEC_SIZE], laserdataY [MAP_2D_lDEC __ SIZE]; 
double polarLdata[MAP 2D_lDEC SIZE], Map2Dpolar[MAP 2D_lDEC SIZE]; 

//3. Variables from panel 
int leftbound , rightbound, frontbound , rearbound , safewidth, 
safe length; 
int centerX , centerY, radius , safearea ; 
int laserX , laserY; 
int rearwheeldim , rearaxislength ; 
int compensatingmode ; 

//4. USBl encoder driver 

0; //for speed estimation 
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static unsigned char ModAddress ; 
static long PrevPosSl 0 , PrevPosS2 
static long PrevPosPl = 0 , PrevPosP2 
double dX , dY , dO ; 

0 ; //for position estimation 

double currentposX , currentposY ; 
double velocity encod, steering encod ; 

//5 . 2D Map variables 
double Laser2DMapX[MAP 2D lDEC SIZE] ; 
before transform 
double Laser2DMapY[MAP_2D_lDEC_SIZE] ; 
double Map2DX[MAP 2D_lDEC SIZE] ; 

//Real odometry map 

//Real odometry map 
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double Map2DY[MAP_2D_1DEC_SIZE] ; 
double DimMap2DX[MAP_2D lDEC SIZE] ; 
compensation map 
double DimMap2DY[MAP_2D_lDEC_SIZE] ; 
double polar2Dmap[MAP 2D_1DEC SIZE] ; 
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//Dimension 

//6 . Display graphic support variables 
double wheelchairX[S], wheelchairY[S] ; 
middle of the map 

//Draw the wheelchair in the 

//7 . Control variables 
double densFW , densR , densL ; 
double velocity , steering , threshold; 
int desiredFSindex , indexFS , runloop ; 
int directionstate , desireddirection ; 
double normalisedFS[MAP 2D lDEC SIZE/2] ; 
int numFS , numposdir , currentdir , controlcommand; 
int target , preFS_B , preFS_E , curFSindex ; 
int usercommand , copycommand , commandstate; 
int comleft , comright, comfor, comback , countevent ; 
int countleft, countright, countfor, countback; 
int alph, presteering , loopcount ; 
int countURGerr; 
double leftbar , rightbar; 
double leftbarX , leftbarY , rightbarX, rightbarY ; 
double rforceX, rforceY , aforceX, aforceY , forceX, forceY; 
double forceR , forceL , forceT, genspeed; 
int ctrlmotorstate; 
float64 forsignal , revsignal , rigsignal , lefsignal; 
int leftwall , wallcountleft; 
int rightwall , wallcountright; 
int leftbeginscanrestore, rightbeginscanrestore; 
int modeflash, automode; 
int operatingmode, backwardmode , runstate; 
int userintentlon , backwstop, keybrdco~nand; 

int modedelay, timesta~p; 

double wheelcoef, commandvalid; 
double velarray[20]; 

//7.2 2D mapping variables 
double Xpos[2], Ypos[2], Opos[2]; 

//8 . DAQ process 
int DAQdataindex , newfile; 

//9 . Struct definded here 
typedef struct{ 

do ble LaserPolar[MAP 2D lDEC SIZE/2]; 
double FS B; 
double FSB dis; -
double FS E; 
double FSE dis ; 
double den sF; 
double densL ; 
double densR; 
double target; 
double genspeed; 
double rforceX; 
double rforceY ; 
double forceR; 
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double aforceX ; 
double afo rceY; 
double forceL ; 
double f orceX ; 
double forceY ; 
double forceT ; 
double velocity ; 
double steering ; 

DAQdata ; 
DAQdata DAQthisdata ; 

typedef struct{ 
double FS B; 
double FSB dis ; 
double FS E; 
double FSE_dis ; 
double priority ; 
int type FS; 

FreeSpace ; 
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FreeSpace FSspace[MAX FREE SPACE] ; 
FS 

//Contain the information of whole 

//int posdirection[MAX_FREE_SPACE*S]; 
directions extracted from these FSs 

typedef struct{ 
double InputWeight[HID_NUM*IN_NUM] ; 
double InputBias[HID_NUM] ; 
double LayerWeight[OUT_NUM*HID NUM]; 
double LayerBias[OUT_NUM]; 

FFNNetS ruct ; 
FFN etStruct netstruct; 

//10. Control motor variables 
TaskHandle velocitytask, steeringtask; 

//contain the posible 

TaskHandle forwardtask , reverttask, righttask, lefttask ; 

//Function declaration 
int CVICALLBACK Build2DMap (int reserved , int theTimerid, int event, 

voi *callbackData, in eventDatal , 
int eventData2); 

int CVICALLBACK LaserdataDAQ (int reserved , int theTimerld, int event, 
void *callbackData , int eventDatal , 
int eventData2) ; 

int CVICALLBACK WheelchairMainControlThread (int reserved , int 
theTimerid , int event , 

void xcallbackData , int eventDatal , 
int eventData2) ; 

int CVICALLBACK UserControlThread (int reserved , int theTimerid , int 
event , 

void *callbackData, int eventDatal, 
int eventData2 ); 

int CVICALLBACK Mapping2DThread (int reserved, int theTimerld , int 
event , 

void GetCtrlPara (void) ; 
void Init2DMap (void) ; 

//Init the URG sensor by sending : 

void *callbackData , int eventDatal , 
int eventData2) ; 
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//Input 
II 1 . Comport : specifies the COM to request data . 
II 2 . Res : resolution= 380/1024*res . 
II 3 . BegAng : Begin scan angle (- 30 to 240 ) 
II 4 . EndAngle : Endding scan angle (-30 to 240 ) 
//Output 
II 1 . Return value is size of laser data . 
II 2 . Return command to drive the URG . 
int InitURG (int comport , int res , int BegAng , int EndAng , char 
*command ); 

//Collect laser data from port . 
//Input : 
II 1 . Comport: specifies the COM to request data. 
II 2 . sizeofLdata : size of laser data provided by the InitURG 
function . 
II 3 . Command : Commmand to drive the URG provided by InitURG 
function . 
//Output : 
II 1 . laserdata : pointer to laser data 
II 2 . Reading staus : 1 data is OK, 0 no data. 
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int LaserDataPolar (int comport, int sizeofLdata , int *laserdata , char 
*command); 

//Collect XY laser data from port. 
//Input : 
II 1. Comport: specifies the COM to request data. 
II 2 . sizeofLdata: size of laser data provided by the InitURG 
function . 
II 3. Command : Commmand to drive the URG provided by InitURG 
function. 
/ /Output:: 
II 1. laserdataX: pointer to X axis laser data 
II 2. laserdataY: pointer to Y axis laser data 
II 3. Reading status: 1 data is OK , 0 no data. 
int LaserDataXY (int compor , int sizeofLdata, double *laserdataX, 
double *laserda.taY, int res, char *command); 

//Collect laser data from port. 
//Input: 
II 1. Comport : specifies the COM to request data. 
II 2 . sizeofLdata: size of laser data provided by the InitURG 
function. 
II 3 . Command: Commmand to drive the URG provided by InitURG 
function . 
II 4. Filter : enable filter for laser dat:a 
//Output : 
II 1 . laserdataX : pointer to X axis laser data 
II 2. laserdataY : pointer to Y axis laser data 
II 3 . Reading status : 1 data is OK , 0 no data. 
II 4 . Laserdata : polar data for display 
int LaserDataDAQ (int comport , int sizeofLdata , double *laserdataX , 
double *laserdataY , 

double *laserdata , int res , char *command) ; 

//Filter the noise fLom the laserdata . 
void Laserdatafilter (int sizeofLdata, double *laserdata , double 
threshold); 

//Close URG sensor operation . 
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void CloseURG (int comport) ; 

//Speed elements 
//Compute the elements of speed (velocity and turning rate) each step 
of timming . 
//Input : 
II 1 . ModAddress : USBl address 
II 2. PrevPosl : 1st Encoder value of previous step 
II 3. PrevPos2 : 2nd Encoder value of previous step 
II 4. rearwheeldim: the dimention of the rear wheel 
II 5 . rearaxislength: the distance between rear wheels 
//Outputs : 
II 1 . PrevPosl: Remember 1st Encoder value for next step 
II 2 . PrevPos2: Remember 2nd Encoder value for next step 
II 3. DeltaOis : Velocity element 
II 4. DeltaPhi: Turning rate element 
void SpeedElementEstimation (unsigned char ModAddress, long *PrevPosl , 
long *PrevPos2 , double *DeltaOis , double *OeltaPhi, 

rearaxislength); 

//Move data to the new position 
//Input : 
II 1 . dX: new position in X axis 
II 2 . dY: new pisition in Y axis 
II 3 . dO: turning angle to new position 
II 4. sizeofLdata: size of data 
II 5. inputdataX 
II 6 . inputdataY 
//Ou put : 
II l. outpu dataX 
II 2. outputdataY 
II 3. index of 90o element. 

int rearwheeldim, int 

void MoveDataXYO (double dX, double dY , double dO, double *inputdat X, 
double *inputdataY, 

double *outputdataX, double 
*outputdataY, int sizeofL ata); 

//Reoganise laser data to create the 20 map 
//Reform all the data to ldeg resolution. 
//Input : 
II 1. dataX : x value of data 
II 2 . dataY: y value of the data 
II 3 . sizeofdata: size of data 
//Out:put : 
II l. polardata: output data in form of polar 
void ReformOata (const double *dataX , const double *dataY , double 
*polardata , int sizeofdata) ; 

//Join the new laser data with old 20map to build the new 20 map 
void Buildnew20map (double *Lpolar, double *Map2Dpolar, double 
*Map20X, double *Map20Y) ; 

//Update display function 
void UpdateDisplayXY (double *datainX , double *datainY , double 
*dataoutX , double *dataoutY , int sizeofdata , int mode); 

//Compensate the wheelchair dimension. Rectangular type . 
//Input : 
II 1 . Map20X: data of 20 map 
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II 2 . Map20Y : data of 20 map 
II 3 . leftbound , rightbound , frontbound , rearbound , safewidth , 
safelength : dimensions of the wheelchair 
II these dimensions are the boundaries that are accounted from the 
center of the driver wheels 
II to the left , right , ... boundaries of the wheelchair . All are in 
mm . 
//Output : 
II 1 . polar20map : the real freespace after the compensating 
algorithm is applied. 
void RecOimComp20Map (const double *Map20X , const double *Map20Y , 
double *polar20map , 

int leftbound , int rightbound , int 
frontbound , int rearbound , int safewidth , int safelength); 
void RecOimComp20MapSim (const double *Map20X , const double *Map20Y , 
double *polar20map , 

int leftbound , int rightbound , int 
frontbound , int rearbound , int safewidth , int safelength) ; 

//Compensate the wheelchair dimension. Circular type . 
//Input : 
II 1. Map20X: data of 20 map 
II 2. Map20Y: data of 20 map 
II 3. centerX , centerY, radius , safearea : dimensions of the 
wheelchair 
II these dimensions are the boundaries that are accounted from the 
center of the driver wheels 
I I to the left, right, .. . boundaries of the wheelchair. All are in 
mm. 
//Output: 
II 1. polar20map: the real freespace after the compensating 
algori hm is applied. 
void CirOimComp20Map (const double *Map20X, const double *Map20Y, 
double *polar20map, 

int centerX, int centerY, int radius, 
int safearea); 

//Find the posible directlon in the freespace 
//Input: 
II 1. datapolar: the 180 value of front polar data 
//Output: 
II 1. freespace: the array that contains the information of all the 
FSs. 
II the information is the begin and the end of the freespaces 
II 2. numFS: is the number of free space found 
int FindPosibleOirection (const double *datapolar , FreeSpace 
*freespace , double threshold); 
void UpThresholdFS (const double *datapolar , double subthres, int 
runloop, double *beg , double *end); 

//Find the posible direction in the normalizing freespace 
//Input : 
II 1. datapolar: the 180 value of front polar data 
//Output: 
II 1 . freespace: the array that contains the information of all the 
FSs. 
II the information is the begin and the end of the freespaces 
II 2 . numFS : is the number of free space found 
II 3 . normalisedFS: the FS space after it is normailised 
II 4 . posdirection: the posible directions extracted from these FSs 
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II S . *numposdir : number of these posible directions 
int F indPosDirNor FS (const double *da tapolar , FreeSpa ce *freespace , 
double *normalisedFS ) ; 
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//int FindPosDirNor FS (const double *datapolar , FreeSpace *freespace , 
II int *posdirection , int *numposdir , 
double *normalisedFS ) ; 

//Lock into the desired freespace 
//Input : 
II 1 . datapolar : the 180 value of front polar data 
II 2 . preFS_B : the value of begin of free space at previous step 
II 3 . preFS_E : the value of end of the free space at previous step 
II if preFS B, pre FS E equal ZERO together the criterion to find 
desired 
II free space is the biggest one or the one right in front of the 
wheelchair . 
II Otherwise , this function based on these parameters to find 
II the nearest free space to previous one . 
//Output : 
II 1. index is the index to the desired FS in the freespace array 
int LocktoFS (double *datapolar , double preFS_B , double preFS E , 
FreeSpace *FSspace, int numFS) ; 

//DAQ function : write data to a text file 
//Input : 
II 1 . newfile: handle of the text file 
II 2. index: the index of the data 
II 3. FrontDimPolar: laser data 
void DAQFunction (int newfile, int index , DAQdata DAQthisdata); 

//Obstacle density 
//Input: 
II 1. polardata 
II 2. sizeofdata: size of polar data 
//Output: 
II 1 . densFW : density of obstacle in front of the robot (60-120 
deg) 
II 2. densR: density of obstacle in the Right of he robot (0-
60deg) 
II 3. densL : density of obstacle in the Left of the robot (120-
180deg) 
void ObstacleDensity (double *polardata , int sizeofdata, double 
*densFW , 

double *densR , double *densL, 
double "maxval , 

double *minval , double 
*mindirection) ; 

//Control motor : This function will convert the ref speeds (velocity 
m/s , 
//and steering rad/s) to volts respectively . This process is based on 
the 
//characteristic of the speeds read by encoders and volts that set by 
USB6008 . 
//Input : 
II 1. Velocity : the ref velocity [0 -> 1] m/s 
II 2 . Steering: the ref steering [0 -> 90] dec/s for the turn right 
command 
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II [ - 90 -> 0] dec/s for 
the turn left command 
//Output 
II l . State : if the function return 1 it ' s finished 
int Motoreontrol (double velocity , double steering ); 

//Update moving direction 
//Input : 
II l . control : the event from keyboard or Head movement 
II 2 . FSspace : the posible directions for wheelchair to move 
II 3 . directionstate : indicate the current direction in such a FS 
II 4 . numofFS : number of posible FSs 
//Output : 
II l . currentFS : the current FS for wheelchair 
II 2. directionstate : state of dir in current FS 
II 3 . desireddirection : the desired dir that produces the steering 
for we 
int UpdateMovingDir (int control , int *posdirection , int numposdir , 
int currentindex); 

//Lock on the desired direction 
//Input : 
II l . FSspace: set of FS for wheelchair . 
II 2 . dirstate : state of dir 
II 3. currentFS: the current FS 
//Output : 
II l . direction: update the new direction 
II 2. dirstate: update new state of this direction in the current 
FS 
void LockonDirection (FreeSpace *FSspace, int currentFS, int 
*dirstate, int *direction); 

//Maintain the current direction 
//Input: 
II 1. posdirection: posible directions to move 
II 2. numposdir: nu~ber of posible di~ec~ions 
II 4. direction: the current direction 
//Output: 
II 1 . direction: return the new direction 
II 3. the index of that direction 
int MaintainDirection (int *posdirection, int numposdir, int 
*direction) ; 

//UpdateTargetAuto : Update target automatically based on the current 
target 
//and current situation (environment). At the verry beginning the 
target is 
//90 degree and then update to the suitable direction. 
//Input: 
II l. preFS_B : the value of begin of free space at previous step 
II 2. preFS_E : the value of end of the free space at previous step 
II 3. FSspace : the posible directions 
II 4. numofFS : the number of FSs 
II S . curpose : the current pose of the we that is used update new 
target 
//Output : 
II l. target : new target for we 
II 2 . index : index of active FS. 
int UpdateTargetAuto (int preFS B, int preFS E, int *target , FreeSpace 
*FSspace , int numofFS , double curpose) ; 
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//Shared stra tegy function : this function finds out the ne w target fo r 
we .. . 
//if find new target is avail a ble among FS cadida tes : 
II 1- Up d a te new target 
II 2- Switch to automatic mode 
II 3- indicate the command is done 
//if not (WC can not navigate in t h e direction guided by the command ) 
II 1- Switch to ma nual mode (follow user intruction ) 
II 2- indicate the command is done 
//if the new target can not find in that direction and no user 
intension following : 
II 1- indicate the command is not done to wait until this command 
is done . 
II 
//Input : 
II 1- FSspace : posible directions and based on them the command 
will be done 
II 2- numofFS : the number of FSs 
II 3- command : the command from user 
II 4- curFSindex: current FS 
//Output : 
II 1- curFSlndex: new FS if available 
II 2- target : new target for we 
II 3- return value : 
II COMMAND DONE : if the command is done and new FS is 
availble . 
II 
performed 
II 
target. 

COMMAND PERFORMING: waiting for the command to be 

MANUAL MODE: switch to manual mo e and the value is new 

int SharedFunction (Free~pace *FSspace, int numofFS, int usercommand, 
int *curFSindex, int *target) ; 
int SharedCostFunction (FreeSpace *FSspace, int numofFS , int 
usercornmand, int +curFSindex, lnt *target); 

//Find FSs by using threshold 
//Input: 
II 1. dat polar: the laser data 
II 2. threshold: threshold to determine FSs 
//Output : 
II 1. freespace: 
II 2 . return: number of FSs 
int ThresholdFreespace (double *datapolar, FreeSpace *freespace , 
double threshold) ; 

//Door passing task 
//Input: 
II 1. density : density to determine the general speed for we . 
II 2 . leftbar_pos : the posotlon of the left door bar. 
II 3. rightbar_ pos : the posotion of the right door bar . 
II 4 . leftbar dis: the distance to the left door bar . 
II S . rightbar pos : the distance to the right door bar. 
II 6 . rearwheel : the dimention of the rearwheel 
//Output : 
II 1 . velocity : directly to control motor 
II 2 . steering : 
void DoorPassingTask (double *polardata , double leftbar_pos , double 
rightbar pos , 
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double density , double target , double 
*velocity , double *steering ); 

//Wall and corridor following task 
//Input : 
II 1 . density : density to determine the general speed for we . 
II 2 . target : 
//Output : 
II 1. velocity : directly to control motor 
II 2 . steering : 
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void WallFollowTask (double density , double target , double *velocity , 
double *steering) ; 

//General obstacle avoidance task 
//Input : 
II 1 . *polardata: obstacle around the wheelchair . 
II 2 . density : density infront of the wheelchair. 
II 3 . target : where we want to go. 
//Output : 
II 1 . velocity: directly to control motor 
II 2. steering : 
void GeneralOATask (double *polardata, double density , double target, 
double *velocity , double *steering) ; 

//Manual mode : control the wheelchair by keyboard or headmovement 
void ManualControlMode(int command , double *velocity, double 
*steering); 
int ManualControlJoyS (double velocity , double steering ); 

//load the neural network weight from text file 
void Function_LoadFFNNetPara (FFNNetStruct *netstruct) ; 
//Compute the outpu of n~ 
void Func ion CompOutFFNNet(double *netinput , double *netoutput , 
FFNNetStruct *netstruct); 
//Get input values for network 
void Functlon GetNNetinput (double *netinput, double *polardata, 
double density , double target); 

//GetJoinstickSignal: collect the control data from Joinstick 
//Output: 
II 1. forsignal: forward signal 
II 2 . revsignal 
II 3 . rigsignal 
II 4. lefsignal 
void GetJoinstickSignal (float64 *forsignal , float64 *revsignal , 
float64 *rigsignal, float64 *lefsignal); 

void ObstalceLeftRight(double *polardata, FreeSpace *FSspace , int 
curFSindex , int numFS , double *leftave , double *rightave); 

C.2.2. WC function library.c 

#include <NIDAQmx . h> 
#include <userint . h> 
#include <rs232 . h> 
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#include <ansi c . h > 
#include <utility . h> 
#include <formati o . h> 
#include "WC function library . h " 
#include " EncoderDLL . h " 
#include " OA Project . h " 

//Init the URG sensor by sending : 
//Input 
II 1 . Comport : specifies the COM to request data . 
II 2 . Res: resolution= 380/1024*res . 
II 3 . BegAng : Begin scan angle (- 30 to 240 ) 
II 4 . EndAngle : Endding scan angle (- 30 to 240) 
//Output 
II 1. Return value is size of laser data . 
II 2 . Return command to drive the URG . 
int InitURG (int comport , int res , int BegAng , int EndAng , char 
*command) 
{ 

int inqlen ; 
char commandtemp[SO] , temchar[SO] ;; 
//1 . Initialising COM port 

OpenComConfig (comport , "", 19200 , 0 , 8 , 1 , 2000 , 2000) ; 

//Change baud rate 
sprintf (commandtemp , " S7500000000000\n"); 
ComWrt (comport, commandtemp, strlen(commandtemp)) ; 
Delay(0 . 1); 

CloseCom (comport); 
OpenComConfig (comport, 

//2. Start Laser sensor 

750000, 0 , 8, 1 , 2000 , 2000 ); 

BegAng = 128 + (int) (BegAng*1024/360); 
sprintf (commandtemp, "G"); 
Fmt (temchar, " % ~< % i", BegAng); 
strcat(commandtemp , temchar); 
EndAng = 128 + (int) (EndAng+-1024/360); 
Fmt (temchar, " %s< %i", EndAng); 
strcat(commandtemp , temchar); 
if (res<10) { 

else{ 

F'mt (temchar, " %s< %i ", res) ; 
strcat(commandtemp, " 0"); 
strcat(commandtemp, temchar) ; 

Fmt (temchar, " %s< %i ", res) ; 
strcat(commandtemp , temchar ); 

strcat (commandtemp , " \n "); 
ComWrt (comport, commandtemp , strlen(commandtemp )); 
Delay (0.1 ); 

sprint£ (command, commandtemp) ; 

return ( (int) ( (EndAng - BegAng) /res ) 1) ; 

//Collect laser data from port . 
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//Input : 
II 1 . Comport : specifies the COM to request data . 
II 2 . sizeofLdata : size of laser data provided by the InitURG 
function . 
II 3 . Command: Commmand to drive the URG provided by InitURG 
function . 
II 4 . Filter : enable filter for laser data 
//Output : 
II 1 . laserdataX : pointer to X axis laser data 
II 2 . laserdataY : pointer to Y axis laser data 
II 3 . Reading status : 1 data is OK , 0 no data . 
II 4 . Laserdata : polar data for display 
int LaserDataDAQ (int comport , int sizeofLdata , double *laserdataX , 
double *laserdataY , 

int 
char 

double *laserdata , int res , char *command) 

inqlen , i , count=O ; 
*data temp ; 

inqlen = GetinQLen (comport) ; 
if (abs (inqlen - sizeofLdata*2) < 48) { 

//1. Read data from port 
datatemp = malloc(inqlen); 
ComRd (comport, datatemp , inqlen) ; 
CopyString (datatemp , 0 , datatemp , 12 , inqlen-14) ; 
FlushinQ (comport); 
FlushOutQ (comport); 

//2. Request new laser data from port 
ComWrt (comport , command, strlen(comman )); 

//3. Convert data to int ype 
for (l=O;i <inqlen ;i++) 

if (datatemp[i] != 10) { 
datatemp[count] = datatemp[i] - 48; 
count = count+J.; 

for ( i=O; i<si zeofLdata; i ++) { 
1 serdata[i] = datatemp[i*2]*64 + datatemp[i~2+1]; 
if ( (laserdata[i] <= 20) II (laserdata[i] > 4096)) 

laserdata[i] = LASER_RANGE_MAX; 
} 
for(i=O; i<sizeofLdata; i+ ) { 

laserdataX(i] = 
laserdata[i]*cos(i*2*3.14159/1024*res)/1000; 

laserdataY[i] = 
laserdata[i]*sin(i*2*3 . 14159/1024*res)/1000; 

//laserdata[i] = sqrt(pow(laserdataX[i],2) + 
pow(laserdataY[i) , 2)) ; 

} 
return ( 1); 

else 
return (0); 

//Close URG sensor opera ion. 
void CloseURG (int comport) 

//Read data status is OK. 

//No data is collected 
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CloseCom (comport ); 

//Move data to the new position 
//Input : 
II 1 . dX: new position in X axis 
II 2 . dY : new pisition in Y axis 
II 3 . dO : turning angle to new position 
II 4 . sizeofLdata: size of data 
II 5 . inputdataX 
II 6 . inputdataY 
//Output : 
II 1. outputdataX 
II 2 . outputdataY 
II 3 . index of 90o element . 
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void MoveOataXYO (double dX , double dY , double dO , double *inputdataX , 
double *inputdataY , 

double *outputdataX , double 
*outputdataY , int sizeofLdata) 
{ 

int i; 
double tempX , tempY ; 

dX = (double)dX/1000; 
dY = (double)dY/1000; 
for (i = 0; i < sizeofLdata ; i++) { 

tempX (inputdat X[i] - dX)*cos(dO) + (inputdataY[i] -
d Y) *sin (dO) ; 

tempY -(input alaX[i] - dX)*sin(dO) + (inputdataY[i] -
dY)*cos(dO); 

outputdataX[i] 
outputdataY[i] 

tempX; 
tempY ; 

I /Compensate the vJheelchair dimension. Rectangular type. 
//Input: 
II 1 . Map20X: data of 20 map 
II 2. Map20Y: data of 20 map 
II 3. leftbound , rightbound , frontbound, rearbound, safewidth, 
safelength : dimensions of the wheelchair 
II these dimensions are the boundaries that are accounted from the 
center of the driver wheels 
II to the left , right, ... boundaries of the wheelchair . All are in 
mm . 
//Output : 
II 1. polar20map: the real freespace after the compensating 
algorithm is applied . 
void RecOimComp20Map (const double *Map20X , const double *Map20Y, 
double *polar20map, 

int leftbound, int rightbound , int 
frontbound , int rearbound , int safewidth, int safelength) 
{ 

int i , j, num , beg, index; 
double ax , aY , bX , bY , eX, cY , dX , dY ; 
double ang , angl, ang2; 
double templ , temp2 , range ; 
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leftbound = leftbound + safewidth ; 
rightbound = rightbound + safewidth ; 
frontbound = frontbound + safelength ; 
rearbound = rearbound + safelength; 

for (i = 0 ; i < MAP_2D_1DEC SIZE ; i++ ) { 
111 . Compensate the wheelchair dimension for AB 
aX = Map2DX [i) + (double) (leftbound ) 11000 ; 
aY = Map2DY [i) + (double) (rearbound ) 11000 ; 
ang1 = atan2(aY , aX); 
if (ang1 < 0) ang1 = 2*PI + ang1; 
bX = Map2DX[i) - (double) (r ightbound)l1000 ; 
bY= Map2DY[i) + (double ) (rearbound ) l1000 ; 
ang2 = atan2(bY,bX) ; 
if (ang2 < 0) ang2 = 2*PI + ang2 ; 
112 . Find the bigin angle to compensate and number of 

compensated element 
if ( (ang1 >3*PII2 ) && (ang2<PII2)) { 

num = RoundRealToNearestinteger (( 2*PI- (ang1-
ang2)) I (2*PII360)); 

} 
else 

if ( (ang2>3*PII2) && (a ng1<PII2 )) { 
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num = RoundRealToNearestinteger (( 2*PI- (ang2 
- ang1))1(2*PII360)) ; 

ang1 = ang2; 

else{ 
num RoundRealToNearestinteger((ang1 

ang2) I (2*PII360)) ; 
num abs ( num) ; 
if (angl>ang2) ang1 = ang2; 

beg= RoundRealToNearestinteger(ang11(2*PII360)); 
113 . Compensa t ing method for AB 
for (j = 0; j < num; j++) { 

Ill . Compute ranges to obstacle 
temp1 aYitan(angl + j (2*PII360)); llx[j] 
temp2 = sqrt(templ*templ + aY*aY); 
if (j + beg >= 360) index = j + beg - 360 ; 
else index = j + beg ; 
if (temp2<polar2Dmap[index)) { 

polar2Dmap[index) = temp2 ; 

Ill . Compensate the wheelchair dimension for BC 
eX = Map2DX [i) - (double) (rightbound ) 11000 ; 
cY = Map2DY[i) - (double) (frontbound)l1000; 
ang1 = atan2(cY,cX) ; 
if (ang1 < 0 ) angl = 2"""PI + ang1 ; 
bX = Map2DX[ij - (double) (rightbound) 11000 ; 
bY= Map2DY[i] + (double) (rearbound)l1000; 
ang2 = atan2(bY,bX); 
if (ang2 < 0) ang2 = 2*PI + ang2; 
112 . Find the bigin angle to compensate and number of 

compensated element 
if ( (ang1>3*PII2) && (ang2<PII2) ) { 
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num RoundRealToNearestinteger ( (2*PI - (ang1 -
ang2 ) ) / (2*PI/ 360 )); 

} 
else 

if ( (ang2>3*PI/2 ) && (ang1 <PI/2 )) { 
num = RoundRealToNearestinteger( (2*PI - (ang2 

- ang1))/(2*PI/360)) ; 
ang1 = ang2 ; 

else{ 
num RoundRealToNearestinteger((ang1 

ang2)/(2*PI/360)) ; 
num abs (n um ); 
if (ang1>ang2 ) ang1 = ang2 ; 

beg= RoundRealToNearestinteger(angl/(2*PI/360 )); 
//3 . Compensating method for BC 
for ( j = 0 ; j < n urn ; j + + ) { 

//1. Compute r anges to obstacle 
temp1 cX*tan (ang1 + j*(2*PI/360)) ; //x[j] 
temp2 = sqrt(temp1*temp1 + cX*cX ); 
if ( j + beg >= 360 ) index = j + beg - 360 ; 
else index = j + beg ; 
if (temp2<polar2Dmap[index]) { 

polar2Dmap[index] = temp2 ; 

//1 . Compensate the wheelchair dimension for CD 
eX= Map2DX(i] - (double) (rightbound)/1000; 
cY = Map2DY[i]- (double)(frontbound)/1000; 
ang1 = atan2(cY 1 cX); 
if (angl < 0) ang1 = 2*PI + ang1; 
dX = Map2DX[i] t (double) (leftbound)/1000; 
dY = Map2DY[i] - (double) (frontbound)/1000; 
ang2 = atan2(dY,dX); 
if (ang2 < 0) ang2 = 2*PI + ang2 ; 
//2 . Find the bigin angle to compensate and number of 

compensated element 
if ( (ang1>3*PI/2) && (ang2<PI/2)) { 

num = RoundRealToNearestinteger( (2*PI- (ang1-
ang2)) I (2*PI/360 )); 

} 
else 

if ( (ang2>3*PI/2) && (angl<PI/2)) { 
num = RoundRealToNearestinteger ( (2*PI - (ang2 

- angl) ) /(2*PI/360 )); 
angl = ang2 ; 

else{ 
num RoundRealToNearestinteger( (angl 

ang2)/(2*PI/360)); 
num abs (num); 
if (angl>ang2) angl = ang2; 

beg= RoundRealToNearestinteger(angl/ (2*PI/360 )); 
//3 . Compensating method for CD 
for ( j = 0 ; j < n urn ; j + + ) { 

//1. Compute ranges to obstacle 
templ = cY/tan (angl + j*(2*PI/360)) ; //x[j] 
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temp2 = sqrt(temp1*temp1 + cY*cY) ; 
if ( j + beg >= 360) index = j + beg - 360 ; 
else index = j + beg ; 
if (temp2<polar20map[index]) { 

polar20map[index] = temp2 ; 

//1 . Compensate the wheelchair dimension for OA 
aX= Map20X[i] + (double) (leftbound)/1000; 
aY = Map20Y [i) + (double) (rearbound) /1000 ; 
ang1 = atan2(aY,aX); 
if (ang1 < 0) ang1 = 2*PI + ang1; 
dX = Map20X[i) + (double) (leftbound) /1000 ; 
dY = Map20Y[i) - (double) (frontbound)/1000; 
ang2 = atan2(dY,dX); 
if (ang2 < 0) ang2 = 2*PI + ang2; 
//2 . Find the bigin angle to compensate and number of 

compensated element 
if ( (ang1 >3*PI/2 ) && (ang2 <PI/2) ) { 

num = RoundRealToNearestinteger ((2*PI- (ang1-
ang2))/(2*PI/360)); 

} 
else 

if ( (ang2 >3*PI/2 ) && (ang1<PI/2)) { 
num = RoundRealToNearestlnteger((2*PI- (ang 2 

- angl))/(2*PI/360)) ; 
angl = ang2; 

else{ 
num RoundRealToNearestinteger((ang1 

ang2) I (2*PI/360)); 
num abs (num) ; 
if ( ngl>ang2) ang1 = ang2; 

beg= RoundRealToNearestinteger(angl/(2*PI/360)); 
//3 . Compensating method for OA 
for ( j = 0 ; j < n urn; j + + ) { 

//1. Compute ranges to obstacle 
templ aX*tan(ang1 + j*(2*PI/360)) ; //x[j] 
temp2 = sqrt(temp1*templ + aX*aX); 
if (j + beg >= 360) index = j + beg - 360 ; 
else index = j + beg; 
if (temp2<polar20map[index]) { 

polar20map[index] = temp2; 

//Compensate the wheelchair dimension. Circular type. 
//Input : 
II 1 . Map20X: data of 20 map 
II 2. Map20Y: data of 20 map 
II 3 . centerX, centerY, radius, safearea : dimensions of the 
wheelchair 
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II these dimensions are the boundaries that are accounted from the 
center of the driver wheels 
II to the left , right , ... boundaries of the wheelchair . All are in 
mm . 
//Output : 
II I . polar2Dmap : the real freespace after the compensating 
algorithm is applied . 
void CirDimComp2DMap (const double *Map2DX , const double *Map2DY , 
double *polar2Dmap , 

int centerX , int centerY , int radius , 
int safearea) 

int i , j , num, index ; 
double tempX , tempY, range , phi ; 
double rangetemp , phitempi , phitemp2 , radtemp ; 

radtemp = (double ) (radius + safearea) /IOOO; 

for (i = 0 ; i < MAP_2D_IDEC SIZE ; i++) { 
tempX Map2DX[i] - (double) (centerX)/IOOO; 
tempY Map2DY [i] - (double) (centerY) /IOOO ; 
range sqrt(tempX*tempX + tempY*tempY); 
phi= atan2(tempY , tempX); 
if (phi < 0) phi = 2*PI + phi ; 
if (radtemp > range) range = radtemp ; 
num = 

RoundRealToNearestinteger(asin(radtemp/range)/(2*PI/360)); 
for ( j = 0 ; j < n urn ; j + + ) { 

rangetemp = range*cos(j*(2*PI/360)) -
sqrt(pow(radtemp,2) - pow(range*sin(j*(2*PI/360)) , 2)); 

phi empi =phi+ j*(2*PI/360); 
phitemp2 =phi- j*(2*PI/360); 
if (phitempl = 2*PI) phitempi = phitempl - 2*PI; 
if (phitempl < 0) phitempi = phitempl + 2*PI; 
if (phitemp2 >= 2*PI) phitemp2 = phitemp2 - 2*PI; 
if (phitemp2 < 0) phitemp2 = phitemp2 + 2*PI; 
index = 

RoundRealToNearestinteger(phitempi/(2*PI/360) ); 

= rangetemp; 

if (index >=360) index = index - 360; 
if (index < 0) index = 0; 
if (polar2Dmap[index] > rangetemp) polar2Dmap[index] 

index = 
RoundRealToNearestlnteger(phitemp2/(2*PI/360) ); 

range temp; 
} 

if (index >=360) index = index - 360; 
if (index < 0) index = 0; 
if (polar2Dmap[index] > rangetemp) polar2Dmap[index] 

//Lock into the desired freespace 
//Input: 
II I . datapolar : the 180 value of front polar data 
II 2 . preFS_B : the value of begin of free space at previous step 
II 3 . preFS E : the value of end of the free space at previous step 
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II if pre FS_B , pre FS E equal ZERO together the criterion to find 
desired 
II free space is the biggest one or the one right in front of the 
wheelchair . 
II Otherwise , this function based on these parameters to find 
II the ne a rest free space to previous one. 
//Output : 
II 1 . index is the index to the desired FS in the freesp a ce array 
II 2 . directionstate : update the state of directionstate if 
neccessary 
II 3 . desireddirection : pdate the state of desireddirection if 
neccessa r y 
int LocktoFS (double *datapolar , double preFS B, double preFS E, 
FreeSpace *FSspace , int numofFS) 
{ 

int i , index , temp , rem ; 

index = 0 ; rem = 0 ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < numofFS ; i++ ) { 

//1 . At the beginning : find the FS in front of the 
wheelchair 

if ((preFS B == O)&&(preFS_E == 0)) { 
temp= abs((FSspace[index] . FS B + 

FSspace[index] .FS E)/2- 90 ); 

90)<temp) { 

else{ 

if (abs((FSspace[i] . FS B + FSspace[i] . FS E)/2-

index = i; 
rem = 1; //Get a FS o return 

if (((abs(preFS_B-
FSspace[i] .FS B)<=10)&&(abs(preFS_E- FSspace[i] .FS E)<=10))&& 

(abs(abs(preFS E- preFS B) -
abs(FSspace[i] .FS E- FSspace[i] .FS B))<=lO)) { 

if (rem == 0) { 
introduced FS 

index = 0; 

index = i; 
rem = 1; I /Ge a FS to return 

//Find no result. Get the nearest one to 

for ( i = 0; i < numofFS ; i ++) { 
temp= abs((FSspace[index] .FS B + 

FSspace[index] . FS_E)/2- 90); 
if (abs( (FSspace[i] . FS B + FSspace[i] .FS E)/2-

90)<temp) index = i ; 

return index ; 

// Find the posible direction in the freespace 
//Input: 
II 1. datapolar: the 180 value of front polar data 
//Output : 
II 1 . freespace : the array that contains the information of all the 
FSs . 

263 
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II the information is the begin and the end of the freespaces 
II 2 . numFS : is the number of free space found 
int FindPosibleDirection (const double *datapolar , FreeSpace 
*freespace , double threshold) 
{ 

int i, j , rem , countFS , runloop ; 
double subthres , rangetemp ; 

111 . Find the posible directions 
countFS = 0 ; 
if (threshold >= MAP FILTER THRESHOLD) threshold 

MAP FILTER THRESHOLD ; 
for (i = 0 ; i < MAP_2D_1DEC_SIZEI2 ; i++) { 

111 . If found an upstep 
if (i < 2) rangetemp = threshold ; 
else rangetemp = datapolar[i-2] ; 
if (datapolar[i] - rangetemp > FS THRESHOLD) { 

rangetemp)l4; 

rangetemp)l2; 

if (da tapolar[i] > MAP_FILTER_THRESHOLD) 
subthres = datapolar[i] - (datapolar[i] -

else 
subthres = datapolar[i] - (datapo1ar[i] -

for (j = i ; j < MAP_2D_1DEC_SIZEI2 ; j++) { 
if ( (datapolar [j] < subthres) I I ( j == 

MAP 2D 1DEC SIZEI2-1 )) { 

datapolar[i]; 

dat polar(j ] ; 

if (countFS == 0) { 
FSspace[countFS] .FS B = i; 
FSspace[countFS] .FS_E = j; 
FSspace[countFS] .FSB_dis 

FSspace[countFS] .FSE dis 

else 
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if (i > FSspace[countFS-1] .FS E) { 
FSspace[countFS] .FS_B = i; 
FSspace[countFS] .FS_ E = j; 
FSspace[countFS] .FSB_ dis 

datapolar[i]; 
FSspace[countFS] .FSE dis 

datapolar[j] ; 

else{ 
if ((j - i < 45)&&(j- i > 

FSspace[countFS-1] . FS E- FSspace[countFS-1] . FS B)) { 
FSspace[countFS-

1] . FS B i; 
FSspace[countFS-

1] . FS E j ; 
FSspace[countFS-

1] . FSB dis datapolar[i]; 
FSspace[countFS-

1] . FSE dis datapolar[j] ; 

if (( j- i < 
30)&&(FSspace[countFS-1] .FS E- FSspace[countFS-1] .FS_B > 60)) { 

FSspace[coun FS-
1] . FSB=i ; 
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FSspace[count FS-
1 ] . FS E = j ; 

FSspa ce[countFS-
1] . FSB dis datapo1ar[i] ; 

FSspace[co untFS-
1] . FSE dis datapolar[j] ; 

countFS--; 

break ; 

countFS++ ; 

//2 . if found an downstep 
if ( i < MAP 20 1DEC SIZE/2 2 ) rangetemp 

datapolar[i+2] ; 
else rangetemp = threshold ; 
if (datapolar[i] - rangetemp > FS THRESHOLD) { 

rangetemp)/4 ; 

rangetemp ) /2 ; 

datapolar[j ] ; 

datapo lar[i]; 

if (datapolar[i] >MAP FILTER_THRESHOLD) 
subthres = datapolar[i] - (datapolar[i] -

else 
subthres = datapolar[i] - (datapolar[i] -

for ( j = i; j >= 0 ; j -- ) { 
i f ( (datapo1ar [j] < subthres) I I (j == 0) ) { 

if (countFS == 0) { 
FSspace[countFS] . FS_B = j ; 
FSspace[countFS] .FS_ E = i ; 
FSspace[countFS] .FSB dis 

FSspace[countFS] . FSE dis 

e l se{ 
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if (j > FSspace[countFS-1] .FS E) { 
FSspace[co ntFS] .FS_ B = j; 
FSspace[countFS] .FS_E = i ; 
FSspace[countFS] .FSB_dis 

datapolar[j] ; 
FSspace[countFS] .FSE dis 

datapolar[i] ; 

else{ 
if ( (i - j < 45) && (i - j > 

FSspace[countFS-1] .FS E - FSspace[countFS-1] . FS B)) { 
FSspa ce[countFS-

1] . FS B j ; 
FSspace[countFS-

1] . FS E i; 
FSspace[countFS-

1] . FSB dis datapolar[j]; 
FSspace[countFS-

1] .FSE dis datapolar[i] ; 

if ((i- j < 
45 ) && (FSspace[countFS - l] .FS E- FSspace[countFS-1] . FS_B > 90 )) { 
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1] . FS B j ; 

1] . FSE i ; 

1] . FSB dis datapolar[j] ; 

1] . FSE dis datapolar[i]; 

countFS++ ; 
break ; 

FSspace[count FS-

FSspace[count FS-

FSspace[countFS-

FSspace[countFS-

count FS--; 

//2 . categorise these posible derection 
II- If size <= 30 : Small FS 
II- If 30 < sise <= 90 : Medium FS 
II- If 90 < size : Large FS 
for (i = 0 ; i < countFS ; i++ ) 

if (FSspace[i] .FS_E- FSspace[i] .FS B <= 30) 
FSspace[i] .typeFS = SMALL ; 

else 
if (FSspace[i] . FS E- FSspace[i] .FS B <= 90) 

FSspace[i] .typeFS = MEDIUM ; 
else 

FSspace [ i] .typeFS LARGE ; 

return countFS ; 
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/ /Control motor : This function will conver the ref speeds (velocity 
m/s, 
//and steering rad/s) to volts respectively. This process is based on 
the 
//characteristic of the speeds read by encoders and volts that seL by 
USB6008 . 
//Input : 
II 1 . Velocity: the ref velocity [0 -> 1] m/s 
II 2 . Steering : the ref steering [0 -> 90] dec/s for the turn right 
command 
II 
the turn left command 
//Output NULL 

[-90 -> OJ dec/s for 

int MotorControl (double velocity , double steering) { 
double controlval ; 

if (velocity > 0) { 

else{ 

controlval =velocity+ 2 . 53 ; 
if (controlval < 2 . 5) controlval 2 . 5 ; 
if (controlval > 3 . 5) controlval 3.5 ; 

control val 1/0 . 85*velocity + 2 . 4 ; 
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if (controlval < 1 . 5 ) controlva l 1 . 5 ; 
if (con trolval > 2 . 5 ) controlva l 2 . 5 ; 
} 

if (velocity == 0 ) controlval = 2 . 5 ; 
DAQmxW riteAnalogF64 (velocitytask , 1 , 1 , 10 . 0 , 

DAQmx Val_GroupByChannel , &controlval , NULL , NULL ); 
controlva l = steering*PI/180 ; 
if (steering > 0 ) { 

else{ 

controlval = 1/1 . 9*controlva l + 2 . 50 ; 
if (controlval < 2 . 5 ) controlval 2 . 5 ; 
if (controlval > 3 . 5 ) controlval = 3.5 ; 

controlval = 1/1 . 8*controlval + 2 . 45 ; 
if (controlval < 1 . 5 ) controlva l 1 . 5 ; 
if (controlval > 2 . 5 ) controlval = 2 . 5 ; 
} 

if (steering== 0) controlval = 2 . 5 ; 
DAQmxWriteAnalogF64 (steeringtask , 1 , 1 , 10 . 0 , 

DAQmx_Val GroupByChannel , &controlval , NULL , NULL ); 

return 1 ; //finish function 

//Update moving direction 
//Input : 
II 1 . control : the event from keyboard or Head movement 
II 2. FSspace: the posible directions for wheelchair to move 
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II 3 . directionstate : indicate the current direction in such a FS 
II 4. numofFS : number of posible FSs 
//Output: 
II 1. currentFS: the current FS for wheelcha ir 
II 2. directionstate : s ate of dir in current FS 
II 3 . desireddirection: the desired dir that produces the steering 
for we 
int UpdateMovingDir (int control, int *posdirection, int numposdir, 
int currentindex) { 

1; 

int dir ; 

//1 . User's intention : turn to left 
if (control == PANEL BUT LEFT) { 

currentindex = currentindex + 1; 
if (currentindex >= numposdir ) currentindex 

} 
//2. User ' s intention : turn to right 
if (control == PANEL BUT RIGHT ) { 

currentindex = currentindex - 1 ; 
if (currentindex < 0 ) currentindex 0 ; 

dir posdirection[currentindex] ; 
//3 . User ' s intention : go straight 
if (control == PANEL BUT FORWARD_1) { 

dir = 90 ; 

numposdir -

MaintainDirection (posdirection , numposdir , &dir) ; 

return dir ; 
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//UpdateTa rgetAuto : Update target automa tically b a sed on t he current 
target 
//and current situation (environment ) . At the verry beginning the 
target is 
//90 degree and then update to the suitable direction . 
//Input : 
II 1 . preFS_B : the value of begin of free space at previous step 
II 2 . pre FS E : the value of end of the free space at previous step 
II 3 . FSspace: the posible directions 
II 4 . numofFS : the number of FSs 
II 5 . curpose : the current pose of the we that is used update new 
target 
//Output : 
II 1 . target : new target for we 
II 2 . index : index of active FS . 
int UpdateTargetAuto (int preFS B, int preFS E, int *target , FreeSpace 
*FSspace , int numofFS , double curpose ) 
{ 

int i, costval , temptar , temptar2 , tempcost , index ; 
double k = 2; 

//1 . Find the FS which has the smallest value of const function 
index = 0; 
if (FSspace[index] . FS_E - FSspace[index] . FS_B <= 60) { //Small FS 

temptar = (int) ( (FSspace [index] .FS E + 
FSspace [index] . FS _B ) /2) ; 

costval = abs(FSspace[lndex] .FS B- preFS_B) + 
abs(FSspace[index] .FS E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar- *target); 

} 
else{ //Large FS 

temptar = FSspace[index) .FS _E -EDGE FS_VAL; 
costval = abs(FSspace[index] .FS B- preFS_B) + 

abs(FSspace[index] .FS_E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar- *target); 
temptar = FSspace[index] . FS_B + EDGE_FS_VAL; 
tempcost = abs(FSspace[index] .FS B- preFS B) + 

abs(FSspace[index] . FS_E- preFS E) + k*abs(temptar- *target); 
if (tempcost < costval) 

costval = tempcost; 

for (i = 1; i < numofFS; i++) { 
if (FSspace[i] .FS_E - fSspace[i] . FS B <= 60) { //Small FS 

temptar = (int) ( (FSspace[i] . FS_E + 
FSspace[i] . FS_B)/2); 

tempcost = abs(FSspace[i] .FS B- preFS B) 
abs(FSspace[i] .FS E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar- *target) ; 

} 
else{ //Large FS 

temptar = FSspace[i] . FS E- EDGE FS VAL ; 
tempcost = abs(FSspace[i] .FS_B- preFS_B) + 

abs(FSspace[i] .FS E- preFS E) + k*abs (temptar- *target) ; 
temptar = FSspace[i] . FS_B + EDGE_FS_VAL ; 
temptar = abs(FSspace[i] . FS_B- preFS_ B) + 

abs(FSspace[i] .FS E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar- *target) ; 
if (temptar < tempcost) 

tempcost = temptar; 

if (costval > tempcost) { 
index i; 
cos val = tempcost ; 
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} 
//2 . Update new target 
curpose = (int ) (curpose*180/PI) ; 
if (FSspace[index] . FS_E - FSspace[index] . FS B <= 60 ) //Small FS 

*target= (int)((FSspace[index] . FS E + 
FSspace[index] . FS B) /2) ; 

else{ //Large FS 
temptar = FSspace[index] . FS E -EDGE FS VAL ; 
tempcost = abs(FSspace[index] . FS_B- preFS_B) + 

abs(FSspace[index] . FS E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar- *target) ; 
temptar = FSspace[index] . FS_B + EDGE_FS_VAL ; 
costval = abs(FSspace[index] . FS_B- preFS_B) + 

abs(FSspace[index] . FS_E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar- *target) ; 
if (costval < tempcost) 

temptar FSspace[index] . FS B +EDGE FS VAL ; 
else{ 

temp tar 
cost val 

FSspace[index] .FS_E 
tempcost ; 

EDGE FS VAL ; 

temptar2 = (FSspace[index] .FS E + FSspace[index] . FS_B)/2 ; 
tempcost = abs(FSspace[index] .FS_B- preFS B) + 

abs(FSspace[index] . FS_E- preFS_E) + k*abs(temptar2 -*target); 
if (costval > tempcost) 

*target temptar2 ; 
else 

*target temptar; 
//*target = *target + curpose ; 

return index; 

/ / Shared strategy f nction: this function f1nds out the new target. for 
we ... 
//if find new target is available among FS cadidates: 
I I 1- Upda e new target 
I I 2- Sw1tch to automatic mode 
II 3- indicate the command is done 
//if not (WC can not navigate in the direction guided by the command) : 
I I 1- Switch to manual mode (follow user intruction) 
II 2- indicate the command is done 
//if the new target can not find in that direction and no user 
intension following: 
II 1- indicate the command is not done to wait until this command 
is done. 
II 
//Input : 
II 1- FSspace : posible directions and based on them the command 
will be done 
II 2- numofFS : the number of FSs 
II 3- command : the command from user 
I I 4- curFSindex : current FS 
//Output: 
II 1- curFSindex: new FS if available 
II 2- target : new target for we 
II 3- return value: 
II COMMAND DONE: if the command is done and new FS is 
availble . 
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II 
performed 
II 

COMMAND PERFORMING : waiting for the command to be 

MANUAL MODE : switch to manual mode and the value is new 
target . 
int SharedCostFunction (FreeSpace *FSspace , int numofFS, int 
usercommand , int *curFSindex , int *target) { 

double kcomd = 5 , kmant = 1 , kusercomd = 90 ; 
double costF , costFtemp; 
int i , temptar, tempdir; 

if (usercommand 
if (usercommand 
if (usercommand 

costF = 1000; 

GO RIGHT) kusercomd = 0 ; 
GO_FORWARD) kusercomd 
GO_LEFT) kusercomd 

for (i = 0 ; i < numofFS; i++) { 
if (FSspace[i] .typeFS ==SMALL) { 

tempdir = (int)((FSspace[i].FS B + 
FSspace[i] . FS_E)I2); 

90; 
180 ; 

costFtemp = kcomd*abs(tempdir- kusercomd) + 
kmant*abs(tempdir- *target) ; 

else{ 

EDGE FS VAL) ; 

if (costFtemp < costF) { 
costF = costFtemp; 
temptar = tempdir; 
*curFSindex = i; 

if (FSspace[i] . typeFS ==LARGE) { 
tempdir = (int) (FSspace [i]. FS B + 
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costFtemp = kcomd*abs(tempdir- kusercomd) + 
kmant•abs(tempdir- *target); 

FSspace[i] .FS_E) 12) ; 

if (costFtemp < costF) { 
costF = costFtemp; 
temptar = tempdir; 
*curFSindex = i; 

tempdir = (int)((FSspace[i].FS B + 

costFtemp = kcomd*abs(tempdir- kusercomd) + 
kmant*abs(tempdir - *target); 

EDGE FS VAL) ; 

if (costFtemp < costF) { 
costF = costFtemp ; 
temptar = tempdir ; 
*curFSindex = i; 

tempdir = (in~) (FSspace [i] . FS E -

costFtemp = kcomd*abs(tempdir- kusercomd) + 
kmant*abs(tempdir- *target); 

*target temptar; 

if (costFtemp < costF) { 
costF = costFtemp ; 
temptar = tempdir ; 
*curFSindex = i ; 
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return COMMAND DONE ; 

//Manual mode : control the wheelchair by keyboard or headmovement 
void ManualControlMode (in t command , double *velocity , double 
*steering) { 

if (command == GO LEFT) { 
*velocity 0 ; 
*steering = -4 5 ; 

if (command -- GO RIGHT) { 
*velocity 0; 
*steering = 4 5; 

if (command -- GO FORWARD ) { 
*velocity 0 . 4 ; 
*steering = 0; 

if (command == GO BACKWARD) { 
*velocity -0.4; 
*steering = 0 ; 

if (command == COMMAND_NULL) { 
*velocity 0 ; 
*steering = 0 ; 

//GetJoinstickSignal: collect the control data from Joinstick 
//Output: 
II 1. forsignal: forward signal 
I I 2 . revs1gnal 
II 3. rigsignal 
II 4. lefsignal 
vo id GetJoinstickSignal (float64 *forsignal, float64 *revsignal, 
float64 *rigsignal , float64 *lefsignal) { 

DAQmxReadAna1ogF64 (forwardtask, 1, 10.0 , 
DAQmx_Val_GroupByChannel , forsignal , 1 , NULl,, NULL); 

DAQmxReadAna1ogF64 (righttask , 1, 10.0, 
DAQmx Val GroupByChannel , rigsignal , 1, NULL, NULL ); 
} 
//Function LoadFFNNetPara : load network weight from text file 
void Function LoadFFNNetPara (FFNNetStruct *netstruct ) { 

char fDataname[100] ; 
char buffer[11] ; 
FILE *fData ; 
int i , j , k; 

//Load parameter from the text file 
strcpy (fDataname, " GOA06NNweight . txt "); 
fData = fopen (fDataname , " r ''); I I r : 

reading . 
//1. Load InputWeight values 
fread (buffer , 1 , 7 , fData) ; 
for (i = 0 ; i < HID_NUM ; i++) { 

for ( j = 0 ; j < IN NUM ; j ++) { 

Opens a file for 
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fread (buffer, 1 , 11, fData ); 
CopyString (buffer , 0 , buffer , 

NULL to the end of the string 
0 ' 10) ; //Add the 
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Scan (buffer , " %s>% f ", &netstruct-
>I nputWeight[ i *IN_N UM + j]) ; //conve rt to double 

} 
fread (buffer , 1 , 1 , fData) ; 

} 
//2 . Load InputBias values 
fread (buffer , 1 , 11 , fData) ; 
for (i = 0 ; i < HID_NUM ; i++) { 

fread (buffer , 1, 11 , fData ); 
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CopyString (buffe r , 0 , buffer , 0 , 10 ); //Add the NULL 
to the end of the string 

Scan (buffer , " %s>%f " , &netstruct->InputBias[i]) ; 
//convert to double 
} 
fread (buffer, 1 , 1 , fData) ; 

//3 . laod LayerWeight values 
fread (buffer, 1, 10 , fData) ; 
for (i = 0; i < OUT_NUM ; i++) { 

for ( j = 0 ; j < HID_NUM; j++ ) { 
fread (buffer , 1 , 11 , fData) ; 
CopyString(buffer , 0 , buffer , 0 , 10) ; 

NULL to Lhe end of the string 
Scan (bu ffer , " %s>%f ", &netstruct-

>LayerWeight[i*HID_NUM + j] ); //convert to double 
} 
fread (buffer, 1 , 1 , fData) ; 

} 
//4 . load layerBias values 
fread (buffer, 1 , 10 , fData) ; 
for (i = 0 ; i < OUT_NUM ; i++ ) { 

fread (buffer, 1, 11, fData); 

//Add the 

CopyString(buffer , 0, buffer , 0 , 10); //Add the NULL 
to the end of the string 

Scan (buffer, " % s >% f ", &nets truct -> LayerBias [ i] ) ; 
//convert to double 
} 
fread (buffer, 1 , 1 , fData); 

//Function_CompOutFFNNet : compute output of nn 
void Function_CompOutFFNNet(double *netinput, double *netoutput, 
FFNNetStruct *netstruct) { 

int i,j ; 
double hidden[HID_NUM] ; 

//1 . Compute output network 
for (i = 0; i < HID_NUM ; i++) { 

hidden[i] = 0 ; 
for ( j = 0 ; j < IN NUM; j ++) { 

hidden[i] = hidden[i] + netstruct-
>InputWeight[i*IN_NUM + j]*netinput[j] ; 

} 
hidden[i] hidden[i] + netstruct->InputBias[i] ; 

//tagsin function 
for (i = 0 ; i < HID NUM ; i++) 

hidden[i] = 2/(1+exp(-2*hidden[i]))-1 ; 
//Linear function 
for (i = 0 ; i < OUT_NUM; i++) { 

netoutput[i] = 0 ; 
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